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Dankwoord
Lieve Susan, ik heb je tijdens mijn promotie veel te vaak niet op de eerste plek gezet.
Een plek die je wel verdient met alleen al alle geduld die je opbrengt tijdens de tien
jaar dat ik inmiddels aan het studeren ben. Daarom wil ik graag mijn dankwoord
beginnen met jou. Al die keren dat ik je de oren van de kop zeurde over nieuwe
ideeën voor mijn proefschrift, steeds als ik weer eens de tijd vergat bij het op tijd
thuis zijn voor het eten, dat ik weer eens weg ben naar een training of vergadering,
dat je moest poseren om geschikt beeldmateriaal voor posters en papers te verkrij-
gen en de vele weekenden dat ik naar de UT ging om te schrijven aan mijn boekje
zodat jij thuis in de zooi zat. Je bent er voor me op de momenten dat ik je nodig
heb en daarvoor kan ik je nooit genoeg bedanken.
Dit dankwoord zal nu eerst even (heel kort) in het Engels zijn, daarna ga ik ver-
der in het Nederlands. Dit betekent overigens niet dat er ook maar enige structuur
in dit dankwoord zit, ik schrijf het gewoon op zoals het in me opkomt. Het volgende
cliché volgt hier dan ook uit: ik ga mensen vergeten in dit dankwoord en speciaal
voor iedereen die zich vergeten voelt (of die meer bedankt wil worden): bedankt!
Switching briefly to English. I would like to thank my committee for taking the
time to read and exchange thoughts on gesture interaction at a distance. Job, Anton,
Stefan, Jack, Harald and Zsofi: I feel really honored that you have taken this time
and effort for me. I am looking forward to an interesting discussion at the defense
ceremony. And switching back to Dutch already.
Om toch maar ergens te beginnen zal ik allereerst de mensen met wie ik de afge-
lopen jaren heb samengewerkt noemen. Mijn (co)promotoren zouden dan eigenlijk
als eerste genoemd moeten worden maar daar komen we dadelijk wel aan toe. Eerst
wil ik graag mijn kamergenoten bedanken die het met me hebben uit moeten hou-
den. Sterker nog, ze zitten nog een jaar aan me vast. Ivo, Thijs, Herwin, Bart: ik
vond het bijzonder gezellig en inspirerend om samen een kamer te delen bij HMI.
Ivo voor je volstrekt onverwachtte plotwendingen; ook in gesprekken waar je niet
eens actief aan deel leek te nemen, Herwin voor o.a. de gezellige trips naar Lissabon
en Bielefeld, Bart voor de vele bierverhalen op de meest ongeschikte momenten, en
Thijs voor de nuchtere vaderrol die je vaak speelde om het zooitje ongeregeld een
beetje in het gareel te houden. Heren, onze vele lolletjes en inside jokes zullen me
nog lang bijblijven. Naast deze heren hebben ook een paar dames tijdelijk of spo-
radisch een plekje geclaimd op onze kamer: Hanna en Yujia. Dames, ik vind het
jammer dat jullie niet vaker en langer bij ons op de kamer hebben verbleven, dat
zou denk ik ons puberale gedrag bij tijd en wijle in de kiem hebben gesmoord.
Dan ga ik nu graag door naar mijn projectgenoten. Ingo en Olga, bedankt voor
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een leuke tijd. Ingo, van je nuchtere kijk op de zaak werd ik soms wanhopig wan-
neer je het probleem weer eens niet zei te zien. Ondanks dat we alledrie een totaal
andere invulling hebben gegeven aan ‘User interfaces for scientific collaboration’
denk ik dat we veel aan elkaar hebben gehad. Ik voelde me in elk geval veelvuldig
gedwongen om mijn ideeën beter of soms zelfs volledig opnieuw te doordenken om
jullie duidelijk te maken wat ik van plan was. Dit geldt ook voor alle andere collega’s
bij HMI. Beste HMI’ers, ik ga jullie niet stuk voor stuk opnoemen want ik vind dat
we samen een erg leuke en inspirerende werkomgeving neerzetten. De brede inte-
resse in andermans onderzoek, de bereidheid om elkaar zonder meer te helpen met
bijvoorbeeld deelnemen aan veelvuldige en soms saaie experimenten, doorlezen en
bekritiseren van elkaars werk, maar ook de infrequente uitjes met elkaar dragen
hier denk ik enorm aan bij. Bedankt allemaal dat jullie een steun en toeverlaat
voor me waren tijdens mijn promotie. Ik hoop dat ik dit andersom ook voor jullie
heb mogen en mag betekenen. Buiten HMI heb ik ook met diverse mensen mogen
samenwerken en ideeën mogen uitwisselen: bij conferenties, workshops, werkbe-
zoeken enzovoorts. Ook die collega’s ben ik erkentelijk: Hanka, Gineke, Han, Timo,
Werner en vele anderen.
Wel wil ik nog expliciet mijn promotoren, Anton en Gerrit, bedanken voor hun
feedback op mijn onderzoek. Een leerpunt van me de afgelopen jaren was het
inbedden van mijn werk in een grootschaligere opzet en ik werd daar door jullie
dan ook veelvuldig daarop gewezen. Dit betekende dan weer meer nadenken maar
het eindresultaat is daardoor flink beter geworden. Uiteraard heeft mijn copromoter
Paul hier evenzo zijn steentje aan bijgedragen. Paul heeft twee kanten wat dat
betreft: enthousiast en terughoudend. Enthousiast als je al stuiterend zijn kamer
in huppelt met een nieuw en vet gaaf idee, terughoudend de paar minuten erna
met een opmerking als ‘zou je dat wel doen jongen?’. Bedankt voor je maatwerk
begeleiding Paul, het heeft me veelvuldig ondersteund wanneer ik het nodig had en
ik denk nog wel vaker op momenten wanneer ik er eigenlijk niet op zat te wachten.
Onderzoek doe je niet alleen, ook een promotietraject niet. Dit blijkt al uit het
dankwoord richting mijn collega’s. Op onze vakgroep lopen echter ook veel be-
trokken studenten rond. De (ex-)studenten die opdrachten bij mij hebben gedaan
verdienen dan ook zeker een dankbetuiging. Ik noem ‘mijn’ afstudeerders en stu-
dent assistenten met naam: Jorik, Jacobjob, Jeroen, Luke, Mario, Michiel en Marco.
Heren, het was ook voor mij een leerzame ervaring jullie te begeleiden en ik stel
het dan ook erg op prijs dat jullie dat hebben aangedurfd. De vele andere studenten
(22 stuks) die ik heb mogen begeleiden met individuele of groepsopdrachten heb-
ben me geholpen om ook mijn eigen ideeën beter te vormen waarvoor ik ook hen
zeer erkentelijk ben.
Hobbies dan. Ik heb er maar twee: onderwaterhockey en duiken bij ZPV Piranha.
Echter weet ik me hier zo betrokken bij te voelen dat de meeste van mijn vrije tijd
daaraan opgaat. Gelukkig maken de vele leuke mensen die ik daar heb ontmoet
heel veel goed. Sterker nog, door hen voel ik me zo betrokken. Samen weten we
er een bijzonder leuke club van te maken. Bedankt dus, lieve Piranha’s, voor een
onvergetelijke tijd in en rondom het water! Onderwaterhockey is mijn uitlaatklep:
zodra mijn hoofd onder water komt, kom ik tot rust. Rust ondanks dat ik me feitelijk
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helemaal kapot zwem. Met name Marco, Eike, Wouter, Chris, Sandor, Harry, Steef
en Ivo krijgen me zover om een betere speler te willen worden, inmiddels tot op het
hoogste niveau in Nederland toe. Jullie enthousiasme voor de sport zweept me op
en daarvoor ben ik jullie heel dankbaar. Duiken daarentegen is een heel serieuze
bezigheid (geen sport). Een veelgebruikte slogan is ‘duikers zijn gelukkiger’. Ja,
daar kan ik me in de drie jaar dat ik nu duik goed in vinden. Nederland, Gozo,
Zwitserland en Egypte zijn mooi onder water en dat is iets dat veel te weinig mensen
weten en waarderen. Echter is dat niet hetgeen waardoor duikers gelukkiger zijn
vind ik. Het zit hem in de gezelligheid rondom het duiken. Charlotte, Saskia,
Kirsten, Julia, Wendy, Bas, Robbert, Robert, Marco, Erik, Jeroen, Arjan, Ingmar,
Michel, Rob, Siebren, Timo, Martin en vele anderen: jullie maken duiken een gave
ervaring die vrij letterlijk almaar naar meer smaakt. Bubbels bubbels bubbels!
Zeker tijdens het laatste jaar van je promotie heb je maar weinig tijd voor je
vrienden. Dat is zo ongeveer vanaf het moment wanneer je alles wat je nog moet
doen een beetje kunt overzien en vervolgens bijna in huilen uitbarst van die hoeveel-
heid werk. Tel daar die tijdrovende hobbies bij op en ik ben werkelijk stomverbaasd
dat ik zulke goede vrienden heb. Jelly, Femke, Marten, Reinier, Martijn en Hans: ik
vind het tof dat we elkaar altijd weer weten te vinden. Ik hoop dat we de komende
tijd weer meer van elkaar zullen zien!
Mijn familie komt dit keer op de laatste plaats. Pap, mam, ik hoop dat jullie
eindelijk genoeg hebben van die alsmaar studerende zoon van jullie. Ik wel name-
lijk. Dit is de derde en laatste keer dat jullie een schijnbaar onnavolgbaar verhaal
moeten aanhoren. Jullie hebben Marieke en mij altijd gestimuleerd om het beste
te worden dat we kunnen zijn. Dat dit tot gevolg heeft gehad dat mijn zusje piloot
is geworden en dat ik inmiddels een betaald warhoofd ben hadden jullie vast niet
verwacht. Bedankt pap, bedankt mam. Ik was nooit het warhoofd geworden die ik
nu ben zonder jullie steun, vertrouwen en liefde. Bedankt Marieke, dat je er voor
me bent als ik je echt nodig heb. De vele nutteloze conflicten van toen hebben in-
middels plaats gemaakt voor een, vind ik, fijne zus-broer relatie. Bedankt Nick dat
je je zo goed over mijn zusje ontfermt.
Mijn proef van bekwaming in de vorm van dit proefschrift is nu voltooid. Tijdens
het doen van de experimenten en het rapporteren daarvan in de dit proefschrift
heb ik ontdekt dat ik onderzoek doen heel leuk vind, vooral in een omgeving met
mensen die net zo enthousiast worden van hun ding als ik van het mijne. Zo steek
ik in elkaar: ik voed me met de passie van anderen. Ik hoop dan ook dat ik in de
toekomst meer van zulke mensen mag ontmoeten met wie ik knappe staaltjes werk
neer mag zetten, zowel professioneel als privé.
Wim Fikkert
Enschede, 1 februari 2010
voor Simay & Susan
Summary
The aim of this work is to explore, from a perspective of human behavior, which
gestures are suited to control large display surfaces from a short distance away;
why that is so; and, equally important, how such an interface can be made a rea-
lity. A well-known example of the type of interface that is the focus in this thesis is
portrayed in the science fiction movie ‘Minority Report’. The lead character of this
movie uses hand gestures such as pointing, picking-up and throwing-away to inter-
act with a wall-sized display in a believable way. Believable, because the gestures
are familiar from everyday life and because the interface responds predictably.
Although only fictional in this movie, such gesture-based interfaces can, when
realized, be applied in any environment that is equipped with large display surfa-
ces. For example, in a laboratory for analyzing and interpreting large data sets; in
interactive shopping windows to casually browse a product list; and in the operating
room to easily access a patient’s MRI scans. The common denominator is that the
user cannot or may not touch the display: the interaction occurs at arms-length and
larger distances.
Hand and arm movements are the gestures that computer systems interpret in
this thesis. The users can control the large display, and its contents, directly with
their hands through acts similar to those in ‘Minority Report’. The control is gained
through explicitly issuing commands to the system through gesturing. After defi-
ning the elementary commands in such an interface (Chapter 2), we index existing
approaches to build gesture-based interfaces (Chapter 3) and, more precisely, the
gesture sets that have been used in these interfaces. Meticulous investigation of
which gestures are suited for issuing these elementary commands, and why, then
follows.
In a Wizard of Oz setting, we explore the gestures that otherwise uninstructed
users make when asked to issue a command through gesturing alone (Chapter 4).
By gesturing as they see fit, users pan and zoom a map of the local topology of our
university. Our observations show that users apply the same idiosyncratic gesture
for each command with a great deal of similarity between users. Also, gestures are
explicitly started and ended by changing the hand shape from rest to tensed and
back again. Users really believed that they were in actual control of the display;
immersed in the interaction that they found believable.
This consensus in the observed gestures is explored with an online questionnaire
(Chapter 5) filled out by a hundred users from multiple western countries. User
ratings of video prototyped interactions through gesturing show that there is signi-
ficant preference for certain gesture-command pairs. In addition, some gestures are
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preferably reused in a different context or system state to improve understanding
and predicting of the system’s responses. These results are validated in another (par-
tial) Wizard of Oz setting (Chapter 6) where the users experience what it feels like
to issue commands with the proposed gestures. The ratings in each investigated
condition were similar, with minor differences that are mostly caused by physical
comfort, or lack thereof, while gesturing. Our findings were influenced profoundly
by both traditional WIMP-style interfaces and recent mainstream multi-touch inter-
faces that swayed our participants’ preference towards some gestures.
To consolidate our previous findings, we designed, built and evaluated a gesture
interface with which the user can interact with 3D and 2D visualizations of bioche-
mical structures on a wall-sized display (Chapter 7). This prototype uses lasers for
pointing, one for each hand, and small buttons attached to the fingers for issuing
commands. The preferred gestures define the precise layout of these buttons on
the hand. Again, we found that our participants preferred to interact with the least
amount of effort and with the highest comfort possible. There was little variation
between users in the shape of the gestures that they preferred: tapping the thumb
on one of the other fingers was the prevalent gesture to indicate the beginning and
ending of a command: it mimicked pressing a button.
When taking a human perspective on gestures suited to issue commands to large-
display interfaces, it is possible to formulate a set of intuitive gestures that comes
naturally to its users. The gestures are learned and remembered with ease. In ad-
dition, it is comfortable to perform these gestures, also when interacting for longer
periods of time. We observe in our line of research that technological developments
that reach mainstream distribution in the public domain influence the perception
of ‘intuitive’ and ‘natural’ in the end-users. The best example of this is perhaps
the influence of the indoctrination over the past four decades that the keyboard-
and-mouse interface has had on the public’s notion of human-computer interaction.
More recent examples include the Nintendo Wii and the Apple iPhone. We, as the
interface designers of future intelligent environments, are very much dependent on
this notion. That is, if we wish to have gesture-based interfaces succeed in providing
easy to use, intuitive interaction with the pervasive large display surfaces in these
environments. The gestures that are described in this thesis are an important part
of those interfaces.
Samenvatting
Het doel van dit werk is om vanuit het oogpunt van menselijk gedrag te ontdekken
welke gebaren geschikt zijn om grote digitale oppervlakken te bedienen vanaf een
korte afstand; waarom dat zo is; en, even zo belangrijk, hoe een op gebaren ge-
baseerde interface werkelijkheid gemaakt kan worden. Een bekend voorbeeld van
het type interface dat de focus is in dit proefschrift is te vinden in de science fic-
tion film ‘Minority Report’. Het hoofdpersonage gebruikt handgebaren zoals wijzen,
oppakken en weggooien om op een geloofwaardige manier te interacteren met een
computerscherm ter grootte van een hele muur. Geloofwaardig, omdat de geba-
ren herkenbaar zijn uit het dagelijks leven en omdat de interface reageert op een
voorspelbare manier.
Alhoewel de interface in deze film slechts fictief is zullen gebareninterfaces, wan-
neer ze gerealiseerd zijn, worden toegepast in een omgeving die is uitgerust met
grote computerschermen. Bijvoorbeeld, in laboratoria om grote data sets te analy-
seren en te interpreteren; in digitale etalages om in het voorbijgaan nieuwe product-
informatie te bekijken; in operatiekamers om snel en gemakkelijk toegang te krijgen
tot MRI-scans van de patiënt; en in publiekelijk toegankelijke kunsttentoonstellin-
gen waar een interactieve creatieve ervaring ondergaan kan worden. De gemene
deler is hierbij dat de gebruiker het computerscherm niet mag of kan aanraken: de
interactie vindt plaats op armslengte en grotere afstanden.
Hand- en armbewegingen zijn de gebaren die computersystemen interpreteren
in dit proefschrift. De gebruikers kunnen het grote scherm, en de visualisaties
daarop, rechtstreeks bedienen door handelingen met hun handen die lijken op de
handelingen in ‘Minority Report’. De controle wordt verkregen door expliciet com-
mando’s te geven aan het systeem door middel van gebaren. Nadat er een set aan
elementaire commando’s in een zodanige interface is gedefinieerd (Hoofdstuk 2) ge-
ven we een overzicht van bestaande manieren om een gebareninterface te bouwen
(Hoofdstuk 3) en, preciezer, de gebarensets die daarin gebruikt worden. Nauwge-
zette bestudering van geschikte gebaren voor de elementaire commando’s, en de
redenen die daaraan ten grondslag liggen, beslaan de rest van dit proefschrift.
Met een Tovenaar van Oz proefopstelling hebben we spontane gebaren bestu-
deerd. Gebruikers werden gevraagd om een commando te geven door met hun han-
den te gebaren waarbij ze niet verteld werd hoe dat gedaan moest worden (Hoofd-
stuk 4). Door gebaren te maken zoals zij die nuttig achtten konden deze gebruikers
een stafkaart van Twente verplaatsen, vergroten en verkleinen op een groot compu-
terscherm. Onze observaties laten zien dat gebruikers een gebaar kiezen voor elk
commando, dat ze aan hun keuze vasthouden en dat hun keuze grotendeels gelijk
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is aan die van andere gebruikers. Daarbij vonden we ook dat gebruikers expliciet
hun handvorm veranderden bij het begin van een gebaar en dat ze hun hand ont-
spanden aan het eind van een gebaar. Bovendien verkeerden de gebruikers in de
waan dat zij daadwerklijk de controle over het scherm voerden.
Deze consensus in geobserveerde gebaren hebben we verder bestudeerd met
een online vragenlijst (Hoofdstuk 5) die door honderd gebruikers uit verscheidene
Westerse landen is ingevuld. De gebruikersscores van videoprototypes van gebaren-
interacties laten zien dat er een significante voorkeur is voor specifieke combinaties
van gebaar en commando. Daar komt bij dat sommige gebaren bij voorkeur her-
gebruikt worden in een andere context binnen het systeem zodat het begrijpen en
voorspellen van de systeemreacties vergemakkelijkt wordt. Deze resultaten zijn ge-
valideerd in een nieuwe Tovenaar van Oz proefopstelling (Hoofdstuk 6) waarin we
gebruikers hebben laten ervaren hoe het echt is om middels de voorgestelde gebaren
commando’s te geven aan een groot computerscherm. De scores van deze validatie-
condities waren gelijk, met slechts kleine verschillen die werden veroorzaakt door
fysiek comfort of het gebrek daaraan tijdens het gebaren. De voorkeuren voor be-
paalde gebaren werden sterk beïnvloed door zowel traditionele WIMP en recentere
multi-touch interfaces.
Om de verkozen gebaren van dit grootschalige onderzoek te consolideren heb-
ben we een gebaren interface ontworpen, gebouwd en geëvalueerd. De gebruikers
konden interacteren met zowel 3D als 2D visualisaties van biochemische structuren
op een scherm ter grootte van een hele muur (Hoofdstuk 7). Dit prototype gebruikt
lasers voor aanwijzen, een voor elke hand, en kleine knopjes die op de vingers zijn
geplaatst om commando’s te kunnen geven. Wederom vonden we bewijzen dat onze
gebruikers de voorkeur hebben voor interacties die de minste moeite kosten en die
hen het meeste comfort bieden. Er was weinig variatie tussen gebruikers in de vorm
van voorkeursgebaren: het tikken van de duim op een van de andere vingers was
het meest voorkomende gebaar waarmee het begin en eind van een commando
werd gekenmerkt. Dit gebaar lijkt op het drukken op een knop.
Wanneer we vanuit het menselijk perspectief kijken naar geschikte gebaren om
commando’s mee te geven naar grote computerscherm interfaces is het mogelijk om
set van intuïtieve gebaren te formuleren die natuurlijk overkomen op de gebruiker.
Deze gebaren worden met gemak geleerd en onthouden. Het is bovendien comfor-
tabel om op deze manier te gebaren, ook wanneer de interactie langere tijd duurt.
We hebben in onze lijn van onderzoek recente technologische ontwikkelingen ge-
observeerd die de notie van ‘intutief’ en ‘natuurlijk’ flink hebben beïnvloed bij onze
gebruikers. Het beste voorbeeld is wellicht de indoctrinatie gedurende de afgelopen
vier decennia door muis en toetsenbord maar ook meer recentere ontwikkelingen
zoals Nintendo’s Wii en Apple’s iPhone. Wij, als interface-ontwerpers van toekom-
stige intelligente omgevingen, zijn heel afhankelijk van die publieke notie. Als we
gebareninterfaces willen laten slagen in zulke omgevingen zullen we een gemakke-
lijk te gebruiken, intuïtieve interactie moeten ontwerpen en bouwen met de grote
computerschermen die we overal om ons heen zullen gaan aantreffen. De gebaren
die in dit proefschrift worden beschreven, zijn daar een belangrijk onderdeel van.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
“A computer terminal is not some clunky old television with a type-
writer in front of it. It is an interface where the mind and body can
connect with the universe and move bits of it about.”
Douglas Adams
British writer, 1952–2001 – Mostly Harmless, Picador, 2002, pp.86–87
1.1 What this thesis is about
John Anderton stands calmly facing an empty wall from some two meters away,
staring, arms crossed behind his back. He drops his hands by his side and, then, as
he lifts them, palms upwards, the entire wall comes to life with pictures of a crime
that John and his police colleagues are trying to solve. Through simple, familiar
acts with his hands, such as pointing, grabbing and throwing away, he is able to sift
through data such as pictures of the crime-scene and personal details of both the
victim and the suspect to get clues for preventing the crime: Minority Report is a
science fiction movie set in the mid 21st century, after all. The acts—gestures—that
John uses in this setting—human-computer interaction (HCI)—is what this thesis
is all about. We look at these gestures from a human perspective in this thesis,
wondering which gestures are suited to interact with these large displays, why that
is so and how an interface such as the one portrayed in Minority Report can be made
a reality.
Large displays will not be found solely in John’s fictional crime-lab. Future ho-
mes [200], offices [148], schools [125] and other public environments [214] will be
equipped with displays that can be found anywhere: from newspapers lying around
to clothing, furniture, the floor and the walls [67]. My thesis focuses on the latter
type: physically large display surfaces that can display a lot of information simul-
taneously for the environments’ inhabitants to interact with. Humans that interact
with these displays will do so in one of two ways according to trends in HCI re-
search [16]. First, human-like communication, for example, by conversing with a
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digitized human, allows users to operate the computer in ways that mimic a dia-
logue with another person [179]. Second, a more direct way of interacting is the
result of explicit command-giving [190]. The latter approach has emerged over the
past decades since the advent of personal computers and is typically referred to as
the WIMP metaphor: Windows-Icons-Menus-Pointing [207]. I have focused on the
latter of these two types: explicit command-giving. The difference here is that the
direct interaction occurs through the hands gesturing.
The distance to the display has an important influence on the interaction with it.
John stands out of arms-reach of the display, making it impossible to touch it, while,
at the same time, allowing spectators—John’s fellow policemen—to view everything
that he is doing. When he is standing at arms-length of the display, John is in the
action zone. There, he can, but is not required to, touch the display. John can
move from the action zone to the negotiation zone where he can no longer touch
the display. However, when John is standing in the negotiation zone, his fellow
policemen can observe, and possibly respond to, John’s interactions [60; 72]. While
John is interacting, his colleagues are standing in the reflection zone: they do not
have the immediate intent to act. When influencing John’s interaction, for example,
with a comment, these colleagues remain in the reflection zone. If they, however,
directly interact with the display, as John does, they move towards the negotiation
zone. Because spectators can view John’s interaction, privacy issues might arise
[102]. In this thesis, I focus on the negotiation and reflection scales of interaction
where the user is unable or not permitted to touch the display.
1.2 Origins of this thesis
This work is part of the BioRange program carried out by the Netherlands Bioinfor-
matics Centre (NBIC), which is supported by a Bsik grant through the Netherlands
Genomics Initiative (NGI). The BioRange project formally started in 2005 to pro-
mote the collaboration of Dutch research institutes and universities active in the
life science domain. This thesis is part of the subproject 4.2.1 “User interfaces for
scientific collaboration” in the context of virtual laboratories for e-Science.
The work described in this thesis was done at the Human Media Interaction
(HMI) group of the University of Twente, the Netherlands. There, we look into
ways that the computer can operate in every day life as universal media machines
that present multi-media information and as communication devices that connect
people. The interface is the central topic at HMI. At HMI we study various aspects
of the interface which we address through speech, computer vision, virtual agents,
storytelling, games and, in this thesis, gesture interfaces.
1.3 Application possibilities
Gesture interfaces can be applied in various display-rich environments. We describe
four examples to demonstrate where such an interface can be applied and in what
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way. The common denominator is that the display is accessible to several people
simultaneously, even though it might be controlled by just one of them. Note that
each separate interaction with these displays do not last for extended periods, say,
longer than 10 minutes.
1.3.1 e-BioLab
At the University of Amsterdam, life scientists have built a display-rich meeting room
to aid the analysis of their microarray1 experiments. The enormous amounts of data
generated in these and similar experiments have shifted the bottleneck of life science
research from data generation to the storage, analysis and interpretation of these
data. This process requires the analysis of hundreds of scatter plots that result from
the statistical analysis of microarray scans. By projecting these data simultaneously
on large interactive surfaces in the e-BioLab, the life scientists can make sense of
their data, from both the generated overview and the details of each individual
diagram [176].
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1.1: The Amsterdam e-BioLab is a display-rich meeting room that targets scientific discussi-
ons. (a) and (b) Users walk up to the display and point out the plots and other project results that
they are discussing while (c) large physical display surfaces facilitate the simultaneous display of
large numbers of project results. Note the cameras for behavior observation.
Multidisciplinary teams use the e-BioLab to study genome expression profiles
while aiming, for example, to develop new medicines. These teams discuss their
project results in front of the display, see Figure 1.1. It is important to note that cur-
rently it is not possible to control the displays in the e-BioLab directly; an operator
(not in these photos) manages the display contents based on explicit user requests.
By offering a direct means of selecting, manipulating and correlating pieces of data
on the display, researchers are handed a true tool for furthering their research pro-
cess.
1Microarrays are a recent technology in biological research with which the expression levels of
thousands of genes can be investigated simultaneously [185].
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1.3.2 Shopping area
In an average shopping area, display windows increasingly try to catch the eye
of passers-by through movement, for example, with videos of products on sale.
Through various sensors, it is possible to look at the passers-by and to tune the
videos to the behavior of the humans in front of the window. For example, if so-
meone stops in front of the display, an advertised product might be shown in more
detail. The time that users stand in front of a shop is typically brief, varying from a
short glance to a short stop for a minute or two [139]. In addition, privacy issues,
caused by the display being open to other onlookers, discourage users to interact
extensively [15]. The interaction should convey as much product information as
possible to the customer-to-be, requiring an easy-to-use, non-invasive interface. By
moving between interaction zones—action, negotiation and reflection—the privacy
concern might be alleviated by adjusting the amount of detail shown to the distance
the user is standing from the display [214]. The availability of mobile phones and
the variety of motion sensors they contain nowadays make it conceivable to link
these devices to the display window for interacting with and exchanging product
information [213, Ch.4].
1.3.3 Operating room
In some environments the user is not allowed to touch a display. A prime example
is the operating room where the hands must remain sterile throughout the entire
procedure: keyboards and mice have proven to be a common means for spreading
infections in intensive care units [217]. Touch-based interfaces have even been
dubbed ‘the most evil technology in modern computing’ because of their potential
to spread disease 2. During surgical procedures doctors require access to specific
patient information, for example, MRI, CT and X-ray images. In current situations,
the surgeon requests this information from other medical staff at a main control
wall. A gesture interface can facilitate navigation, selection and manipulation of
images by the surgeon who does then not need to leave the patient to access the
main control wall. Note that the operating room then has to become a display-rich
environment. Time-critical tasks during surgery are in such a scenario supported by
facilitating information access through a gesture-interface in the sterile operating
room [216].
1.3.4 Interactive public art
Creative environments are another application area for gesture interfaces. By sur-
rounding users with display surfaces, it becomes possible to immerse those users in
a virtual world. By pointing out objects of interest in this virtual world, users can
navigate in and interact with the world with ease [114]. The virtual world does not
have to be a realistic projection but it can, instead, be artistic in nature. When left to
their own devices, individual users and user groups tend to explore such interactive
2http://blogs.zdnet.com/igeneration/?p=776, October 12th, 2009.
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systems for their own enjoyment and creative self-perception by producing artistic
interactions [62]. Existing art works in museums can also be made interactive for
the user to experience [162] and indeed, whole museums might benefit from the
interactivity that gesture-interfaces have to offer [117].
1.4 What this thesis is not about
The possibilities for doing research into gesture interfaces are limitless. In this work
we aim to explore gesture-based interaction with large displays that cannot or may
not be touched. We now define the boundaries of this work by describing what this
thesis is not about. Summarizing: this thesis is not about computer vision, touch-
sensitive surfaces, sign-language, indirect or deictic interfaces.
Computer vision is considered to be the least invasive and most promising me-
thod for looking at users gesturing for interpretation [168]. Algorithms are being
developed that detect, track, recognize and interpret the shape and movements of
human fingers, hands and arms from camera images and image sequences. We use
techniques such as computer vision rather than develop our own automated method
for looking at gestures. The promise of this research field has been, over the past
decade, to make robust algorithms for analyzing and interpreting camera images.
However, the current state-of-the-art is still not mature enough for robust detection
of human gesturing in real-world surroundings.
The interactions we explore in this thesis focus on direct communication bet-
ween user and system. Directly interacting with the display means that there is
a direct connection between the user gesturing and the responses of the system.
In contrast, indirect interactions, for which the mouse is perhaps the best known
example, separate the input from the feedback spatially [52]. There is no looking
up from a tablet to the large display to see what the system’s response is to your
actions.
Touch-sensitive surfaces, multi-touch technology in particular, have taken flight
during the formation of this work [73]. These interfaces are perhaps the ultimate
direct interface and we looked into them extensively. As a result, they have contri-
buted significantly to the formation of the ideas discussed in this thesis. However,
we excluded touch-sensitive surfaces from this thesis because they have more to do
with the design of the graphical interface and the interplay between that interface
and the act of touching it by the user.
A large part of research into gestures in HCI is being focused on sign-language
systems, for example, addressing sign-language education programs for young child-
ren [202]. It involves machine analysis and understanding of human action and
behavior, tracking and segmentation of human motion analysis, and gesture recog-
nition [155]. Signed languages are as rich and complex as any spoken language
with complex spatial grammars that convey meaning. The interfaces that look at
sign-language are based upon the predefined signs and grammatical structure in
which they occur.
The first gesture interface, Bolt’s “put that there” system [11], showed the po-
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tential for combining speech with gesturing in HCI. Such multimodal systems build
upon natural human dialogue that combines speech and gesturing [16]. Gestures
in these systems are not a separate entity used for issuing commands; they rather
disambiguate and elaborate on spoken commands.
1.5 Contributions of this thesis
The aim of this work is to explore, from the perspective of human behavior, which
gestures are suited to control large displays, why that is so and, equally important,
how an interface such as the one portrayed in Minority Report can be made a reality.
This thesis makes several contributions; we contribute:
• A four-state model of interface states and state transitions from a user’s per-
spective (Chapter 2). The state transitions represent commands that, depen-
ding on the interface itself, can be suitably issued with, in the case of this
thesis, gestures;
• Guidelines for the design, implementation and evaluation of gesture interfaces
that follow from insights gained in an experiment with uninstructed gesturing
for command-giving (Chapter 4) and experiments that explored which gestu-
res are intuitive for HCI and why that is so (Chapters 5 and 6);
• Further evidence that online video clips can be used to instruct gesturers how
to interact through gestures with large display interfaces. Instructions through
actively performing the gestures differs only marginally from passive, online
instructions (Chapters 5 and 6);
• A prototype of a gesture interface that uses a validated gesture-set for issuing
elementary commands to a system with a large display interface from a dis-
tance beyond arms-length (Chapter 7).
1.6 Published as
Parts of this dissertation have been published before. In this work we elaborate and
complement these publications. These publications are:
[43] W. Fikkert, M. D’Ambros, T. Bierz, and T. Jankun-Kelly. Interacting with Visualizations. In: A. Kerren, A.
Ebert, and J. Meyer, eds., Human-Centered Visualization Environments, vol. 4417/2007 of Lecture Notes in Computer Science,
GI-Dagstuhl Seminar 3, pp. 77-162. Springer Verlag: 2007.
[49] W. Fikkert, P. van der Vet, H. Rauwerda, T. Breit, and A. Nijholt. A Natural Gesture Repertoire for Cooperative
Large Display Interaction. In: Advances in Gesture-Based Human-Computer Interaction and Simulation, vol. 5085/2009 of
Lecture Notes on Computer Science, chap. 22, pp. 199-204. Springer Berlin / Heidelberg: 2009.
[46] W. Fikkert, N. Hoeijmakers, P. van der Vet, and A. Nijholt. Navigating a Maze with Balance Board and Wiimote.
In: The 3rd International Conference on Intelligent Technologies for Interactive Entertainment (INTETAIN ’09), vol. 9 of Lecture
Notes of the Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering, pp. 187-192: 2009.
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[48] W. Fikkert, P. van der Vet, and A. Nijholt. Gestures for Large Display Control. In: Gesture in Embodied Communi-
cation and Human-Computer Interaction, vol. 5934/2009 of Lecture Notes in Computer Science, p. 12. Springer, Berlin: 2009,
in press.
Other publications that have contributed in the formation of this dissertation and
the ideas that it contains, but that have not been included in this work are:
[209] P. van der Vet, O. Kulyk, I. Wassink, W. Fikkert, H. Rauwerda, B. van Dijk, G. van der Veer, T. Breit, and A.
Nijholt. Smart Environments for Collaborative Design, Implementation, and Interpretation of Scientific Experiments. In:
Workshop on AI for Human Computing (AI4HC), vol. 20 of International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence (IJCAI), pp.
79-86. AAAI Press: 2007.
[47] W. Fikkert, H. van der Kooij, Z. Ruttkay, and H. van Welbergen. Measuring Behavior using Motion Capture. In:
A. Spink, M. Ballintijn, N. Bogers, F. Grieco, L. Loijens, L. Noldus, G. Smit, and P. Zimmerman, eds., Proceedings of Measuring
Behavior 2008, 6th International Conference on Methods and Techniques in Behavioral Research, p. 13. Noldus, Maastricht, The
Netherlands: 2008.
[44] W. Fikkert, M. Hakvoort, P. van der Vet, and A. Nijholt. Experiences with interactive multi-touch tables. In: The
3rd International Conference on Intelligent Technologies for Interactive Entertainment (INTETAIN ’09), vol. 9 of Lecture Notes
of the Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering, pp. 193-200. Springer Berlin
Heidelberg: 2009.
[45] W. Fikkert, M. Hakvoort, P. van der Vet, and A. Nijholt. FeelSound: Collaborative Composing of Acoustic Music.
In: Proceedings of the 6th International Conference on Advances in Computer Entertainment Technology (ACE ’09), pp. 294-297.
ACM, Athens, Greece: 2009.
1.7 Dissertation structure
This dissertation is divided into three parts. Part I on related work describes in
Chapter 2 what human-computer interaction is, which elementary interface tasks
can be distinguished in a technological environment and how such an environment
can sense its human inhabitants gesturing. In Chapter 3 we describe in detail what
gestures are, how they can be categorized and how they have been applied in HCI.
Part II describes four experiments in which the human perspective on intuitive
gesturing for command-giving is meticulously investigated. The first experiment
is described in Chapter 4 where we asked uninstructed users to issue commands
through gestures. Chapter 5 evaluates a large set of potentially useful gestures for
issuing elementary interface commands with a large-scale online questionnaire. In
Chapter 6 we validate those findings in two smaller experiment conditions with a
prototype interface. Chapter 7 puts together all previous findings in a fully working,
gesture large display interface with a wall-sized display.
We wrap up this thesis in Part III with conclusions based on our findings in
Chapter 8 and with a discussion and future vision that are based on the implications
of our findings.
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Part I
Related Work

Chapter 2
HCI and Gestures
“In a computer controlled environment one wants to use the human
hand to perform tasks that mimic both the natural use of the hand
as a manipulator, and its use in human-machine communication.”
Vladimir Pavlovic, Rajeev Sharma and Thomas Huang
[166, p.679] IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence, vol. 19 (7): 677-695:
1997.
The previous chapter described the motivation, application possibilities, boundaries
and structure of this work. This part on related work starts with a sketch in Section
2.1 of the multidisciplinary human-computer interaction (HCI) research field, how
gesture-based interfaces are a part therein and it places the work presented in this
thesis in a HCI context. In Section 2.2 we describe the type of interface that we
address in this thesis in more detail than we did in Chapter 1. We then explore the
tasks that lie at the heart of a reactive interface that is controlled through the hands
gesturing for explicit command-giving in Section 2.3. As this is directly dependent
on the sensors that are used in these interfaces, we also give an overview of various
input and output modalities suited for gesture-based interfaces in Section 2.4. The
following chapter in this part (Chapter 3) then defines what gestures are, how they
can be categorized and how gestures have been used in HCI.
2.1 The HCI field
The human-computer interaction (HCI) field studies the relationship between hu-
mans and their technological environment [12]. In this process, researchers develop
diverse interaction solutions with which the humans and their environment can ex-
change information. Studying these interactions requires knowledge and inspiration
from multiple research fields: social and engineering sciences in addition to design,
see Figure 2.1a. The social sciences bring, amongst other things, sociology, psy-
chology, communications theory and anthropology to the HCI table. The enginee-
ring sciences contribute computer science, electrical and mechanical engineering,
physics, and information representation. The third research field in HCI provides
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knowledge on architecture, graphic design and industrial design. The coming to-
gether of these three disciplines has, gradually, lead to a greater understanding of
the workings and ways to further existing and new paradigms of human-computer
interactions [221].
Human sciences
- semiotics
- cybernetics
- communications theory
- anthropology
- sociology
- (cognitive) psychology
- physiology
- kinesiology
- bio-mechanics
Engineering
- information sciences
- information representation
- 2D/3D graphics
- computer science
- electrical engineering    
  (analog/digital)
- phyics
- mechanical engineering
Design
- graphic design
- interaction design
- audiodesign
- industrial design
- acrhitecture
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Figure 2.1: (a) The HCI domain emerges from multiple disciplines and (b) the interactions take
place as a two-way process of control and feedback. Images adapted from Bongers [12].
Bongers [12] describes the interaction between human and computer as a two-
way process of control and feedback, see Figure 2.1b. Effectors enable the human
user to control the system, for example, through speech. The system takes this in-
formation in through its controls: input devices such as the sensors described in
Section 2.4. The system then outputs a response through displays, for example,
screens, loudspeakers and motors. These responses are perceived through the hu-
man senses after which the loop is closed. Sisson [192] describes a similar HCI loop
that focuses more on the human that perceives, recognizes, comprehends, thinks
about, formulates intentions, plans and performs actions that are based on, and
that feed, the interaction. Another way to look at the two-way interaction between
user and system is proposed by Norman [152] who describes the mismatch between
our internal goals on the one hand, and, on the other hand, the expectations and the
availability of information that specifies the state of the technological environment
or artifact and how it might be changed [153]. Norman [152] names this the ‘gulf
of execution’. It describes the gap between the psychological language (or mental
model) of the user’s goals and the physical action-oriented language of the device
controls via which it is operated. Likewise, the ‘gulf of evaluation’ is the difficulty
of assessing the state of the system and how well the artifact supports the discovery
and interpretation of that state [153]. In this thesis we focus on the hands gesturing
in an intuitive way. We formulate ‘intuitive gestures’ as gestures that minimize the
mismatch in Norman’s ‘gulf of execution’. In addition, we take a human perspective
on the way that these gestures should take form. The hands form the effectors that
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perform actions to control the system. The input devices or sensors that the system
should employ to look at the user are based on the way that the effectors/hands
gesture, not the other way around.
To help understand the interaction between human inhabitants and their tech-
nological environment we can define interaction levels in various ways. The human
inhabitants of these interactive environments have goals that lead to tasks for them
to perform with an interface. Bongers [12] speaks of tasks in terms of semantic,
syntactic and lexical levels: the semantics describe the meaning of a message that is
constructed out of lexical elements that are cast in a syntactic form. Nielsen [145]
even describes alphabetical and physical levels below the lexical level, while Sisson
[192] is content with only a physical level. In this thesis, the message or seman-
tics is the direct manipulation of display contents in the form of interface tasks, for
example, ‘delete an object from the screen’. These tasks are executed in a syntax
that is not so important in the work presented in this thesis. It can perhaps differ
in terms of ‘<delete> <select object>’ or ‘<select object> <delete>’. The focus of
this thesis are the lexical elements that are used to implement the tasks ‘<delete>’
and ‘<select object>’. Our aim is to explore the gestural representations, or simply
gestures, that are suited to control large displays. These gestures are the physical
components that make up the lexical elements in our HCI dialogues.
In this thesis we explore intuitive gesture-based interfaces. Our aim is to mi-
nimize the mismatch between the user’s goals and the semantics, syntax and lexi-
con that the user needs in order to interact with the large display interface. In the
remainder of this thesis we speak of goals that a user has that fulfills some intention.
To complete her goal, the user formulates a plan of tasks that achieve subgoals, for
example, navigate to point A, open item B, change contents C. Tasks are the seman-
tics of the interaction. Commands are issued to execute a task. These commands
are the lexical elements on which we focus in this thesis. The commands are given
in the form of gestures.
2.2 The need for intuitive gestures
We now zoom in to focus on human-computer interfaces with large displays that
are controlled through gesturing. One popular approach in HCI to implement these
interfaces is the use of handhelds: one or more devices that the user holds in her
hands and through which she can interact with the system [43]. It will not always
be possible or desirable to use handheld devices for controlling these displays. We
clarify this statement with three examples.
First, in a shopping mall, potential users will casually walk by an interactive large
display while not having a handheld controller available [8]. It can be argued that
mobile phones can perform such a role through using their increasingly sensitive,
on-board cameras [70; 213], their abilities for data input through keyboard [129]
or possibly novel interactions such as front and back-typing [231].
Second, in project-based teamwork, detailed results on the large display help
structure and feed the discussion. The e-BioLab [177], see also Section 1.3.1, offers
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large displays to do just that but it lacks a means for the discussants to control them
directly. The hands might serve as a means to control the display by all discussants
all the time. There is no need to hand over the controller.
Third, for entertainment purposes, the gaming industry is rapidly developing
new means to include controller-free interaction [149]. Microsoft released a vision
for future gaming experiences in June 2009 named ‘Project Natal’1 for the Xbox 360
game console. No controller is needed for a large variety of games that focus on full
body pose recognition for input.
The common denominator for these controller-free large display interfaces is
their focus on the hands for issuing commands [87]. A typical way to interact
through gesturing is to introduce a gesture set that is designed to accommodate the
sensors that are used. In that respect, gesture studies can often be reduced to pattern
recognition [88]. Such approaches typically do not address which patterns should be
recognized: the state of the art all too often imposes unnatural DOS-command-like
gestures upon everyday human users. For example, Vogel and Balakrishnan [215]
had a Vicon motion capture system available that they used to detect crude hand
orientations and user distance to control an ambient display from various distances.
A flat hand with the palm facing the screen meant ‘open’ while turning the palm
to face the user meant ‘close’. Such predefined, idiosyncratic gesture sets can be
difficult for users to learn and use. Instead, Wexelblat [227] argues that natural
gesture interaction is the only useful mode of interfacing with computer systems
with the hands: “[...] one of the major points of gesture modes of operation is their
naturalness. If you take away that advantage, it is hard to see why the user benefits
from a gestural interface at all”. Such natural interaction is based upon human
behavior in everyday environments while performing everyday activities [22].
We discern two types of interfaces that observe and react to such natural human
behavior [150]: pro-active and reactive. Pro-active interfaces look at and inter-
pret user behavior in a largely implicit way so that the computer seems to disappear
[198]. The interaction takes the form of a dialogue between two persons rather than
between a human and a machine. The action-oriented language of the machine is
translated to fit the user’s psychological language of her goals. The interface contri-
butes information in much the same way as a human discussant would, sharing it
at appropriate moments. However, the user can only indirectly influence the infor-
mation that is shared, and the moments when it is shared. It has been argued that
multimodal and gesture interfaces extend beyond the traditional WIMP interface
and that they should be pro-active [16; 158]. Pro-active interfaces can respond to
the user, for example, to inform the user with calender information, when they are
in close proximity to the system [214] or by switching music channels when they
pick up a colored object [100]. There is no very strict line that distinguishes pro-
active and reactive interfaces from one another. However, the tasks in pro-active
interfaces depend heavily on the contents of the system and context in which they
are performed, making it is impossible to identify elementary tasks for pro-active
interfaces. Reactive interfaces, on the other hand, work in quite the opposite way
1http://www.xbox.com/en-US/live/projectnatal/, November 17th, 2009.
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by focusing on more explicit commands [237]. In reactive interfaces, the language
is more similar to the action-oriented machine language. Arguably, the user might
feel more in control of the interface in explicit command-giving settings. However,
we think that in both cases the user experience in terms of ease of use, learnability
and enjoyability will benefit from gesturing that comes naturally [158].
In this thesis we explore the gestures that come naturally to our users and we
consider those gestures to be intuitive. Referring back to Norman and Draper’s ‘gulf
of execution’, these intuitive gestures minimize the mismatch between the user’s
intentions and the action-command language that the system expects as input, see
Section 2.1. We recognize that there may be very diverse causes why some gestu-
res are considered to be intuitive by users while others are not. Users might, for
example, rely on strong physical metaphors in their everyday lives and work, gestu-
res that are typical from the culture that they grew up in [37], but it might also be
that decades of indoctrination of mouse-based interfaces has created a new, tech-
nologically driven, metaphor that users consider as intuitive as well. In order to
discover which gestures come naturally and to get a feeling why this is the case, we
take a top-down approach in which the user has a central place.
2.3 Elementary interface tasks
Explicit command-giving is the basis for the type of large display interfaces that we
focus on. Our aim in this thesis is to discover how existing large display interfaces
might be controlled with the hands. However, it is not clear per se which elementary
tasks lie at the heart of these interfaces. In this section, we define a set of elementary
interface tasks for which we try to assign gestures in the remainder of this thesis.
Elementary tasks build up an interface by being repeated throughout the various
facets of the whole interaction. The best known example of such an interface is
the WIMP2 design where point-and-click events are used and reused over and over
again. By chunking together a series of low-level, elementary tasks, a whole inter-
face can be constructed. Developers of a gesture interface should therefore focus on
finding a set of elementary tasks with which they can construct an interface that is
self-revealing, simple and flexible. Our focus here lies on how to control reactive in-
terfaces that are operated through explicit command-giving. Although alternatives
to the point-and-click paradigm have been explored, the point-and-click metaphor
has a self-revealing nature, simplicity, and flexibility that is hard to beat [215]. It
consists of moving the cursor (pointing) and then confirming that the target has
been reached (clicking) [2].
The perspectives for the user and the system differ greatly with respect to which
tasks are executed: consider Norman and Draper’s gulfs of execution and evalua-
tion [154], see Section 2.1. For the user, the interaction seems to be concentrating
on navigating through, selecting and manipulating objects on a screen [13]. These
tasks can consist of smaller subtasks that are chunked together sequentially [20],
for example, navigation consists of one or more sequential point-and-click actions.
2Windows-Icons-Menus-Pointing.
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For the system, these subtasks consist of one or more chunked actions that it de-
tects through one or more sensors; typically a mouse with one or more buttons. For
example, a chunked click action consists of depressing and releasing the left mouse
button. The system perspective is tuned to the sensors that observe the user, for
example, buttons, while the user perspective focuses on interacting with the data.
Buxton [19] argues that, in order to describe the interaction in a more generalized
way, human-computer interfaces should be described more from a human perspec-
tive. By doing so, the device, system or sensor that is used for input becomes less
important. We now describe interactions with a gesture-based interface from both
a system’s and a user’s perspective.
2.3.1 A system’s perspective
Buxton [19] proposed a three-state model to represent the interactions such as
point, select and drag for devices such as the mouse, see Figure 2.2. However,
when looking at this model, we believe that it mainly describes the system states
rather than how a user perceives the interaction. As an example of Buxton’s mo-
del, a one-button mouse can be represented to be out-of-range (state #0) when the
user is not touching it, tracking (state #1) when the user is moving it and dragging
(state #2) when the user presses the button. Selection is done with a quick 1-2-1
state transition. The precise meaning of these three states varies (slightly) with the
device or interaction technique that is being represented. For example, a stylus is
out-of-range when it is lifted from its tablet, a joystick has no out-of-range state
because it keeps tracking when untouched and a buttonless joystick does not have
a selected state. A stylus can support two ways of clicking in this model: either
using a button for a 1-2-1 state transition or by lifting the stylus for a 0-1-0-1-0 state
transition. Additional sensors have been added in order to increase the sensing ca-
pabilities of devices such as the mouse. Hinckley et al. [80] built a touch-sensitive
mouse (TouchMouse) that can sense when a user is touching it so that state #0 can
be explicitly detected.
Tracking
Release
Select
     Out of 
range
Out of range
In range
Dragging
Tracking
#1
Selected
#2
Out of range
#0
Figure 2.2: Buxton’s three-state model for graphical input. Image adapted from [19], note that
Buxton did not name his states in this manner.
Buxton’s three-state model [19] can also describe input devices that work di-
rectly on the display surface. For such devices, for example, light pens and touch
surfaces, a special case of the model applies with a direct transition between the #0
(passive tracking) and #2 (dragging) states because the system does not know what
is being pointed before contact. Looking at the hands gesturing, Buxton’s three-state
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model describes such interfaces adequately but not fully. The user is out-of-range
when not addressing the screen. By addressing the screen, the system switches to
the track-state from which selection is possible. Manipulation of any (selected) con-
tents is, however, not always a chunking of these three steps. For example, resizing
a selected object [92], activating a selected object [2] or performing a ‘right-mouse’-
like action on a selected object [79], cannot be described.
In an effort to support a second motion sensing state on the PDA as with the
mouse, a five-state model was proposed in which new states are added for each
new mouse-button by Hinckley [79]. He added a hover-sate, for stylus or finger
over the display, in addition to describing each button (i.e. left and right) with a
select-state and a drag-state. However, when reviewing other devices such as the
mouse, each button represents a specific type of interaction: selection (left-button)
or manipulation (right-button). The approach by Hinckley would mean that for
each new interaction two new states need to be introduced to the state model.
Chen [27] adds a fourth state to Buxton’s three states. His fourth state can
handle selecting an object followed by the user moving out-of-range while keeping
the object selected. This four-state model cannot describe the way in which an object
is manipulated, which, for all its flaws, was dealt with by the model of Hinckley [79],
nor does it address tracking when the user moved out-of-range. Ahlstroem et al. [2]
expanded Chen’s framework with a fifth state that captures the way in which an
object is manipulated. Ahlstroem et al. focused only on menu-selection tasks in
interacting with cascading-menus. Their five-state model is capable of reaching all
menu options with only vertical movements and short dwell times. However, due
to their focus on menu-navigation, the five-state model deals mostly with when and
where the button is released rather than describing added diversity in manipulating
objects.
2.3.2 A user’s perspective
The solutions we have seen so far have two main drawbacks in common: they
cannot generalize over different manipulations in an interface and they describe
the interface in system states rather than in terms of user goals despite Buxton’s
aim to take a more user-centered perspective. The different manipulation tasks
can range from text input to resizing an object (e.g., window) to repositioning and
orienting objects to deleting objects. However, if we were to describe all possible
manipulation tasks the model would never be finished without a very strict context
in which the model is to be applied. We feel that by adding one dynamic state
to Buxton’s three-state model, and by taking care to implement the resulting four-
state model, manipulation tasks can be generically described by this model. In
addition, to make the model more user-centered, we propose to remove the quick
state transitions of Buxton’s model that mainly facilitate pressing buttons and other
actions that follow from a system’s perspective. For example, the act of pointing is
an elementary tasks that does not require, from the user’s perspective, any subtasks.
Navigation however, requires repeatedly performing point and select tasks [68].
Manipulations, such as resizing a window, are performed by actions no different
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than other point-and-click events that can be modelled by Buxton’s model. By ad-
ding a state that dynamically encompasses manipulation we gain a means to alter
the contents in various ways. This is similar to Hinckley’s approach where new sta-
tes are introduced for each additional button [79]. It is important to note that for
each context, for example, a presentation environment contrasting to a interactive
art setting, in which this model is applied, different implementations of the manipu-
lation state might be required. To prevent a rapid growth of additional states to this
model, our fourth state, see Figure 2.3, is implemented in forms that are adapted
to the context in which it is applied and the tasks that flow from this context. For
each implementation of the model and the various manipulation states in it, each
state transition might benefit from a different gesture. In a sense, this is no different
from the variations that Buxton [19] introduced to model different input devices.
So far, our four-state model can deal with one hand gesturing in out-of-range and
in-range settings to select and manipulate display contents. Note that dragging (or
repositioning) is, in our model, a form of manipulating.
Tracking
#1
Selected
#2
Manipulating
#3
Activate
Release
Select
Deselect
Release
Activate
Out of range
#0
L R
In range
Out of range In range
Out of range
In range
Out of range
Figure 2.3: Our four-state model for direct free-hand interface input, extending the three-state
model proposed by Buxton [19]. The manipulation state (state #3) can complete diverse tasks
such as resize and activate. The two hands are represented by tokens (L and R here) that can
move, separately or jointly, between states in a Petri net-style way.
In everyday life there are few tasks in which the second hand does not perform a
role, if only by remaining passive [66]. Guiard’s kinematic chain (KC) model descri-
bes the human motor model for two hands and it describes how the non-preferred
hand (NP) serves as a reference frame for the preferred hand (P) [65]. The KC-
model assumes two things. First, that the hands represent two motors that serve to
create motion and, second, that these two motors cooperate with each other as if as-
sembled in series, thereby forming a kinematic chain. Hinckley et al. [80] proposed
to extend Buxton’s three-state model to encompass two-handed input transactions
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by using a Petri net representation. They introduced Petri nets as a solution for re-
presenting the inherent parallelism of two-handed input while preserving the flavor
of the three-state model. In a user experiment to test the capabilities of this Petri
net description, users held a puck in their NP-hand and a pressure-sensitive stylus
in the P-hand [80]. The interface supported annotation, panning and zooming of
maps without heavyweight mode switches, for example, having to click an icon in
order to change the operating mode of the cursor. Hinckley et al. [80] argue that
Buxton’s three-state model treats their TouchMouse and a puck on a tablet very
much the same while they argue that very different interactions are afforded. They
extend the three-state model in two ways. First, they show how annotating states of
the model with continuous properties while in that state is a useful parameter and
can better describe the idiosyncrasies of various devices. Second, a distinction is
drawn between out-of-range events based on touch versus those based on proximity
of an input device to a sensor. Although Hinckley et al. claim that they restructured
Buxton’s model in a Petri net form, their model is in fact not a Petri net pur sang.
In Petri nets, there are no edges that move between states, all state changes flow
through conditional transitions [180]. However, even without such a strict Petri net
implementation, the concept of tokens to represent the two hands is very useful.
Looking at our four-state interaction model in Figure 2.3, we can see that each
hand is modelled with a token. The left-hand (L) and right-hand (R) tokens can
transition between the four states separately or together. The way in which the
tokens transition between states defines the specific unimanual or bimanual inter-
action, or the explicit commands that can be given in the interface. For example,
when one token is in the selected state, the second token can manipulate (e.g.,
drag, resize, orient) the selected object in the manipulating state. Asynchronous
bimanual gesturing is captured by allowing the two tokens to move separately from
each other. Symmetric and asymmetric bimanual gesturing is captured by defining
the transitions differently for each token, meaning, similar to implementing a two-
button mouse versus a one-button joystick with Buxton’s three-state model. In addi-
tion, for asymmetric bimanual manipulation tasks, we do not define the parameter
changes that are represented by the movements of the hands [212]. Contrary to
Buxton [19], our four-state model does not include the repeat edges at each state.
In Buxton’s three-state model those repeated-state transitions were included to de-
scribe remaining in a state, for example, to capture dragging in the selected state.
In our view, this is mainly done to facilitate the system’s point-of-view rather than
the user’s: the user is not doing anything new when, for example, dragging. By
introducing the tokens to represent the hands, the tokens can simply remain in a
state, thereby removing the need to include such repeated-state transitions. Note
that we see each hand as an effector that can perform an action. It is possible to
extend our four-state model to include tokens that represent individual fingers, or
to abstract it so that one token represents both arms as Guiard’s whole kinematic
chain.
It is important to note that this model is not implemented in full for each in-
terface that it describes. We feel confident that it can describe any gesture-based
interface in which users give commands explicitly. Equally important, this model
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describes the interaction from the user’s point of view, not from that of the inter-
face. As an example, consider the case where the user is dragging an image across
two or more physically separated displays, as in the e-BioLab [178]. The physical
space in between two displays is then not considered out-of-range as far as the user
is concerned but it might be for the system’s sensors.
2.4 Looking at gesturing
Technological developments enable new forms of gesture-based interactions. Here,
a state-of-the-art overview of enabling technologies is provided. We omit an over-
view of display technologies that provide feedback to the user here and redirect the
reader to Fikkert et al. [43, Sec.3.2] for an extensive overview. We describe both
commercial products and research concepts. The focus in this section is on ena-
bling technologies that ‘look at’ the hands and arms gesturing in the hands, at arm’s
length and at distal scales. We distinguish four enabling technologies: handheld
devices, haptics, vision and wearable sensors. Please note that we strive to give the
reader a feeling of the possibilities in looking at gesturing that is offered by various
types of sensors. This overview is by no means exhaustive.
2.4.1 Handheld devices
A pragmatic approach to implement a gesture-based interface is to use handheld de-
vices with sensors that are tightly mapped to the interface they control. In many of
these devices, buttons are added to enable additional interactions that, for example,
mimic mouse-buttons. Handhelds explicitly signal that someone is in control or not
which makes them useful in multi-user settings [138]. The interface responds pre-
dictably when the device is given to another user or put on a table. One issue that
prevents these devices from being readily used in public environments is that they
are not always available there. We believe that the mobile phone offers great po-
tential for this [61; 213]. Handheld devices are reported to a large extent to induce
significantly more stress than desktop-based devices [7].
Ergonomics influence the design of handheld devices [164]. Using a precise
pinch grip in the dominant hand, and a more crude grip in the non-dominant hand,
Stefani and Rauschenbach [196] designed two distinct handheld devices with which
CAD drawings could be manipulated, see Figure 2.4a. Tangible objects that repre-
sent their virtual counterparts offer an alternative device design [56; 63; 81]
Pointing towards the screen and pointing at objects depicted on it can be done
by either tracking the device externally or internally. External tracking via computer
vision solutions is described in Section 2.4.3 and via (absolute) position sensors
in Section 2.4.4. Internal tracking is done in the popular Nintendo Wiimote by
detecting fixed infrared light sources with an on-board camera, see Figure 2.4b,
or by using a laser pointer that projects onto a surface [113]. Relative position
sensors are also applied in handheld devices. A myriad of 3D mice, which exploit
accelerometers, that detect motion, and gyroscopes, that detect rotation, have been
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released to the market, for example, see Figure 2.4c. The most popular example of
the use of accelerometers is the Nintendo Wiimote, see Figure 2.4b.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.4: Handheld devices for arm’s length and distal scale interactions. (a) The ‘bug’ and
‘dragon fly’ [196]; (b) The Nintendo Wiimote; (c) Several 3D mouse implementations1.
2.4.2 Haptics
In the absence of handheld controllers, interacting with a display at arm’s length and
distal scales suffers from the lack of haptic feedback in situations which precision
and feedback are crucial [41; 42]. Here we introduce some solutions that add
haptics to such interfaces. The human haptic sense is composed of the kinesthetic
sense and the tactile sense. The kinesthetic sense detects force and motion effected
by the human body. The kinesthetic sense is a means of input for the system. Touch
is sensed by the user through the tactile sense. It is produced as one means of output
from the system. The tactile stimulus is affected by different kinds of receptors
under the human skin which varies along the human body, for example, at the
fingertips one can sense distances of one millimeter [71]. Allowing a user to touch
a virtual object provides additional insight. Application areas for haptics include
endoscopic surgery [116], sculpting [109], CAD drawings [103] and the disposal of
explosives [121].
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 2.5: Examples of haptic devices for arm’s length and distal scale interactions. Immersion’s2
(a) CyberTouch and (b) CyberGrasp; (c) The RM II Hand Master [78]; (d) The DiamondTouch
multi-touch surface [44].
1http://www.3dconnexion.com, September 8th, 2009.
2http://www.immersion.com, September 9th, 2009.
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Kinesthetic feedback can be generated by an exoskeleton equipped with actua-
tors, see Figure 2.5b. Such accurate kinesthetic feedback can be used for rehabi-
litation [78], see Figure 2.5c. A less precise solution uses only actuators on various
places on the hand, see Figure 2.5a.
At arm’s length, multi-touch sensitive displays have taken flight since Han [73]
introduced cheap, off-the-shelf multi-touch technology. Touch-sensitive surfaces ge-
nerate an implicit tactile response when users touch the surface. It provides a mo-
ment of rest for the hands while also being a strong indicator of when a response
from the system might be expected. Fikkert et al. [44] provide an overview of va-
rious multi-touch solutions such as capacitive coupling [35] (see Figure 2.5d), opti-
cal recognition [98; 131] and stereo vision [228]. To provide kinesthetic feedback
on touch-sensitive surfaces, Wagner et al. [220] used RC servomotors to distort the
surface.
2.4.3 Vision
Robust, unobtrusive detection of finger, hand and arm gestures is one holy grail
in HCI. Most solutions focus on applying computer vision solutions in the mo-
nochrome, infrared or visual spectrum. We keep this topic brief as Gavrila [57],
Moeslund et al. [136], Poppe [168] and Jaimes and Sebe [93] already provide ex-
cellent and highly detailed surveys of this field. Apart from being unobtrusive to the
user, a big advantage of optical tracking is the low latency time and the immunity to
environmental factors, for example, ferromagnetic materials in the case of magnetic
tracking. On the downside, optical tracking is highly sensitive to occlusion [124]—
objects disappearing in the camera image behind other objects—that can take the
form of self-occlusion, occlusion by the environment and occlusion by other users.
In most cases, solutions that employ multiple cameras are used to overcome the
occlusion issue [235]. In addition, various filter techniques, for example, Kalman
[224], can be employed to predict where a target is located when line-of-sight is
lost.
Markerless [137] and marker-based [183] tracking are the two major categories
into which most vision-based gesture interfaces fall. In markerless approaches, the
main challenge is to detect and track the fingers and hands robustly. Issues such as
limited resolution, (self-)occlusion and cluttered background add to this challenge.
Marker-based tracking typically focuses on active [163] or passive markers3 in va-
rious sizes, shapes and patterns on fingers [104], hands [214] or handheld objects
[84]. One solution to increase contrast in camera images is to use coloured gloves
[89]. Laser-tracking has been used to track finger tips in midair [24].
2.4.4 Wearable sensors
One of the most pragmatic yet invasive methods to look at the hands gesturing is
to put sensors directly on them. We have already seen haptic solutions in Section
3http://www.vicon.com, September 9th, 2009.
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2.4.2, here we describe the various types of sensors and how they are used. Motion
tracking suits offer complete capture of bodily movements, see Figure 2.6a. On a
smaller scale, data gloves have been used for decades to detect the high-resolution
movements of the hands and fingers, see Figures 2.6c and (b). These suits and
gloves typically differ in the number and types of sensors, sensor resolution and
sampling rate. All wearable sensor solutions are sensitive to the precision in which
the sensors are placed and how well they stay in place. Gloves and suits do not fit
every person in the same way, so that sensors may be misaligned.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 2.6: Examples of wearable sensors for arm’s length and distal scale interactions. (a) Anima-
zoo’s4 Gyspy 6; (b) XSens’5 MVN; (c) The Fakespace6 Pinch glove; (d) The Inition7 P5 glove.
These suits and gloves can be tracked with relative (inertial) and absolute (mag-
netic, optical) sensors. The hand shape in a dataglove is typically detected with
bend sensors that can detect the relative flexing of, for example, the phalanges of
each finger or the jaw of the wrist. Inertial sensors measure relative changes in their
location and as a result, the location that they detect will drift from the calibrated
position over time. Magnetic sensors, such as Ascension’s Flock of Birds8, detect the
location and orientation in a calibrated space, making them more robust to drifting.
However, these sensors can be influenced or distorted by ferromagnetic metals and
copper [151]. The principles of optical tracking solutions do not differ from those
described in Section 2.4.3. Similar to magnetic tracking, ultrasonic tracking can
detect the position and orientation of objects in a bounded area [234]. In terms of
physics, ultrasonic tracking is similar to optical tracking.
2.5 Summary
We have shown that the human-computer interaction research field is a meeting
place of multiple disciplines. The HCI field studies the relationship between hu-
4http://www.animazoo.com, September 9th, 2009.
5http://www.xsens.com, September 9th, 2009.
6http://www.fakespace.com, September 9th, 2009.
7http://www.inition.co.uk, September 9th, 2009.
8http://www.ascension-tech.com, September 9th, 2009.
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mans and their technological environment. The interaction between humans and
the technological surroundings is a two-way process of control and feedback. The
human user has intentions that she tries to formulate as actions while the action-
command language that the system expects as input might be entirely different. HCI
research tries to minimize this mismatch by building intuitive interfaces.
Gesture-based interfaces are the intuitive interfaces that constitute the focus of
this thesis. We described the need for these intuitive gesture-based interfaces and
where they might be employed in existing technological environments. These in-
terfaces communicate a message that has a syntax and a lexicon. We have defined
the elementary tasks that are present in a gesture-based interface for the user to
perform. These tasks are placed in a four-state model: out-of-range, tracking, se-
lected and manipulating. Tasks use commands to switch between these states. The
commands are given in the form of gestures made with one or both hands.
This chapter was concluded with an overview of technologies that are suited
to automatically detect, track, recognize and interpret humans gesturing. These
handheld devices, haptics, vision and wearable sensor systems provide the eyes and
ears of the environment that the user inhabits. In Chapter 3, we will now describe
what gestures are, how they can be categorized and how gestures have been used
in HCI.
Chapter 3
Gestures
“A gesture cannot be regarded as the expression of an individual,
as his creation (because no individual is capable of creating a fully
original gesture, belonging to nobody else), nor can it even be re-
garded as that person’s instrument; on the contrary, it is gestures
that use us as their instruments, as their bearers and incarnations.”
Milan Kundera
Czech writer, born 1929 – Immortality, 1999
The focus of this dissertation lies on command-giving through gesturing to large
displays that are placed beyond arm’s length. The previous chapter described the
context in which gestures will be applied: human-computer interaction. In this
chapter, we clarify what is meant by the term gesture in Section 3.1. Second, we
describe the characteristics of both communicative and manipulative gesture classes
in Section 3.2. These classifications provide a useful tool to understand why gestures
are used or avoided in human-computer interaction. Third, Section 3.3 describes
the process of detecting and recognizing gestures in a human-computer interface.
Fourth, Section 3.4 describes how gesture sets have been built and used in HCI
studies, in commercial interfaces and which gestures have been observed in the
e-BioLab, see Section 1.3.1. We summarize this chapter in Section 3.5.
3.1 Definition
The term gesture is defined and used in diverse ways depending on the context in
which it is used. Gesture theory used in human-computer interaction (HCI) origi-
nates from linguistics, anthropology, cognitive science and psychology [102]. As
such, ‘gesture’ has been translated in HCI as a motion of the hands [14; 41; 143],
facial expressions [127], gaze tracking [130; 232], head movements [239], hand
postures [88; 146] and whole body postures [188]. Although it has many poten-
tial meanings, McNeill [134, p.1] and Kendon [108, pp.1–2], like many other re-
searchers, denote the term gesture as communicative hand and arm movements that
occur during spoken human dialogue. Interfaces that converse with their users in
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a human-like way often target these communicative gestures as one of many input
modalities [16]. In contrast, manipulative gestures—self and object touches—do
not communicate meaning but they have proven to be an intuitive means of inter-
acting with a system, examples of which are, tangibles [165; 186] and multi-touch
interfaces [44]. It should be noted that in gesture research that studies the rela-
tion between speech and gesture, manipulative gestures are not considered to be
gestures at all. Given the nature of that research this is to be expected [106; 134].
These two gesture types, communicative and manipulative, can be nicely placed
on “Kendon’s continuum” of gestures [108, pp.104–105]. Gestures are, at one end
of this continuum, used in conjunction with speech insofar that users are only mar-
ginally aware of their gesturing. These movements of the hands and arms during
speech are idiosyncratic and spontaneous [106]. At the other end of the continuum,
gestures are used independently from speech. There, gestures are made fully con-
sciously and they are compositional and lexical in structure. Due to the focus of this
dissertation on gesture-based interfaces in HCI we include both communicative and
manipulative hand and arm movements in our interpretation of the term gesture.
McNeill [134] states that gestures are global, synthetic and never hierarchical.
Contrary to speech, gestures do not form a whole (sentence) based upon individual
parts (words). Gesticulation is global and synthetic: “The meanings of the parts
of a gesture dare determined by the whole, and different meaning segments are
synthesized into a single gesture” [134, p.41]. McNeill claims that gestures are
noncombinatoric in the sense that two gestures produced together do not combine
to form a larger, more complex gesture. This notion is also found in HCI where
gestures are not considered hierarchical but sequential [59]. As we will discuss in
Section 3.3, the gesture recognition process starts with (automatically [96; 122])
segmenting continuous gesturing before it enters the recognition and interpretation
phase [93; 136].
With respect to the generation of gestures in the human mind, we mostly find
ourselves trying to determine the relationship between speech and gestures. It is
commonly accepted that, although the one can be produced without the other, ges-
tures and speech are closely related [18; 134]. However, there is controversy as
to how gestures are produced in this relationship. Some research indicates that
gesture representations are part of the speech that is being produced [18; 120].
It has, for example, been shown that spatial gestures are more common when the
accompanying speech content is also spatial [175].
3.2 Gesture types
To gain insight into the gesture taxonomies that are used in the field, we categorize
gestures from two angles. First, in Section 3.2.1, we describe the more traditional
point of view that focuses on gesturing in the context of human-human commu-
nication. Literature on linguistics, anthropology, cognitive science and psychology
typically categorize gestures as such. Second, in Section 3.2.2, we look at gestures
from a HCI point of view. In pro-active interfaces, gestures are interpreted by the
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system as part of a dialogue in which speech is a main contributor. In reactive inter-
faces, gestures are used more explicitly for issuing commands which can be stand
apart from speech. After introducing these taxonomies, we briefly describe the si-
milarities and differences between them. This section concludes with a summary of
the gesture classes that are used in the experiments reported in Part II of this thesis.
3.2.1 The traditional taxonomy: human communication
Well-known gesture classification schemes are those by Efron [37], Ekman and Frie-
sen [39], Freedman and Hoffman [54], McNeill [134] and Kendon [105]. It should
be mentioned that Efron’s work is the shared forefather of the other classificati-
ons. As a result, there are many similarities in the classes in each of these schemes
and often gesture classes differ only in name. For example, McNeill’s beats are the
same as Ekman and Friesen’s batons. We follow Kipp [110] in his overview of six
gesture classes that flow from these four classification schemes because those clas-
ses are well-documented, recognizable and they cover all possible human gestures.
Kipp divided gestures in non-communicative and communicative gestures. Adap-
tors form the sole class of non-communicative gestures while iconics, metaphorics,
beats, emblems and deictics are communicative gestures, see Figure 3.1. Please
note that these gestures are placed on the so-called “Kendon’s continuum”. This
continuum serves to illustrate that it is not always possible to discretely categorize
gestures. For example, iconics and metaphorics are separated by a shady grey area
[110, p.36].
hand / arm movements
non-communicative
communicativeadaptor
self- and object-touches
beat
shapeless gesture that 
only rhythmically relates 
to the co-occuring speech
emblem
gesture with convention-
alized form and meaning
iconic
gesture depicting aspects 
of what is being said
deictic
pointing gesture to indicate 
a concrete or abstract 
object, location, direction
metaphoric
gesture depicting an object that 
stands for what is being said
Figure 3.1: Kipp’s more traditional taxonomy, reproduced from [110, p.32].
McNeill [134, pp.86-104] defines a gesture space as a shallow disk in front of
the speaker, see Figure 3.2. The gesture space is a spatial division into regions
that has been used to study gesturing. For example, iconics fill the center-center
space, metaphorics congregate below in the lower-center space, and deictics extend
to the periphery. McNeill’s gesture space is a useful tool for describing how ges-
tures utilize space in different ways which, McNeill argues, is a strong justification
for subdividing gestures according to the six gesture classes: iconics, metaphorics,
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beats, emblems, deictics and adaptors [134, p.88].
EXTREME 
PERIPHERY
CENTER
CENTER
CENTER
PERIPHERY
upper right
right
lower right
upper
lower lower left
left
upper left
Figure 3.2: McNeill’s gesture space, image adapted from [134, p.89].
Iconics
Iconic gestures illustrate what is being said and as such they bear a close formal
relationship to the semantic content of speech [134, p.12]. They do so by depicting
some property of the speech referent. It is rare that iconics have a standard form,
they are often made up on the fly [110, p.35]. Ekman and Friesen [39] subdivided
iconics, or ‘illustrators’ as they were named, into six subclasses. Three of those,
spatial movements, kinetographs and pictographs, unite to form the class of iconic
gestures as we use it here. Spatial movements describe, for example, the spatial
constellation of the team players in an underwater hockey match. Iconic gestures
resemble metaphorics but instead they illustrate a path or object shape. Cassell et al.
[23] argued that iconics also communicate the viewpoint from which the action
is narrated. For example, a speaker might take the viewpoint of Granny hitting
Sylvester with an umbrella when he tries to eat Tweety, or Sylvester being hit with
an umbrella. Sowa and Wachsmuth [195] used iconics to refer to virtual objects that
are depicted on a large display, by describing the object shapes through gesturing.
Metaphorics
Like iconics, metaphorics are pictorial. The pictorial content indirectly represents
an abstract idea rather than a concrete object or event [134, p.14]. A metaphoric
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gesture presents a metaphor as a bounded, supportable, spatially localizable phy-
sical object. McNeill [134, p.146] called the gesture a ‘sign’, the imaginary object
the ‘base’ and the concept of, for example, a story, the ‘referent’. Iconics are rather
similar to metaphorics and if base and referent are identical or very similar, the
gesture is iconic [110, p.36]. An example of metaphoric versus iconic gesturing is
the utterance “this match was really hard because of their very experienced defen-
der”. The speaker first holds out one hand to represent the match: an abstract idea
(metaphoric gesture). Secondly, he uses his other hand to represent the player: a
concrete object (iconic gesture).
Beats
Rhythmic hand movements that accompany speech but where the hand shape bears
no relation to the speech content are categorized as beats. These gestures often look
like beating to, for example, music; the hand moves along with the rhythmical pul-
sation of speech. Beats have just two movement phases: in/out, up/down, etcetera.
Beats also highlight discontinuities in the temporal sequence. An example of beats
is the team coach reflecting on the match beating his hand three times in midair
while saying “we have to improve attack, defence and endurance”. By gesturing in
this manner, the speaker is highlighting important sections of the spoken dialogue.
Emblems
Emblems are gestures with conventionalized form and meaning so that they can be
expressed even in the absence of speech [110, p.33]. Emblems are also considered
to be conventionalized in both their form and meaning, for example, ‘thumbs up’.
This makes emblems culture-specific [37]. However, these conventions may vary
between subcultures. For example, scuba divers use ‘thumbs up’ for signalling the
ascent to the surface. Similarly, Gullberg et al. [69] showed that native speakers of
Dutch and French gesture differently when describing how to put, for example, a
cup on a table, while the act of putting the cup on the table did not vary. Emblematic
gestures can directly be translated to words that are sometimes uttered in conjunc-
tion with the emblem, for example, uttering “Sylvester was spying on Tweety using
binoculars” while cupping the hands in the shape of that object.Emblems are espe-
cially used when the verbal channel is somehow restricted, consider examples such
as scuba divers, crane operators and aircraft marshals.
Deictics
Pointing in narrative is known as a deixis. The function of deictics is to indicate
objects and events in the concrete world but they also play a part even where there
is nothing objectively present to point at. These gestures are “pointing movements
whose function is to indicate a concrete person, object, location, direction but also
to point to unseen, abstract or imaginary things” [120]. In most gesture taxonomies,
deictics are found and they belong to the best studied of gesture types, especially in
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HCI settings. Kipp [110] divides deictics into concrete (object) and abstract pointing
(imaginary) which is a useful distinction when looking at human-computer interfa-
ces. Concrete pointing is likely in human-computer interaction as it is a straight-
forward implementation of real-world object manipulation in addition to the way in
which mouse interfaces in the WIMP paradigm are implemented. Abstract pointing
can be added only on a semantic level due to its need for context, for example, a
user can be standing with his back towards a display talking to someone while re-
ferring to something on the display by pointing over the shoulder with her thumb.
Kendon [108] specifies pointing gestures into no less than seven subclasses which
are mostly variations on hand shape rather than that they vary in any semantic way.
Adaptors
Adaptors are movements that are not considered part of communication by a reci-
pient [39]. In conversations, self and object touches that are not considered part of
the communication, for example, scratching one’s ear lobe [110, p.32], are dubbed
adaptors. In most gesture taxonomies, adaptors are not considered as gestures. For
example, McNeill [134, p.78] even excludes adaptors from his definition of gestu-
res. Kendon [108, p.97] notes that there are three types of adaptor that, according
to their functions, can be distinguished. Self-adaptors satisfy self and bodily needs
or they perform bodily actions such as scratching the head. Alter-adaptors manage
emotions and maintain prototypic interpersonal contacts. These adaptors might be
considered communicative in nature as well. For example, folding the arms as to
protect oneself also non-verbally communicates that the speaker or listener feels th-
reatened. Object-adaptors are used in tasks that involve an object such as smoking
or tapping a pencil.
3.2.2 A gesture taxonomy for human-computer interaction
HCI researchers who build social actors that communicate with humans in the way
humans do support the traditional viewpoint on gestures [179]. Although they
have their use, as described in Chapter 1, these interfaces are beyond the scope
of this thesis. Karam and Schraefel [102] followed Quek et al. [174] in defining
five gesture classes that focus on the process of interacting instead of highlighting
human communication. The five gesture classes that they define—gesticulation,
manipulations, semaphores, deictics and language gestures; see Figure 3.3—nicely
encompass the tasks that one would wish to accomplish with a computer interface
[13]. Clearly, other similar taxonomies exist, for example, the work by Pavlovic
et al. [166], but, because their taxonomy generically describes human-computer
interactions through the hands, we will focus on the one proposed by Karam and
Schraefel [102]. Deictic gestures in this taxonomy are identical to those described
above in Section 3.2.1 which is why we omit its description here. We do include
a brief overview of the use of deictics in HCI. It should be mentioned that Karam
and Schraefel also introduced gesture taxonomies based on application domains,
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enabling technologies and system responses that help to describe human-computer
interactions.
hand / arm movements
gesticulation
coverbal gestures that 
accompany everyday speech
semaphore
systems of signalling using 
flags, lights or arms in a 
stylized dictionary
manipulative
gesture aimed at controlling 
some entity with a tight 
mapping of the movements
deictic
pointing gesture to indicate 
a concrete or abstract 
object, location, direction
sign language
linguistically based and 
performed using a series of 
individual gestures that combine 
to form grammatical structures
Figure 3.3: HCI gesture taxonomy by Karam and Schraefel, reproduced from [102].
Deictics
Deictics are often the central topic of research in gesture-based interaction with
ambient intelligence [147]. Deixis has been used to identify objects in virtual rea-
lity applications [242], pointing out objects to others in CSCW applications [17], for
targeting appliances in ubiquitous computing or robotics [144], for desktop applica-
tions [225], communication support [118] and remote collaboration [112]. Deictic
gestures are considered by some as the basis for communicating with machines as
equal partners in communication [16]. This idea is often described as the holy grail
of human-computer interaction. In his classical work, “put-that-there”, Bolt [11] al-
ready showed the intuitiveness and potential of deictic interfaces. Users pointed to
a target (location) and issued commands via speech to either manipulate or select
an object.
Manipulations
Quek et al. [174] defined manipulative gestures as tightly mapping the movements
of the hand/arm to the movements of some virtual object in the interface. The
traditional mouse interface does this in an indirect manner by translating the mo-
vements of the mouse to the cursor with some adjustments for speed. Karam and
Schraefel [102] distinguish between gesturing in midair and on some surface but
do not differentiate between direct and indirect mappings [191]. Another form of
manipulative gestures uses tangible objects, for example, a doll’s head that repre-
sents a MRI scan [81], to control an interface. Even though Karam and Schraefel
do not describe methods to interact with 3D visualizations other than using tangible
objects, other direct [7] and indirect [211] mappings have been proposed. A last
form of manipulative gesturing is used to control real-world physical objects such
as robotic arms [50; 90] and wheelchairs [239].
Semaphores
Semaphores are systems of signalling using flags, lights or arms. Quek et al. [174]
extended this definition so that a semaphore is “any gesturing system that employs a
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stylized dictionary of static or dynamic hand or arm gestures”. Semaphoric gestures
do not form the majority of signs or signals that communicate information in human
interactions even insofar that they are, by some, not considered intuitive gestures
[227]. However, they are a pragmatic solution for enabling distance computing in
smart environments [149] and to reduce distraction from a primary task [101]. Un-
like manipulative gestures which are mainly dynamic, semaphores can involve static
poses as well as dynamic movements. Such semaphoric gestures can be performed
with the fingers [64], hands [181; 228], head [239], arms [11], feet [46], body
[168] or even hand-held objects. Strokes or marks that are made with a mouse [3],
stylus [82], hands or fingers [186] are also considered to be semaphores.
Gesticulation
Gesticulations, or ‘coverbal gestures’ [142], are regarded in the literature as one
of the most natural forms of gesturing because they are an integral part of human
dialogues [106]. As a result, gesticulations are commonly used in combination with
conversational speech interfaces [115; 167; 226]. Gesticulations are idiosyncratic,
spontaneous movements of the hands and arms during speech and do not require
the user to perform any poses or to learn any gestures other than those that naturally
accompany everyday speech [102]. Thus, they are unlike semaphores, which are
pre-recorded or trained for automated recognition, and unlike manipulations that
tightly map movements to the interface.
Language gestures
Gestures used for sign languages are often considered independently of other ges-
ture styles. Based on linguistics, sign languages sequentially combine individual
signs that form grammatical structures [155]. These signs consist of basic compo-
nents such as hand shape, orientation, location and movement. Sign gestures are
not all symbolic, some are mimetic (pantomimes) or deictic, although most gestures
still remain in the symbolic gesture class [134]. In sign languages, other modalities
such as facial expressions and body posture are very important for sign meaning
[202]. Because sign languages are lexically and grammatically complete, they are
often compared to speech with respect to the processing that is required for their
recognition. HCI applications that target these gestures focus on communication,
for example, teaching sign language to children [126].
3.2.3 Overlap between the taxonomies
So far, we have seen two points of view that describe human gesturing. The tradi-
tional view categorizes gestures as they occur in human dialogue. This entails that
speech is a large contributor to the occurrence of gesturing. The HCI point of view
looks at interactions in order to control computer systems rather than analyzing
gestures that accompany a spoken dialogue per se. So what are the differences bet-
ween these points of view? The main differences flow from the application areas:
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analyzing gestures that accompany speech in human dialogue and gestures for in-
teracting with computerized systems. We compare the five categories of the HCI
taxonomy by Karam and Schraefel with those summarized by Kipp. Please note that
these mappings are not perfect and that there is overlap.
traditional taxonomy (Efron):
hand / arm movements
non-communicative communicative
adaptor beatemblem iconic
deictic
metaphoric
hand / arm movements
HCI taxonomy (Karam and Schraefel)
gesticulation semaphoremanipulative sign language
Figure 3.4: Overlap between Karam and Schraefel’s HCI and Efron’s traditional taxonomies. Note
that there are no direct couplings between the gesture classes other than the deictics class. Classes
are spatially positioned so that the best matching classes in the other taxonomy are nearby.
The overlap between the two taxonomies is depicted in Figure 3.4. Deictic ges-
turing is the same in both taxonomies. Manipulative gesturing controls some entity
that is tightly mapped to the interface. Although adaptors do not communicate me-
aning, manipulative gestures can only be considered to be adaptors. Gesticulations
are spontaneous gestures that a signer does not have to learn. Iconic and metapho-
ric gestures closely match such gestures. However, semaphores also adhere to this
definition so there is an overlap. Sign languages are conventionalized in their form
and meaning and they match best to emblematic gestures. Signed languages are not
part of deictic gesturing because they are based to a great extent on co-occurrence
with facial expressions, changes in body posture and even speaking the words that
are being signed.
3.2.4 Gestures in this work
The above two gesture taxonomies are useful tools to embed this work in the exis-
ting HCI literature. We do not believe that either one of these taxonomies is best
suited for our work as both tend to comprehensively describe human gesturing from
different angles. We only focus on parts that we will describe now. Looking from
the point of view of the traditional gesture taxonomies of McNeill and Kendon, the
focus in this work lies on adaptors and emblems. Adaptors stand apart from the
communication because objects or the self is manipulated while emblems can com-
municate information in the absence of speech through conventionalized form and
meaning. With respect to the taxonomy of Karam and Schraefel, we focus on mani-
pulative and semaphoric gestures in this work. Manipulations, like adaptors, see the
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user grabbing and moving or touching an object while semaphores combine stylized
static poses with dynamic movements. The common denominator here is that the
gestures manipulate objects or self and that they do not require information that is
communicated through speech.
3.3 Gesture recognition process
Before a computer system can translate hand movement and shape into meaning
it needs to recognize a gesture as such. Gesture recognition typically consists of
three steps [218]. First, gesture segmentation automatically [96] or manually cuts
a sequence of movements into pieces that define where gestures start and end
[122; 194]. Kipp [110], among others [173], defines this as gesture phrases. Se-
cond, each gesture phrase is classified in an (often predefined) gesture class in the
system [41]. Third, the gesture phrase is directly mapped to a system response,
mapped to a model of the hand for further interpretation [238], or it is correlated
with co-occurring speech [111]. Recognizing gestures via segmentation can, in this
light, be reduced to a pure pattern recognition problem [87]. Typically, the segmen-
tation process focuses on features such as minima in hand velocity or differential in
finger flexure [184], large changes in motion trajectory angles [212] and ignores
large finger movements. Other solutions target training neural networks, hidden
Markov models (HMMs) [144], applying principle component analysis (PCA) or
other pattern classification techniques [155]. We will not go into further detail on
solutions for these challenges.
Gesture segmentation produces gesture phrases. These phrases are built up out
of three phases: preparation, stroke, retraction [38; 108; 134; 218]. The prepara-
tion phase consists of a movement that sets the hand in motion from some resting
position, for example, placing the hands below the waistline [195]. The stroke
phase, also known as nucleus, contains the most explicit hand movements, or, bet-
ter said, “[the stroke] is the phase of the excursion in which the movement dynamics
of ‘effort’ and ‘shape’ are manifested with greatest clarity” [108, p.112]. In many
applications, it is the stroke that provides the most information [110; 195]. Retrac-
tion, which is also known as recovery [108], then moves the hand back to a rest
position. The boundaries between phases are subjective and sequence-dependent,
which results in a diverse range of segmentation solutions [96]. In addition, the
boundary between retraction of the previous gesture and preparation of the next
gesture can be fuzzy ([110]) or even non-existent when two gestures closely follow
each other.
3.4 Defining gesture sets
It has been argued that there is no gesture dictionary because gestures do not map
on a one-on-one basis between meaning and form in daily gesturing between hu-
mans [22]. However, conventionalized gestures, for example, emblematic gestures,
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in human communication have to be learned by the signer yet they are widespread
in both local and global social groups. In fact, popular gestures, for example, gang
signs, travel the globe with relative ease by being absorbed into social groups. We
therefore think that it is viable to construct a gesture set for interacting with large
display interfaces.
Requirements for selecting the gestures in a gesture interface are formulated by
Cohen [30]. He argues that the gestures should fit a useful environment, that the
system can recognize non-perfect gestures, that the system can interpret both a ges-
ture’s static and dynamic information components and that the gesture is recognized
as quickly as possible, even before the full gesture is completed. Nielsen et al. [146]
came up with similar requirements but more from a user perspective. They required
gestures to be easy to perform and remember, intuitive, metaphorically and ico-
nically logical towards functionality and ergonomic; not physically stressing when
used often. However, in most (experimental) gesture interfaces, an idiosyncratic
gesture set is defined for a limited set of tasks [132; 215]. Moreover, the gesture
that is selected is often more technology driven than user driven. The sensor in the
interface determines the ‘best’ gesture for a task, for example, Agarawala and Ba-
lakrishnan [1] describe BumpTop in which the shape of complex cursor-trajectories
have to be learned. In this section, we describe which gestures or gesture sets have
been proposed in both literature and commercial products for explicit command
giving.
No way to ‘click’
By addressing purely gesture-based input we come across the problem of how to se-
lect or manipulate objects in the absence of other modalities that can ‘click’. A popu-
lar solution is to use dwell time thresholds that activate a select command whenever
the user points to a target for some time, with a hand-held device [113], extended
index finger [214] or eye-tracker for gaze location estimation [241]. Even though
this solution is a simple one, it introduces a fixed, constant lag insofar that the in-
teractions can suffer from the “Midas touch effect” [74]1. With only the hand, we
also need to consider that depressing a physical button or tapping a display surface
produces a kinaesthetic feedback that confirms the click action. When beyond arm’s
length, there is no such surface to touch which will degrade the performance signi-
ficantly when manipulating virtual objects [223]. Vogel and Balakrishnan [215] ar-
gue that the hand itself can serve as a source of kinaesthetic feedback that confirms
gesture-actions through some tension in the hand. Grossman et al. [64] designed a
gesture for clicking named ThumbTrigger in which the hand is shaped like a pistol:
the thumb and index finger are extended while the rest of the hand is closed in a fist.
With ThumbTrigger, clicking was done by pressing the thumb on the (bent) middle
finger as if pressing an invisible button. Vogel and Balakrishnan [215] argue that a
1King Midas wished that he could turn everything he touched into gold. Of course, after having
his wish granted, his food and drinks now turned into gold as well so that he had to beg to be
delivered from starvation. In HCI terms, dwelling on an object to select it is a common practice.
When the dwell-time is too brief, every becomes selected, without the user intending to do so.
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click or clutch action should be designed to minimize hand movement side effects
that will influence pointing precision.
3.4.1 Experimental gesture interfaces
Finding suitable gestures for tasks can be done from either a human perspective
or from a system perspective. When a gesture set is designed from the human
perspective, the gestures are categorized by terms such as intuitiveness, naturalness
and ease of use. From a system’s perspective, the focus lies heavily on sensors and
how they can detect features from the hands. This latter perspective typically does
not accommodate the user with intuitive gestures.
A system’s perspective
In many gesture interfaces, the gestures are designed to replace GUI commands. The
resulting gesture sets are highly idiosyncratic and are often hard to learn by novice
users. Quek [172] designed 15 gestures that describe space and that specify spatial
quantities. For space, these gestures capture tasks such as point, continue, stop,
rotate, roll, pitch and track. Other gestures specified spatial quantities: large, small,
left, right, up, down, farther, nearer. In these works no common interface tasks
such as select, open and activate are formulated. Figure 3.5 depicts the gesture
vocabulary from Quek [172] that was designed to describe space and specify spatial
quantities for 3D drawing.
Gesture lexicons. Impromptu gestures that 
communicate solely by iconic content are anoth- 
er important use of human-hand gestures. While 
some pantomime gestures tend to be novel, they 
have to be expressed with a degree of exaggeration 
equal to their n ~ v e l t y . ~  Communicative gestures 
and signs, however, must depend on some cul- 
tural or lexical convention. 
Determining the degree of formalism in ges- 
tural language is also important. Kendon1d2 
described a gesture philology, summarized in 
Figure 1. At one end of this continuum is gesticu- 
lation-free-form gesturing that typically accom- 
panies verbal discourse. At the other end of this 
continuum lie complete lexical and grammatical- 
ly specified sign languages. Emblems-informal 
culturally specific gestural expressions not gov- 
erned by any formal grammatical rules-best suit 
human-computer interaction. Humans use these 
gestures as a shorthand expression to augment 
and modulate other communication when the 
context is not clear (for example, using the 
“thumbs-up” gesture to signify “all is well”). 
Gesture model. Communicative gestures com- 
prise three motion phases: preparation, stroke, and 
retraction.1J2 The stroke is the salient phase for 
information content. Semiotic and psycholin- 
guistic research established that the stroke may be 
distinguished qualitatively from other gesture 
phases by its dynamic characteristics although no 
quantitative criteria are currently available.2 
There are two distinct gesture types-presentation 
gestures, where the stroke terminates abruptly in a 
static hand pose, and repetitive gestures, where 
strokes repeat (for example, when you wave to an 
interlocutor to “come closer” by repeating strokes 
toward your torso with your fingers pointed upward 
and your palm facing inward). Motions that manip- 
ulate articles of clothing (pragmatic motion of 
manipulation) or result with the hand in new rest- 
ing locations (pragmatic motion of repositioning) 
are seldom seen as communicative.1,2 
We can model and interpret many gestures 
once we determine 
1. the strokes in a gestural sequence, 
2. the hand poses (hand position and configura- 
tion) at stroke extrema, and 
3. the stroke’s dynamic characteristics. 
Since human interpreters generally cannot pre- 
I Figure 1 .  A continuum Gesticulation + Language-like gestures 
of gestures? 
Pantomimes -+ Emblems+Sign languages+ 
\ 
cisely locate stroke extrema, the hand position 
can be quantified into 3 x 3 x 3 discrete subspaces 
(see Figure 2). 
In human-to-human communication, hand 
gestures predominate wh n d scribing pace and 
time.2 Figure 3 s ows 15 gestures design d to 
describe space and specify spatial quantities. You 
can find further discussion of the psycholinguis- 
tic and semiotic basis of my work el~ewhere.”~ 
Figure 2. The discrete 
segmentation of the 
gesture space. 
I .  Point 2. continue 3. Grqe 4. Small 5. Stop 
1 1 .  Nearer 12. Rotate 13. Roll 14. Pitch 15. Track 
Gesture pose recognition 
In deliberately communicative gestures, the 
chief variants in hand configuration result from 
perspective effects (within a particular viewpoint), 
Figure 3. Gesture 
vocabulary. 
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Figure 3.5: Gesture vocabulary by Quek designed to describe space and specify spatial quantities.
Image by Quek [172], copyright 1996 IEEE.
Kavakli and Jayarathna [103] identify 32 gestures due to the limitation of their
sensor set-up: “Up to 32 gestures can be defined, since there are 25(=32) possi-
ble combinations using flexure values fully flexed (<10%) and closed (>90%) for
each finger. But all those gestures cannot be imitated by a human hand due to
its physical restrictions.” Kavakli et al. [104] further explored these gestures in a
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working prototype. Their free-hand sketching application, DesIRe, was used to con-
struct 3D drawings by directly observing and reacting to both hands. The DesIRe
system included 29 gestures that transition between states and manipulate the 3D
mesh. Gesture recognition was hard coded: bending a finger past a threshold value
changed the appropriate phalanx-sensor from 0 to 1. Both the lack of any visual
representation of the gesture set in combination with seemingly random gesture-
task combinations makes this idiosyncratic gesture set hard to learn for end-users.
In a similar pattern recognition approach, Lee and Kim [122] chose ten frequently
used browsing commands of PowerPoint and assigned a gesture to each of them.
Tasks such as moving between slides, starting and stopping the presentation were
included. The gestures consisted of movement trajectories of a cursor. A similarly
hard to learn gesture interface is described by Schlattman and Klein [187] who de-
fined several hand shapes to represent tasks such as pointing or clutching. These
hand shapes could be detected by an elaborate multi-camera system by virtue of
one or two fingers protruding in the left, top or bottom sides of the detected hand
shape. Tse et al. [205] built a gesture interface on top of the existing strategy game
Warcraft 3. Using a DiamondTouch tabletop [35], Tse et al. required users to mark
bounding boxes with two hands and issue commands to the selection by speech.
Other gestures could not be implemented because of the lack of support from the
DiamondTouch for disambiguation of two or more touches.
The SixthSense prototype is a mobile gesture interface that uses a projector in-
stead of a display to visualize information on any surface [135]. The gestures in
SixthSense, see Figure 3.8, are based on popular multi-touch systems and the Ap-
ple iPhone. The gesture set focuses on WIMP-like interfaces through pointing by
ray-casting and selecting through button-up and button-down hand shapes with the
thumb protruding from or enclosed in the hand respectively.
A human’s perspective
Cutler et al. [31] built a responsive workbench that allows natural manipulation of
virtual 3D models with both hands. Their tabletop system rear-projected the 3D
models while two PINCH datagloves (see Section 2.4.4) were used to detect one-
handed and two-handed gesturing. Three types of gesture-task combinations were
defined: unimanual, bimanual symmetric and bimanual asymmetric. Guiard [65]
was the main inspiration for manipulating objects bimanually by dividing tasks bet-
ween the two hands. Cutler et al. [31] found that users combined two otherwise
independent one-handed tools in a synergistic fashion. State-transitions between
interface tasks mainly occurred by picking up physical tools, for example, a magni-
fying glass, to switch the system’s state to ‘zooming’. These physical tools made the
interface states explicit for the user. Focusing on hand movements, Grossman et al.
[63] created 3D curves with two hands by pressing buttons on hand-held spatial po-
sition sensors. By combining the movements from two hands, detailed curves could
be produced that were impossible to create with one hand, see Figure 3.6.
Nielsen et al. [146] introduced design criteria for the human-based approach in
which gestures need to be easy to perform and remember, intuitive, not physically
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segment around. As the unfastened tape segment is moved, 
however, it leaves behind a trail of fastened tape (Figure 5h). 
Terminating the tape involves pressing the button (Figure 5i) 
and reducing the unfastened tape segment length to zero 
(Figure 5j). This returns the user again to the state of 
adjusting the unfastened tape segment (Figure 5f). 
Essentially, this one-handed version behaves like the two-
handed technique would if the non-dominant hand button 
was always pressed, and the distance between the two 
cursors was fixed once taping began. Given the fixed 
distance between the end of the tape and the roll of tape 
during dragging, perfectly straight lines are difficult to 
achieve in this one-handed technique. The benefit, however, 
is that looped curves can now be created easily. Given these 
tradeoffs, and in the interest of maintaining compatibility 
with the traditional technique, our system continues to use 
the two-handed technique as the default line and curve 
creation tool with the one-handed technique available as an 
alternate when the need to create looped curves and circles 
arises. 
Curve Guides 
When designing 3D models consisting of many curves it is 
often necessary for one curve to intersect other curves in 
order to form appropriate skeletons for surfaces. While the 
tape drawing technique allows for high quality curves to be 
generated, it is not easy to plan ahead and be able to draw the 
curve such that it will definitely intersect some 
predetermined points. To assist the tape artist in this regard, 
we developed a mechanism for guiding the curve towards 
these intersection points. 
As Figure 6 illustrates, we first select the intersection points 
of interest, and then specify the desired tangents at these 
points (Figure 6a). Then, using the tape drawing technique 
we can begin to draw a new curve that is intended to 
intersect these points. When the new curve is at a certain 
distance from the first intersection point, a guide curve 
begins to fade in (Figure 6b-c). Using Bezier interpolation 
with two slopes (the current slope of the new tape curve, and 
the slope of the tangent that was specified at the intersection 
point) and two points (the tape fastening point, and the 
intersection point) as inputs, the guide curve gives the user a 
best guess preview of what the new tape curve should look 
like in order to smoothly pass through that intersection point. 
The user can choose to continue taping along this guide 
curve, or simply choose to accept the guide curve as the 
desired curve. There are of course situations where the user 
may choose to deviate significantly from the guide curve. In 
this case, the system attempts to dynamically keep updating 
the guide curve with successive best guesses, adjusting the 
tangent at the intersection point in the process. Once the new 
curve passes the intersection point, the guide curve and 
tangent indicator for that point disappears (Figure 6d). In 
addition, if a new curve is within 20 pixels from an 
intersection point (Figure 6e), the system assumes that the 
curve should intersect that point and makes the required 
small interpolation adjustments to the curve such that it 
passes smoothly through that point (Figure 6f).  
 
 
Figure 6. Curve Guides 
Figure 5. (top row) Two-handed tape drawing technique. (bottom row) One-handed tape drawing. 
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segment around. As the unfastened tape segment is moved, 
however, it leaves behind a trail of fastened tape (Figure 5h). 
Terminating the tape involves pressing the button (Figure 5i) 
and reducing the unfastened tape segment length to zero 
(Figure 5j). This returns the user again to the state of 
adjusting the unfastened tape segment (Figure 5f). 
Essentially, this one-handed version behaves like the two-
handed technique would if the non-dominant hand button 
was always pressed, and the distance between the two 
cursors was fixed once taping began. Given the fixed 
distance between the end of the tape and the roll of tape 
during dragging, perfectly straight lines are difficult to 
achieve in this one-handed technique. The benefit, however, 
is that looped curves can now be created easily. Given these 
tradeoffs, and in the interest of maintaining compatibility 
with the traditional technique, our system continues to use 
the two-handed technique as the default line and curve 
creation tool with the one-handed technique available as an 
alternate when the need to create looped curves and circles 
arises. 
Curve Guides 
When designing 3D models consisting of many curves it is 
often necessary for one curve to intersect other curves in 
order to form appropriate skeletons for surfaces. While the 
tape drawing technique allows for high quality curves to be 
generated, it is not easy to plan ahead and be able to draw the 
curve such that it will definitely intersect some 
predetermined points. To assist the tape artist in this regard, 
we developed a mechanism for guiding the curve towards 
these intersection points. 
As Figure 6 illustrates, we first select the intersection points 
of interest, and then specify the desired tangents at these 
points (Figure 6a). Then, using the tape drawing technique 
we can begin to draw a new curve that is intended to 
intersect these points. When the new curve is at a certain 
distance from the first intersection point, a guide curve 
begins to fade in (Figure 6b-c). Using Bezier interpolation 
with two slopes (the current slope of the new tape curve, and 
the slope of the tangent that was specified at the intersection 
point) and two points (the tape fastening point, and the 
intersection point) as inputs, the guide curve gives the user a 
best guess preview of what the new tape curve should look 
like in order to smoothly pass through that intersection point. 
The user can choose to continue taping along this guide 
curve, or simply choose to accept the guide curve as the 
desired curve. There are of course situations where the user 
may choose to deviate significantly from the guide curve. In 
this case, the system attempts to dynamically keep updating 
the guide curve with successive best guesses, adjusting the 
tangent at the intersection point in the process. Once the new 
curve passes the intersection point, the guide curve and 
tangent indicator for that point disappears (Figure 6d). In 
addition, if a new curve is within 20 pixels from an 
intersection point (Figure 6e), the system assumes that the 
curve should intersect that point and makes the required 
small interpolation adjustments to the curve such that it 
passes smoothly through that point (Figure 6f).  
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Figure 3.6: Digital tape drawing for describing 3D curves with two (top row) and one (bottom row)
hands. Image by Grossman et al. [63], c© 2002 ACM, Inc.
stressing and logical in terms of functionality. For moving objects in a paper mock-up
with three diff rent sc narios, Nielsen et al. fou d ic ic gestures suc as drawing a
square to represent objects (e.g., a card) and, for selecting, they found pointing with
an index fi ger to th object or by waving th hand in the gene al direction of that
object. Oth r tasks such as move or select all required an explicit state-transition
gesture that resulted in rather obscure gestures such as stopping an action with a
‘halt’ emblem, much as in [214]. Thes signal gestures are explicit and potentially
intuitive for the users. However, they are complex which makes it hard to l arn so
that the gap in th gulf of execution might actually widen rather than close.
Beringer [8] tried to discover a gesture set f r controlling his SmartKom system
in a Wiz rd of Oz setting. Us rs pointed with one or more fingers and with one or
two hands. Selecting was done by circling around an object or region while new
forms of i teractions such as ‘no’ or ‘go back’ were realized by a kind of waving of
the hands.
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Figure 3.7: Some gestures from the user defined gesture set for multi-touch tabletops. Image by
Wobbrock et al. [230], c© 2009 ACM, Inc.
Hauptmann [77] found a surprising uniformity in the way that users communi-
cated through speech and gesturing. He concludes that there are indeed intuitive,
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common principles in gesture communication. Also, Hauptmann argues there are
no expert users of gesture communication and that this channel is equally accessible
to all computer users. In manipulating a cube, Hauptmann observed that complex
bimanual movements were used but he did not list the actual gestures that his users
made. Wobbrock et al. [230] applied a teach-back experiment to discover which
gestures were made in multi-touch tabletop interaction when the result of the ges-
ture was shown to the user. Figure 3.7 depicts a part of the resulting gesture set for
multi-touch interaction. In their attempt to elicit gesture input for tabletop interac-
tion from users, Wobbrock et al. [230] found that two hands are used for enlarging
and zooming into an object but not for shrinking or minimizing. Wobbrock et al.
found that users preferred to use only one hand so that their gesture set contains 31
unimanual gestures and 17 bimanual gestures, see Figure 3.7. There was some over-
lap between unimanual and bimanual gesturing, for example, with resizing where
two fingers from one hand moved apart or where two hands move apart.
Sowa and Wachsmuth [195] designed a prototype system that can build a static
spatial description of a virtual object based on the dynamic movements of two hands
gesturing the spatial shape of the object. The speech and gesture utterances were
decomposed into spatial entities and their relationships. In this sense, there was no
construction of a gesture set for controlling an interface but rather understanding
of the relationships between spatial gestured movements that, added up, represent
and identify an object in the interface. Similar studies aimed to design organic 3D
shapes [186] and common household objects such as a water bottle [87].
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
Figure 3.8: Gesture set of the Sixth Sense mobile gesture interface. (a) zoom in, (b) zoom out, (c)
frame, (d) button-up, (e) button-down and (f) in-the-air drawing. Images by Mistry et al. [135],
with permission.
3.4.2 Commercial gesture-based products
In contrast with experimental gesture interfaces, commercial interfaces focus far
more on the end-user. If the interface does not improve existing interfaces, for
example WIMP or iPhone, it will not sell. We distinguish between gesture interfaces
meant for entertainment, access to complex visualizations and (fictional) interfaces
seen in (science fiction) movies.
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Entertainment interfaces
Mid 2007, Apple launched2 the first version of its iPhone. The iPhone was the first
mobile phone to introduce multi-touch technology to the public. Although being
limited at first in its software to detecting one or two touches, the iPhone introduced
intuitive gestures that allowed users to interact with detailed data through easy and
predictable navigation (moving one finger), zooming (pinching two fingers together
or moving them apart), and so on. The patent for mobile multi-touch filed by Apple
in 2006 limits but does not prevent competitors to build multi-touch mobile phones
of their own [85].
The Canesta3 interface controls TV sets through gesturing. Three gestures con-
trol activating the TV (waving), switching channels (move hand left/right repea-
tedly) and changing the volume (moving the hand up/down repeatedly). A similar
interface has been conceptualized by Bang and Olufsen in which users change the
volume by tilting the physical remote and switch channels by waving their finger
up/down in a hole inside the remote [210].
The gaming industry is also catching on to using gesture interfaces. The Nin-
tendo Wii made gesture interfaces, through a hand-held controller (Wiimote), avai-
lable to the general public4. The Wiimote is equipped with accelerometers that
allow developers to detect and recognize motion trajectories of the hands. A broad
range of games now makes use of the capabilities of these sensors: from throwing a
fishing line to sword fighting to reloading shotguns, the in-game movements corres-
pond to the actual act. Other game console manufacturers have introduced similar
techniques. Microsoft’s Xbox360 recently announced ‘Project Natal’5 that aims to al-
low computer vision-based detection of body pose: “If you know how to move your
hands, shake your hips or speak you and your friends can jump into the fun – the
only experience needed is life experience.” The gestures mimic those in real life so
kicking a ball requires the user to kick in midair. Toshiba’s SpursEngine6 includes a
rudimentary gesture recognizer that analyses video images from an on-board laptop
webcam. Three hand shapes are recognized: fist for pointing, fist with thumb-up
for selecting and open hand for stopping.
Interacting with data visualizations
The g-speak spatial operating system by Oblong Industries7 uses passive marker
tracking on worn gloves to detect the hand location and shape of both hands. By
combining hand poses and hand movements in synchronous or asynchronous and
symmetrical or asymmetrical ways, the system performs requested tasks. The g-
speak system has been used to implement g-stalt, an interface to manipulate com-
2http://www.macworld.com/article/54769/2007/01/iphone.html, June 16th, 2009.
3http://canesta.com/, October 13th, 2009.
4USA today, “Wii finds home in retirement communities, medical centers”, May 14th, 2008.
5http://www.gametrailers.com/video/e3-09-project-natal/50014, June 4th, 2009.
6http://www.tacp.toshiba.com/news/newsarticle.asp?newsid=191, June 16th, 2009.
7http://oblong.com, June 16th, 2009. MIT spin-off company based on their work with the
‘Minorty Report’ video prototype.
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plex data sets with the hands. The gestures in g-stalt are tuned to manipulate
photos, see Figure 3.9. Although the used g-speak gesture set is not described in
detail by Oblong, video clips of the functional system show users pointing through
ray-casting, clicking through a ThumbTrigger gesture [64] and grabbing the whole
screen by pinching the thumb and index finger of both hands. Although the g-speak
system and its g-stalt implementation seem imposing, the gestures require users to
hold their hands in midair during the complete interaction. Although this follows
to the KC-model [65], by letting the NP-hand set a reference frame for the P-hand,
it is likely to result in fatigue or ‘gorilla arms’8 rapidly because the hands have no
position to rest.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 3.9: Gesture set from the g-stalt photo manipulation interface. (a) ‘get photos of this object’,
(b) ‘bring up more photos’, (c) ‘grab and move space’, (d) ‘grab and rotate space’ and (e) ‘reset
view’. Images taken from Zigelbaum’s website9.
In our own research [44], interactive tables have also proven to be extremely
suited for collaboration while users stand or sit around the table, sharing a common
display [51]. We have evaluated collaborative behavior with a biological visualiza-
tion tool that fills the table with a 3D molecule. Bioinformaticians stand around the
table to discover function from form. We explored various gestures to control the
resulting multi-user, multi-touch interface. We ended up with the following gestu-
res: a fist performed a reset-action, dragging with one or two fingers rotated the
molecule, dragging with the whole hand translated the molecule, dragging two fin-
gers some 10 cm apart towards the user opened a context menu and moving two
fingers apart or together zoomed in and out of the molecule.
Fictional interfaces
In 1994, Tognazzini [203] described Starfire, a video prototype project that showed
a day in the life of a typical Starfire user in the year 2004. Both large and small
displays were portrayed in fictional interfaces. The hands manipulate and move
objects around in a physically believable way [1]; touch was not required per se.
In the making of Starfire, it was surprising to observe that the actress gestured too
quickly. The resulting response in the video-prototyped interface was unintended
8Humans are not built to hold their arms at waist or head height for extended periods of time. Af-
ter more than a very few actions, the arm begins to feel sore, cramped, and oversized. The user looks
like a gorilla while using the touch screen and feels like one afterwards. Gorrila-arm is shorthand for
‘how is it going to fly in real use?’.
9http://zig.media.mit.edu/Work/G-stalt, June 16th, 2009.
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throwing of the virtual object across the display instead of moving it, attached to
the actress’ hand9.
The g-speak developers were involved in the creation of the science-fiction film
Minority Report10, see Figure 3.10. In Minority Report, actor Tom Cruise controls
large vertical display with actively marked gloves by pointing through ray-casting,
zooming by moving the hands relative to/from each other in depth and selecting
by encircling a target. In Paycheck11, actor Ben Affleck manipulates a 3D hologram
representation of a product design. Through two hand-held pens, Affleck can mould
the virtual design, using button presses for selecting.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3.10: Gestures as seen in the Science Fiction film Minority Movie. Tom Cruise controls a
vertical screen with (a) actively marked gloves for (b) selection, (c) positioning and (d) zooming.
Tabletop interfaces are increasingly popular in science fiction films as well. Howe-
ver, these interfaces lean heavily on real world interactions. After all, a display
surface that can sense touch, selecting items by tapping with your finger or a pen
is immediately appealing, as it mimics real world interaction. Tangible and virtual
objects alike are manipulated in similar ways by moving and rotating them on the
surface. Examples of touch sensitive displays are seen in the James Bond movie
Quantum of Solace 12 in which the MI5 team is analyzing fake money bills and in
the movie The Island13 in which actor Ewan McGregor draws an artist impression
of a boat which is then pondered upon by himself and his psychotherapist.
3.4.3 Research agenda
Intuitive gestures in most experimental and commercial gesture interfaces are de-
signed to be easy to learn, easy to remember and, in most cases, easy to per-
form. However, this does not mean that these intuitive gestures come naturally.
The gestures that we have described in this chapter show a lot of overlap bet-
ween products, movies and research projects. We list the most frequently occur-
ring gestures for the four elementary interface tasks that we have defined (see
Figure 2.3): #0; out-of-range, #1; tracking, #2; selected and #3; manipulating,
for example, resizing, activating and positioning. For tracking, two alternatives
9http://asktog.com/starfire/starfirescript.html, October 1st, 2009.
10http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0181689, June 16th, 2009.
11http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0338337., June 16th, 2009
12http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0830515, June 16th, 2009.
13http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0399201, June 16th, 2009.
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were found, ray-casting ([8; 187; 172; 214], Minority Report and SpursEngine)
and tapping repeatedly with the whole hand ([172]). For selecting, there were
very diverse solutions: dwell (Minority Report), tapping with either index or thumb
([40; 64; 135; 186; 214; 215; 230] and g-stalt), pinch ([31; 63]) and marking a
bounding box or circling objects ([8; 135; 146; 205]). There are numerous imple-
mentations for manipulating. We describe the most frequently occurring tasks that
are performed through gesturing. For zooming in and out, two fingers or hands are
pinched or moved apart ([135; 230], iPhone, Paycheck, The Island) or two hands
are moved apart/together in depth (Minority Report). Stopping or closing an action
is done with a fist ([172]), a flat hand as in ‘halt’ ([214; 215], SpursEngine), move
an object to a deactivation area ([214; 230]) and moving the hands over a shoulder
with the thumbs up (g-stalt). Switching to next or previous was done by moving a
finger or hand in a direction, often left for previous and right for next ([230], Cane-
sta TV, Bang & Olufsen). Also, to describe spatial shapes, the fingers/hands indicate
(relative) distance and shape by moving apart ([135; 172; 195]) or by following
(parts of) the spatial shape of the intended object ([63; 87; 186]).
3.5 Summary
This chapter described two gesture taxonomies. First, we provided an overview
of how gestures are categorized as seen from more traditional gesture research in
which the relationship between gesture and speech is the focal point. Six gesture
categories are used in that area of research: adaptor, emblem, deictic, iconic, me-
taphoric and beat gestures. From another point of view, that of human-computer
interaction (HCI), we categorized gestures as deictic, manipulative, gesticulation,
semaphore and sign language gestures. There is significant overlap between the
definitions in both taxonomies. The main difference follows from the application
area: the traditional taxonomy classifies gestures that accompany speech while the
HCI taxonomy classifies gestures that can be used for interacting, in various ways,
with computer systems. In the remainder of this work we will look at adaptor and
emblem gestures, as seen from the traditional taxonomy, and at manipulative and
semaphoric gestures, as seen from the HCI taxonomy. The common denominator is
that the gestures manipulate objects and that they do not require information that
is communicated through speech.
Gestures can be divided into the preparation, stroke and retraction phases. Re-
cognizing gestures typically focuses on the stroke phase in which contains the most
explicit finger, hand and arm movements. The stroke normally provides the most
information in a gesture. We have shown how gestures have been implemented in
human-computer interaction dialogues; typically as a gesture set that the user has
to learn in order to operate the system. This gesture set is often based on the sensors
that are used to look at the user gesturing and not, as is the focus of this thesis, on
finding the appropriate sensor for the gestures that come naturally to the user.
Intuitive gestures come naturally to the user, arguably because of manipulating
objects in every day life or from gesticulating in human-human communication. In
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addition, other objects from every day life are by now familiar human-computer
interfaces, for example, WIMP systems. These interfaces have indoctrinated the
user to accept gestures to be intuitive and natural. It will be interesting to discover
which gestures come naturally to uninstructed users of a gesture interface. Such a
study will have to take into account the reasons why the users made the gestures
they did and why they thought those gestures are natural. Also, it is interesting to
find what users think in terms of intuitiveness and physical effort involved of the
gesture solutions that are presented in existing systems, especially given the large
overlap in those gesture solutions.
Part II
Experiments

Chapter 4
Uninstructed Gesturing
“[..] media are mere vehicles that deliver instruction but do not in-
fluence student achievement any more than the truck that delivers
groceries causes change in our nutrition.”
Richard Clark
[29, p.2] Learning from media - arguments, analysis, and evidence, vol. 1 of Perspectives in Instructional
Technology and Distance Learning, pp. 1U˝12. Information Age Publishing: 2001.
This part describes a series of experiments with which we explore gesture-based
interaction with large displays that cannot be touched. We first explore, from a
perspective of human behavior, which gestures are suited to control large displays.
For that, we performed an experiment in which we asked subjects to gesture as they
saw fit. Their goal was to issue commands to the interface with only their hands and
without being told how to gesture. This experiment is described in this chapter. Se-
cond, we try to understand why these gestures are suited to control large displays.
We performed a large-scale experiment in which multiple gestures from our first ex-
periment, fictional and fictitious sources were evaluated for a series of elementary
interface tasks. This experiment is described in Chapter 5. Third, we validated our
findings from this large-scale experiment with a partially working prototype inter-
face, see Chapter 6. This part is concluded by describing a qualitative evaluation of
a fully operational gesture-based interface. With this fourth experiment, described
in Chapter 7, we explore how a gesture-based interface such as the one portrayed
in Minority Report can be made a reality.
4.1 Introduction
To discover which gestures are considered natural by potential users, we asked un-
instructed users to produce gestures that they felt would match a given command.
This Wizard of Oz experiment was meant as an exploratory study with the goal to
gather a list of gestures that come naturally. In a Wizard of Oz approach, the user
is led to believe that she is in actual control while, in fact, an operator is control-
ling the interface. In a similar study, Hauptmann [77] asked users which gestures
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they would make to spatially rotate, translate and scale three-dimensional graphic
objects on a display with just their hands. Users moved their hands freely in this
ethnographic study. Hauptmann focused mainly on the number of hands and fin-
gers that were used to interact but not on the actual hand shapes that were used.
To discover which gestures users would make to control multi-touch applications,
Wobbrock et al. [230] asked their users to teach-back to the developers how the
system works. Their users where given a limited number of tasks for which they
needed to explain how it worked to the developers. The teach-back approach used
by Wobbrock et al. is quite similar to the Wizard of Oz approach used by Haupt-
mann [77]. Beringer [8] applied a Wizard of Oz set-up where users were asked to
interact with a digital shopping window through gesturing. In order to prevent their
users from regarding the application as just another Windows-style application, an
entirely different look-and-feel was introduced. Beringer found that their users felt
somewhat inhibited in interacting with their Wizard of Oz system due to the lack of
introductoral information about the possible gestures. However, despite this inhibi-
tion, it was found that many users did interact though gesturing and that they even
used new forms of gestures.
This chapter is structured as follows. In Section 4.2, we describe the method that
was used in this Wizard of Oz experiment. Uninstructed participants were asked to
manipulate a topographical map by gesturing with their hands. Section 4.3 reports
our findings that are based on video-analysis of the trials using Anvil [110] and
ASCII Stokoe1 for annotating the observed gestures. Section 4.4 then sums up the
gestures that were made by uninstructed users of a gesture interface. Concluding
this chapter, we discuss our findings in Section 4.5.
4.2 Method
The goal for this exploratory study was to discover which gestures are made for is-
suing a set of simple commands without instructing the participants how to gesture.
We chose a Wizard of Oz setting in which an operator was in actual control of the
interface while allowing our participants to believe that they were in control. In this
set-up, there was no need to build a functional interface that interpreted partici-
pants’ gesturing: the operator performed that task. Our participants were asked to
manipulate a topographic map of our university’s local surroundings (Twente, the
Netherlands). These participants were not expected to have knowledge of the local
topography as it was unimportant to complete the assignments as fast as possible.
Participants could issue two commands to complete each assignment successfully:
panning and zooming. These commands both represent different implementations
of the manipulation state in our four-state model for input, see Section 2.3. The
implementation of our four-state model for this study does not include the tracking
state (#1) nor the selecting (#2) state. The user is either not interacting when out-
of-range(#0), panning (#3) or zooming (#3). Note that the user moved directly
1http://www.speakeasy.org/~mamandel/ASCII-Stokoe.txt, June 4th, 2009.
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from out-of-range to one of the two implementations of manipulating; panning and
zooming.
Figure 4.1c shows the map and the Wizard of Oz set-up that was used. Parti-
cipants stood on a marked square at three meters from a 400× 400 cm projection
screen on which the map was projected with a total resolution of 1600×1200 pixels.
To avoid users thinking that the system is just another Windows-style application,
we followed Beringer [8] to give the application a different look and feel: the map
was projected full-screen with no further interface components. In this manner we
hoped to prevent users from reverting to interactions that they were already familiar
with, such as using simple ‘click’ gestures as they would do with the mouse. Three
increasingly difficult assignments were given to the participants in which the map
view needed to be moved to a specific location on a specific zoom level. Assignments
consisted of locating and displaying one or more specific town(s) and of positioning
the view port so that these target(s) would fill the screen entirely. Participants were
thus required to move the map and change the zoom level to complete each assign-
ment successfully. Whenever the participants were searching for a location on the
map for more than 2 minutes, we hinted the direction in which the goal was relative
to the current view port location.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.1: The map that the participants had to manipulate through gesturing: (a) the whole map,
(b) top-left map detail and (c) the set-up of this experiment.
Each session began with a brief explanation for the participant. The wizard, or
operator, was introduced as a technician who would perform minor adjustments to
a working gesture interface during a brief speak-out-loud phase at the beginning
of each trial. Note that during this phase, the operator chose the couplings of ges-
ture and state-change, including when a participant was in the out-of-range state.
The operator was instructed to respond only to hand movements and to ignore any
verbal commands except during the brief speak-out-loud phase. The spoken dialo-
gue in the speak-out-loud phase tuned gestures and their intended system response.
The system response was limited to visual feedback with the map either panning or
resizing as instructed by the participant’s gesturing. After finishing the three assign-
ments we briefly interviewed the participants to question them about their motives,
if there were any, for choosing specific gestures for performing pan or zoom in/out.
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4.2.1 Video annotations
Each trial was videotaped with a camera facing the subject, see Figure 4.1c. As the
room had to be darkened so that the projection would be sufficiently bright we il-
luminated the scene with a pair of infrared lamps. The light was invisible for our
subjects but it did improve the scene illumination in our recordings noticeably. We
omitted sections of the video recordings that were deemed unintended communi-
cations, for example, turning around to face the wizard asking him to adjust the
system’s responses. The recorded trials were annotated in ASCII Stokoe and using
Anvil [110]. ASCII Stokoe, like HamNoSys [170], is designed for sign language an-
notations but its annotations are, unlike HamNoSys, not so complex, because ASCII
Stokoe uses only ASCII characters. We expanded the annotation with additional
symbols & and Z that represent hand movements with the same hand shape and
orientation respectively. In addition, we added the circumfix symbol S(..) to repre-
sent synchronized bimanual movements. Note that asynchronous movements can
already by adequately described in Stokoe. A brief pilot session led us to believe that
for our limited set of tasks no asynchronous bimanual gestures could be expected.
The ASCII Stokoe annotations were at first so detailed that there was little over-
lap between the observed gestures even though the operator had interpreted some
gestures to have the same meaning. We abstracted our annotations based on the
assumption that similar gestures would have a similar meaning [8]. For example,
differences between hand orientation (slightly upwards compared to fully upwards)
and hand shapes (cupped hand versus slightly stretched hand) are grouped together.
In ASCII Stokoe notation we grouped B5 with Bb, fB, B, B∧ and Bv, see Figure 4.2.
Also, we grouped Q/C/f (away from the signer) and Q/C/t (towards the signer),
in addition to Q/C</∧ (upwards) and Q/C</v (downwards) for directions in pan-
ning. We grouped A (fist) and G (pointing hand) in the zoom task when users
moved their two hands apart, for example, S(Q/C/#{A} Q/A/Z Q/A/]{C}) where
the distance between the hands was important, not the hand shapes, see Figure
4.6a.
(a) B5 (b) Bb (c) fB (d) B (e) Bv (f) B∧
Figure 4.2: ASCII Stokoe hand shape abstractions.
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4.3 Results
Nine participants took part in our within-subjects design. They were on average
27 years old (σ = 6), ranging from 19–36 years. Seven participants held a BSc’s
degree, two had completed a Master’s degree. One participant was female, eight
were male. All participants were right handed, no participant was ambidextrous.
Figure 4.3 depicts our participants’ proficiency with human-computer interactions
that may have influenced their choice for gestures. Participants in our Wizard of Oz
experiment were proficient with computers ( x¯ = 2.8, σ = .4), the internet ( x¯ = 3.0,
σ = 0) and map applications ( x¯ = 2.8, σ = .4). They were somewhat familiar with
the topography of the Twente region in the Netherlands ( x¯ = 2.1, σ = .6) but not
very proficient with computer games ( x¯ = 1.4, σ = .5) and 3D drawing applications
such as CAD/CAM ( x¯ = 1.7, σ = .5).
Figure 4.3: Participants’ proficiency with similar interactions before the experiment on a 1 (low) to
3 (strong) scale.
Subject Assign. 1 Assign. 2 Assign. 3 # pans # zooms
1 0’48” 0’36” 0’47” 42 17
2 1’15” 0’54” 0’40” 96 4
3 2’31” 1’20” 0’42” 51 74
4 1’35” 1’25” 1’29” 62 33
5 0’39” 0’22” 0’27” 37 12
6 0’56” 0’55” 0’17” 27 20
7 0’53” 0’50” 0’48” 33 7
8 1’00” 0’44” 1’07” 35 9
9 1’41” 0’52” 0’57” 26 17
Table 4.1: Assignment completion times (m’ss”) and the total number of gestures that were made
to finish the assignments.
The completion time for the assignments was on average 1’15” minutes for as-
signment 1 (locate one town, σ = 35s), 0’53” minutes for assignment 2 (locate two
towns, σ = 8s) and 0’48” minutes for assignment 3 (locate three towns, σ = 7s). We
annotated this video data and made gesture abstractions from it. Table 4.1 shows
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the average task completion time and the number of pan and zoom gestures that
were made per participant. After some initial abstraction we identified 14 distinct
pan and 13 distinct zoom gestures. By generalizing over annotations, as described
in Section 4.2, we could further reduce the number of gesture distinctions to leave
3 distinct pan and 6 distinct zoom gestures. Typically, participants panned twice as
often as they zoomed, see Table 4.1. Figure 4.4 displays the number of occurrences
per gesture per assignment.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.4: Gesture occurrences per assignment. (a) The total count of a gesture and (b) the
number of subjects that gestured identically.
Uninstructed panning
For the pan task, two gestures (IDs 2 and 3 respectively, see Figure 4.5) were ob-
served to occur significantly (p = .01) more often than other observed gestures. In
addition, these gestures were observed in most users. The difference between these
two gestures is that in gesture 2 the hand will be closed at the beginning of the
movement and opened at its end as if to grab and release the canvas. In gesture 3
these changes in hand shape do not occur. The other gesture is largely similar to
gesture 3 except that the hand is closed with the index finger extended (pointing).
Uninstructed zooming
For the zoom task, we observed a similar distinction; gestures 8 and 9 (see Figure
4.6) occur more (p = .07) for zooming than the other four observed gestures. These
two gestures are, in fact, very similar still; differing in hand shape only as in the
pan task. Gesture 8, like gesture 2 for panning, grabs and releases the canvas while
gesture 9 will explicitly stretch the hand during the zoom movements. Figures 4.5
and 4.6 illustrate the differences between the most occurring gestures for panning
and zooming. A distinction can be made in the type of zoom gestures based on
using one or two hands: gestures 4, 5 and 6 use one hand and 7, 8 and 9 use both
hands. The number of subjects who chose to use two hands (5 subjects) does not
differ that much from the subjects using a single hand (4 subjects). Subjects were
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consistent in their choice for using either one or two hands; no participants used
both gestures.
(a) gesture 2: Q/Mf/d (136 occurrences in 5 subjects)
(b) gesture 3: Q/C/],f{B} Q/B/& Q/B/#,t{C} (222 occurrences in 8 subjects)
Figure 4.5: The two most occurring gestures for panning (ASCII Stokoe notation in gray is not
depicted): (a) pointing hand away from the user towards the display that moves around, relaxing
the hand would release and (b) relaxed/cupped hand to stretched hand that moves around for
panning, relaxing and retracting the hand would release.
(a) gesture 8: S( Q/C/#{A} Q/A/Z Q/A/]{C} ) (78 occurrences in 3 subjects)
(b) gesture 9: S( Q/C/],f{B} Q/B/Z Q/B/#,t{C} ) (74 occurrences in 4 subjects)
(c) gesture 9: S( Q/C/],f{B} Q/B/Z Q/B/#,t{C}) (74 occurrences in 4 subjects)
Figure 4.6: The two most occurring gestures for zooming (ASCII Stokoe notation in gray is not
depicted): (a) relaxed/cupped hands to pointing hands that move apart for zooming out and move
together for zooming in, relaxing and retracting the hands would release and (b) relaxed/cupped
hands to stretched hands that move apart for zooming out and move together for zooming in, (c)
relaxing and retracting the hands would release.
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4.4 Conclusions
With a Wizard of Oz experiment we explored uninstructed gesturing by users who
were asked to control a map through panning and zooming in and out. Users were
videotaped and these recordings of our subjects gesturing were annotated in ASCII
Stokoe using Anvil [110]. Although this annotation approach can adequately de-
scribe all observed gestures, unless it can be automated we argue to use some other
method of writing down gestural movements.
A total of 14 pan and 13 zoom gestures were counted based on the initial an-
notations. In our annotations, we grouped hand shapes and movements that had
similar meaning together. This led to three distinct pan and six distinct zoom ges-
tures that differ in annotation but not much in meaning. By grouping together
gestures with similar annotations we abstracted the different gestures somewhat to
reduce the number of different gestures for pan (3) and zoom (6). By counting
the occurrences of these gestures we identified two gestures for both the pan and
zoom tasks. We found great uniformity between the gestures made by our subjects.
In addition, the main difference between the gestures for the pan and zoom tasks
seems to be the hand shape used in the gesture preparation and retraction phases,
not the movement made in the gesture stroke.
The gestures that we observed differ mostly in the preparation (start) and retrac-
tion (end) phases of the gesture phrase [134]. For both pan and zoom tasks, our
subjects explicitly marked the start and end of their gesture by changing their hand
shape from rest to a flat hand or pointing hand for panning and two flat or pointing
hands for zooming. In addition, we found that in the stroke phase the movements
can more or less be directly used as parameter changes for panning and zooming;
the hand shape during these movements does not matter much. Previously it has
been found that the number of fingers used to perform a gesture does not matter
for the gesture’s meaning [230].
Our subjects consistently apply the same idiosyncratic combinations of gesture
and command with a great deal of similarity between users. This leads us to believe
that it is possible to construct a more complete set of gesture-commands for large
display control that comes naturally to the users.
4.5 Discussion
The set-up used in this experiment raises some questions with respect to biases on
our results. First, the operator chose how to respond to the users, by also liste-
ning to speak-out-loud explanations. However, it is unknown how other operators
would respond in the same setting. Also, the consistency with which an operator
responded to users gesturing may not have always be adequate. For example, du-
ring one trial in the pilot session, our operator mistook zooming out for zooming
in. It is insightful that the user quickly adjusted himself to fit the actual response
of the system instead of retrying. We believe that this response is caused by the
prototyped set-up of this experiment: users readily accepted minor errors in the
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interaction. Because the task set was quite limited we do not expect that such inter-
pretation mishaps have had a great impact on our results. However, observing users
with more operators would have made the experiment more reliable yet much more
time-consuming. Second, to what extent were our subjects uninstructed to begin
with? Our subjects were proficient with computers, the internet and digital map ap-
plications. How much did these proficiencies influence the gestures that the subjects
made? Some subjects remarked that their gestures were mimicked from the Apple
iPhone that readily uses zooming in/out by moving two fingers apart/together. It is
then no surprise to find that this gesture came up as one of the gestures for zooming.
However, did it come naturally or was it instructed to some degree by the iPhone
interface? Whatever the case, we believe that this question is no longer relevant.
No matter its source, this influence is here to stay, as we also have repeatedly ob-
served in our other work on multi-touch sensitive surfaces where users expect this
gesture for resizing objects, even when they have never held an iPhone [44; 45].
We took effort to remove familiar look-and-feel components from the interface to
prevent users from reverting to familiar interactions from, for example, the WIMP
metaphor. However, the iPhone interface also does away with these familiar inter-
face components. Thus, it might be possible that this is the cause that we mainly
observed these two gestures—moving two fingers or hands apart—for the task of
zooming in. However, we believe that it is rather the transparent system response
rather than the lack of interface components that causes users to gesture in this way.
4.5.1 Retrospection
Subjects remarked, in interviews after the Wizard of Oz experiment was over, that
their gesture choices were often based on their knowledge of ‘mainstream’ gesture
interfaces such as the Apple iPhone or that they had mimicked movements that they
remembered from science fiction movies such as Minority Report. We are unsure
how this has influenced our results but it is clear that users readily accept such
‘predefined’ gesturing as a natural form of interacting.
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Chapter 5
The Public on Gestures
“Imagination is more important than knowledge. For knowledge is
limited, whereas imagination embraces the entire world, stimula-
ting progress, giving birth to evolution.”
Albert Einstein
Theoretical physicist, 1879-1955 – What Life Means to Einstein, Saturday Evening Post, October 26,
1929.
Intuitive gesturing is gesturing that comes naturally. These gestures minimize the
gap in the gulf of execution [152], so that the psychological language that describes
the user’s goals and the action-object language of an interface match best [12], see
also Section 2.1. The previous chapter described a Wizard of Oz experiment in
which we found out that users apply the same gesture for each command that they
issue consistently and with great similarity between users. In this chapter we try to
understand why these gestures are suited to control large displays. By consulting
a large, uniform sample on what they find intuitive, we gain an insight into which
gestures come naturally and which gestures do not. This sample is taken from our
target audience of potential users of large displays. A large user group can think
up more gestures than three experts can [230]. Clearly, such a large sample only
describes which gestures that specific group finds intuitive. It does not describe
whether other social, educational or cultural groups share this opinion. That is
why we are also interested in the reasons why a gesture is considered intuitive or
not. If a specific (part of an) interface, say the WIMP metaphor, is the reason for
users to consider tapping an object to select it to be intuitive, it will most likely not
be intuitive to those users that are unfamiliar with this interface. If a gesture is
based on things that humans do in everyday life, for example, picking up an object
and placing it on a table, it might appeal to other user groups as well. Again, the
aim in this thesis is to evaluate gestures for explicit command-giving. In order to
reach a large sample we chose to perform an online questionnaire in which we
asked participants to rate gestures for a task based on intuitiveness, whether they
would use it and the amount of physical effort that the gesture would entail. The
aim of here is to select, based on consensus, a gesture set that is suited for explicit
command-giving in large display interfaces.
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This chapter is structured as follows. Section 5.1 introduces the design of our
online questionnaire. In Section 5.2 we describe the scenarios that were included in
our investigation. Scenarios consist of commands to issue in a gesture interface and
the gestures that we have selected for these commands. We report our results per in-
terface command in Section 5.3. Section 5.4 summarizes the results and Section 5.5
then describes the gesture set that we found to suit explicit command-giving to large
displays. This chapter is concluded by a discussion on the results and implications
of this online questionnaire and its design, see Section 5.6.
5.1 Online questionnaire design
In order to fully appreciate or dislike a gesture for issuing a specific command we
argue that the user needs to experience it in a working system. Getting objective
results then becomes cost-ineffective as opposed to gathering such information from
a large sample online. However, in that case we must rely on the users correctly
imagining how it would be to gesture as we show them. This will bias the results
to an unknown extent. We expect that this bias is minimal but that will need to be
proven by comparing the results to those from a working interface (see Chapter 6).
The online questionnaire is based on short videoclips that show the user issue
commands to a mock-up interface through gestures. Each videoclip showed an
actor issuing a command to a large display with a gesture. The display responded
in a predictable way so that the participants can fully understand what the gesture
would require them to do in such an interface [8; 203]. The videoclips for the
assignments were shot in a Wizard of Oz setting with an operator controlling the
display from behind the scene so that the resulting videoclip shows a seemingly
operational gesture interface. The actor was filmed from over his right shoulder so
that the display is clearly visible, as are both hands of the actor when they are not in
the out-of-range state, see Figures 5.2–5.7. Each gesture was also briefly described
textually, see Appendix A, and the videoclip could be run repeatedly. We asked
participants to score (on a seven-point Likert-style scale) the intuitiveness (‘1: very
difficult’ - ‘7: very intuitive’), the amount of physical effort that is required (‘1: little
effort’ - ‘7: much effort’) and whether they would gesture in this way (‘1: no way’
- ‘7: for certain’). In addition, there was room for optional comments. Figure A.1
depicts the online questionnaire1.
5.1.1 Abstract application
We made sure that the videoclips displayed both the actor issuing a command by
gesturing and the display responding to the gesture. This approach was meant to
help our participants, most of whom were inexperienced with such interactions, to
imagine and appreciate the portrayed interaction [182]. To avoid users thinking
that the system is just another Windows-style application, we followed Beringer [8]
1http://fikkert.net/experiment.php, October 8th, 2009.
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to give the application a different look and feel. We hoped to prevent users from
reverting to interactions that they are already familiar with, such as using simple
‘click’ gestures as they would do with the mouse. Windows- or Mac-style interface
elements were avoided but even then our participants may have thought of the
desktop paradigm when thinking about suitable gestures for a command [230].
An application that abstracts from any window-based interface was designed and
built based on our four states, see Section 2.3. This abstract application displays
one target that represents an icon or window object common in a WIMP interface.
Note that this abstract application does not do anything, nor is it supposed to. The
application merely serves as a means of visual feedback to the participants in this
online questionnaire.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.1: The three explicit states in our abstract application: (a) Pointing towards targets (pink
cursor) (b) the target has been selected (blue edge and hue) and (c) the target has been activated
(green edge and hue).
Figure 5.1 illustrates the three states that are explicitly visualized in our abstract
application. Note that the out-of-range state is implicit: when the actor points to
somewhere not on the screen, the application simply does not show the cursor. In
the tracking-state, only the mouse cursor is showing (pink) on the screen. When the
actor performs one of the select gestures, the application shifts to the selected-state.
Moving back to the tracking-state is done by making a deselect gesture. Similarly,
we move to and from the manipulation-state when a(n) (de)activate gesture or a
zoom gesture is made. Note that there are two different implementations of our
manipulation-state: zooming and (de)activating.
5.1.2 Analyzing the questionnaire
We first checked whether our data followed a normal distribution with a D’Agostino-
Pearson K2 analysis [33]. This is more robust and stringent than popular alternatives
such as the one-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) and χ2 analyses. Arguably, we
might have used the Shapiro-Wilk analysis which works very well if every value is
unique, but does not work so well when there are ties. Whatever analysis method
is used, if we find a significant result we should examine our data for skewness,
kurtosis or both because that could indicate a ceiling or floor effect.
Section 5.3.1 will first show that there was no normal distribution in our data.
Therefore, the assumptions underlying a typical ANOVA analysis did not hold. We
therefore had to apply the non-parametric alternative to ANOVA, Kruskal-Wallis H,
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to assess whether there was a significant difference between gestures. The Kruskal-
Wallis H analysis is more powerful than its alternative, the median analysis, be-
cause it takes rank size into account rather than only the above-below dichotomy of
the median analysis. Kruskal-Wallis H only detects group differences so a post hoc
analysis is required to identify these differences. We applied the Mann-Whitney U
analysis (also know as the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney analysis) for further pair-wise
comparisons. A Mann-Whitney U analysis is equivalent to a pair-wise Kruskal-Wallis
H analysis.
5.2 Scenarios
The Wizard of Oz experiment that was described in the previous chapter was limi-
ted by the context of our map application. Only two commands could be issued:
panning and zooming. In this investigation we include all four states that were
described in Section 2.3: out-of-range, tracking, selected, manipulating. We chose
to include zooming as an implementation of the manipulation-state because most
literature on gesture-based interfaces focuses on manipulating images, often with
a demonstrator application to resize, position and orient photos. Note that we did
not include a gesture that changes only the orientation of an object, because that
is often included in positioning or resizing an object with two hands [135]. We
added activating and deactivating an object and a right-mouse-like command that
would open/close a context menu. For each the commands that translate to a state-
change in our model, we selected a number of frequently occurring gestures. See
Section 3.4 for an overview of possible gesture sets. The commands were ordered
in a predefined sequence because users would need to make up their mind first, for
example, about how they would point before they could select. The commands that
we presented to the user are, in this order: point, select, deselect, resize, activate &
deactivate and open/close a context menu. The various gestures were completely
randomized per command. On the following pages, these six commands and the
various evaluated gestures per command are described in more detail. A series of
snapshots from these videoclips is included to illustrate on what information our
participants judged the clips.
Pointing
Pointing to a target is one of the fundamental functionalities in any interface as
shown in [241]. This is the tracking-state (#1) in our four-state model. It is possible
to point directly at a target, which translates to ray-casting, or to point indirectly
which is often due to an input device that serves as a go-between, for example, a
multi-touch table [73], mouse [128] or light pen [113]. Direct pointing, or ray-
casting, has been described in Section 3.4 as the most popular gesture for pointing
[8; 187; 172; 214]. Indirect pointing required tapping the hand repetitively in the
direction where the cursor should move [172]. The gestures that were compared
are:
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1. Ray-casting: pointing to a location on the screen is where the cursor should be
as illustrated first by Bolt [11]. It is the question how the ray is cast; directly
following the extended index finger, as a ray between the eyes and the tip of
the finger or as a ray from the wrist through the tip of the index finger [28].
The third of these three forms was used in our videoclip, see Figure 5.2a. In
Bolt’s set-up, users fully extended their arm and index finger for pointing;
2. Repetitive taps: making repetitive, discrete taps in the direction where the
cursor should go as if using a keyboard’s arrow keys. This is one of the gestures
that we observed in the Wizard of Oz experiment and that was previously
observed by Quek [172], see Figure 5.2b;
3. Tap once: the actor makes one tap and, by holding the hand in the direction
where the cursor should go, the cursor will keep moving until the gesture is
stopped explicitly by changing the hand shape to rest. This is a continuous
alternative to the Repetitive taps method, see Figure 5.2c.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.2: Gestures for pointing: (a) Ray-casting, (b) Repetitive taps and (c) Tap once.
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Selecting
When a user is pointing towards some target, indirectly with a cursor or directly
through ray-casting, the user should be able to select that object. The state transition
in our four-state model is from tracking (#1) to selected (#2). The equivalent in
a WIMP interface would be a left-button click action on the mouse: a mouse-down
event followed by a button-up event [19]. Selected gestures are:
1. AirTap: tapping a target with the index finger as if pressing a mouse button in
midair, named ‘AirTap’ by Vogel and Balakrishnan [215]. Note that although
this gesture mimics the exact motion users would use to operate a traditional
mouse, there is no tactile feedback that confirms the action [156]. The AirTap
gesture is depicted in Figure 5.6a;
2. ThumbTrigger: the hand is shaped like holding a pistol. The index finger and
thumb are extended and by tapping the thumb on the index finger, or possibly
the middle finger [64], the select action is performed, see Figure 5.3a. In con-
trast to AirTap, the user now receives tactile feedback while gesturing, caused
by the thumb touching another finger;
3. Dwelling: the cursor dwells on a target for a brief time as introduced by [19;
241], see Figure 5.3b. This requires the hand to be kept still, for ray-casting the
arm needs to be extended as well. Humans cannot keep their arm extended
very well without slightly it trembling [114]. This becomes burdensome for
the arms with fatigue setting in quickly;
4. Encircling: drawing a circle-shape with the cursor around a target after which
the object is selected as is depicted in Figure 5.3c. Although we show a brief
trailing motion of the cursor in our abstract application, it will be hard to
predict the hand movements that show when the actor actually wants to select
an object [26; 122; 233];
5. FistGrab: by closing the hand to a fist, as if grabbing something, the object
where the cursor is located will become selected. It should be clear that this
metaphor draws from everyday life where humans pick up objects in this man-
ner. Note that in order to make a fist, the portrayed gesture requires all fingers
to be stretched somewhat, see Figure 5.3d.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 5.3: Gestures for selecting: AirTap [215] is depicted in Figure 5.6a, (a) ThumbTrigger [64],
(b) Dwelling [241], (c) Encircling and (d) FistGrab.
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Deselecting
When we are in the selected-state (#2), see Section 2.3, there should be a way
to transition to the tracking-state (#1). In a mouse-based interface, this would be
done inherently when clicking the mouse button: the button-down event switches
to the selected-state while button-up directly changes back to tracking [19]. For
this scenario we assume that the selection has already been done by means of one
of the gestures that we described in Section 5.2. The gestures that we chose for
deselecting are:
1. DropIt: opening the hand with the palm downwards as if dropping the selected
target on the floor, see Figure 5.4a. Note that this is the direct opposite of the
FistGrab gesture for selecting and that DropIt is thus also based on everyday
life manipulation of real objects. The metaphor that we aimed for with this
gesture is to drop a physical object on the floor;
2. Retract to rest: retracting the hand from pointing or gesturing to the display,
placing it explicitly alongside the body as is depicted in Figure 5.4b. We have
observed this gesture in the Wizard of Oz experiment, see Chapter 4. Note that
by dropping the arm along side her body, the user is incapable of resuming the
interaction right away;
3. Jerky retract: similar to the Retract to rest gesture only in a more condensed
form. While locked onto an object, the hand is retracted briefly and in a jerky
fashion. Note that Jerky retract, unlike Retract to rest, does not position the
hand to rest alongside the body but that the arm remains extended towards
the display, see Figure 5.4c. By keeping the arm extended the user is able to
resume gesturing right away as opposed to having to lift her arm first;
4. Select other: selection of another target or selection of a blank space on the
display using one of the selection methods that we mentioned in Section 5.2.
This mimics the act of deselecting an icon or window in Windows-style opera-
ting systems. The videoclip depicted the AirTap gesture, see Figure 5.4d.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 5.4: Gestures for deselecting: (a) DropIt, (b) Retract to rest, (c) Jerky retract and (d) Select
other .
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Resizing: shrinking and enlarging
Most demonstrator applications, especially for multi-touch interfaces [73], show an
interface in which photos [237] or a map [189] are manipulated. In such interfa-
ces, navigation consists of repeated tracking, selection and deselection events that
accomplish positioning. Resizing is, much like orienting, a command that can be
issued with a specific bimanual gesture when both hands are available for gesturing
[135]. Note that the target is already selected by one of the gestures that were
described in Section 5.2. Zooming in and out is similar to our description of resi-
zing and it has been shown that users consistently made identical gestures for both
commands [230]. We follow Wexelblat [226] who proposes to use the same gesture
to issue two different commands depending on the application context. Enlarging
and shrinking might be seen as two distinct commands, following selecting and de-
selecting. However, we will not present both alternatives separately to the user as
they are parametrized in the gestures that we selected. These gestures also make
resizing more predictable. Resizing is one implementation of the manipulation-state
(#3). In our Wizard of Oz experiment we observed that participants mixed up en-
larging and shrinking sometimes due to the limited amount of visual feedback from
the interface. We expect that participants will automatically adjust their movements
depending on the feedback of a functional interface. Gestures for shrinking and
enlarging are:
1. Fingers apart: by moving two fingers of one hand apart to enlarge and then
moving them towards each other to shrink is popular due to the Apple iPhone,
see Figure 5.5a. Note that this gesture is rather small and that, by mapping
it in an absolute way to a large display, will resize objects really fast. The
distance between the fingers indicates the amount of resizing;
2. Hands apart: analogue to Fingers apart but on a larger scale. Instead of moving
two fingers apart, in Hands apart both hands are moved apart enlarges and
towards each other shrinks the object [135], see Figure 5.5b. The distance
between the hands indicates the amount of resizing;
3. PullPush: grabbing with one hand and pulling the display contents closer, en-
larging it in the process. Pulling the target close to enlarge it and pushing
the target away to shrink it, as was observed in the Wizard of Oz experiment
(refer to Chapter 4) and depicted in Figure 5.5c. In the portrayed gesture, we
mapped the user’s chest and his extended arm to fully zoomed in and fully
zoomed out respectively;
4. Referenced PullPush2: the non-dominant hand represents a stationary point in
the system while the dominant hand moves relative to the non-dominant hand
[65]. Moving the hand in depth will either enlarge or shrink the target, see
Figure 5.5d.
2A gesture for large display control as seen in Minority Report: see http://www.imdb.com/
title/tt0181689, October 10th, 2009.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 5.5: Gestures for resizing: (a) Fingers apart, (b) Hands apart, (c) PullPush and (d) Referenced
PullPush.
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Activate and deactivate
After a target has been selected, it should be activated in some manner. Like resizing,
this is an implementation of the manipulation-state (#3). Clearly, this command,
like resizing a target, is dependent on the semantics of the selected target. Activation
can, for example, be possible if the selected target is an application or perhaps
contains some information in the form of a hierarchy. Note that the selection is
already done, depending on the gesture chosen for activation. Also like enlarging
and shrinking, direct opposites of some of these gestures might also do the job.
We selected them here based on their metaphorical application in everyday life.
Gestures for this command are:
1. AirTap: double-click version of AirTap for selecting. The time between two
clicks is minimal. Note that after one tap, the target becomes selected and
that deactivation follows after a third AirTap gesture, see Figure 5.6a;
2. AirTap & exit cross: identical to the double-click AirTap for activating but de-
activating is now done with a third AirTap on the exit cross of the window, see
Figure 5.6b;
3. ThumbTrigger: double-click version of ThumbTrigger for selecting, following
Grossman et al. [64]. In the videoclip, the thumb taps on the index finger.
Note that after one tap, the target becomes selected and that deactivation
follows after a third ThumbTrigger gesture, see Figure 5.6c;
4. Dwell & exit cross: identical to the Dwelling gesture for selecting. By keeping
the cursor on the target for some additional time it will be activated [241].
Deactivating follows from performing Dwelling on an exit cross at the top of
the object, see Figure 5.6d;
5. Jerky PullPush: pulling the selected target towards the actor in a short, jerky
fashion by turning the hand quickly, see Figure 5.6e. Note that the arm moves
from extended towards the body when the hand turns to activate the target
and back to extended when deactivating;
6. Open palm facing: gently turning a flat hand with the flat palm towards the
actor to activate the selected target as implemented by Vogel and Balakrishnan
[214], see Figure 5.6f. To deactivate, the flat hand is turned back towards the
display. Note that the arm remains extended;
7. Drawing ‘play’ and ‘stop’ shapes: similar to drawing a circular shape to select,
the actor draws a ‘play’ shape (triangle) with the cursor to activate the target.
To deactivate the target, a ‘stop’ shape (rectangle) is drawn. The play and
stop shapes are analogue to the triangle and the square button, respectively,
in audiovisual equipment, see Figure 5.6g. Note that the target is already
selected before it can be activated;
8. Activation and deactivation zones: dragging a selected target to an ‘activation
zone’ for activation, for example the left [214] or bottom [230] of the screen.
Moving an activated target to the deactivation zone will deactivate the target,
see Figure 5.6h.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 5.6: Gestures for activation and deactivation: (a) AirTap [215], (b) AirTap & exit cross [215],
(c) ThumbTrigger [64] and (d) Dwelling [241]
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(e) (f) (g) (h)
Figure 5.6: Gestures for activation and deactivation: (e) Jerky PullPush, (f) Open palm facing [214],
(g) Drawing ‘play’ and ‘stop’ shapes (only ‘stop’ is shown here) and (h) Activation and deactivation zones
(only activation is shown here) [214].
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Context menu
One powerful addition in most desktop interfaces is the use of the right-button
click on the mouse to open a menu or form of help in the current context. It is a
third implementation of the manipulation-state (#3). This action is highly context-
dependent so the cursor should be positioned first on a target, possibly blank space,
where the menu should be opened. Target-selection might be an intermediate step
yet in most current operating systems this is done as an implicit step. Gesture
possibilities:
1. Clapping: clapping the hands to open the menu at the location where the
actor pointed last while clapping them a second time will close the menu, see
Figure 5.7a. Note that the hands interact with each other when clapping so
that a cursor might be displaced in the process: this was not depicted in the
video;
2. PinkieTrigger: similar to ThumbTrigger but the actor taps the thumb on the
pinkie finger instead of on the index finger. The pinkie finger represents the
right-button on a mouse. This gesture expands the ThumbTrigger gesture by
Grossman et al. [64] for selecting. See Figure 5.7b.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.7: Gestures for opening and closing a context menu: (a) Clapping and (b) PinkieTrigger .
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5.3 Results
In this section we report on the results of our online questionnaire. First, we describe
our sample in Section 5.3.1. Second, we provide the ratings of gestures for each of
the commands in Section 5.3.2.
5.3.1 Sample
A total of 99 subjects from five countries, the Netherlands, Germany, Belgium, the
United Kingdom and the United States of America, participated in this within-
subjects design. Participants were 28 years old on average (ranging 20-60 years,
σ = 8 years). The questionnaire was completely filled out in roughly 25 minutes
(σ = 16 minutes, ranging from 7 minutes to 91 minutes). We removed all incom-
plete trials (9 trials). As can be seen in Figure 5.8a, 22 subjects were female and
77 were male. In our sample, 25 subjects held a BSc’s degree, 53 held a Master’s
degree and 12 held a PhD degree and 9 had another degree, see Figure 5.8b. The
latter category consists of undergraduate students who have completed the Dutch
high school (HAVO, VWO or MBO).
(a) (b)
Figure 5.8: Sample characteristics (N = 99): (a) Ratio male-female and (b) education levels.
Our subjects were very knowledgeable of (online) videoclips in which gesture
interfaces play a role (µ = 5.0, σ = 1.7, with ‘1: unfamiliar (never seen one)’ and
‘7: very familiar (regularly)’). They were proficient with the Apple iPhone (µ= 4.5,
σ = 1.9). They were moderately proficient with PDAs, smartphones or other pen-
based hand-held devices (µ = 3.7, σ = 1.6). Subjects were moderately proficient
with other gesture interfaces (µ = 3.8, σ = 1.6) on which most subjects remarked
that they referred to devices such as the Nintendo Wii (11 subjects), mouse gestures
in browsers (17 subjects), tablet PCs (6 subjects) and (multitouch) tabletop inter-
faces (7 subjects). For these latter three ratings (Apple iPhone, PDA or smartphone
and gesture interfaces) we used the extremes ‘1: unfamiliar (what is that)’ and ‘7:
very familiar (own one)’. Using D’Agostino-Pearson K2 analyses, we found normal
distributions (with p >= .05) for our participants’ familiarity with the Apple iPhone
(K2 = 4.567, p = .10), with PDA and smartphones (K2 = 3.230, p = .19) and other
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types of gesture interfaces (K2 = 4.725, p = .09). The distribution was non-normal
for our participants’ familiarity with online videoclips (K2 = 8.588, p = .01).
The results of our analyses for normality on the collected trials show that we
cannot assume a normal distribution of our data. Intuitiveness scored K2 = 73.350
(p < .01), physical effort K2 = 82.311 (p < .01) and ‘would use’ scored K2 = 61.406
(p < .01). This is, as is often the case in count-based data, caused by a ceiling or
floor effect as is illustrated in Figure 5.9. Our trials data is further described in Table
5.1 where skewness and kurtosis are reported; the trials data are mostly deformed
by a high variance which is shown by the low value for kurtosis. The Poisson-like
distribution of our data cannot be transformed to a normal distribution through a
logarithmic or square-root scale.
Figure 5.9: Histograms of our participants’ scores on intuitiveness for commands 6, 15 and 42
respectively.
intuitiveness physical effort ‘would use’
N 2574 2574 2574
mean 4.44 3.60 3.89
std. deviation 1.701 1.626 1.811
variance 2.892 2.643 3.280
kurtosis -0.979 -0.769 -1.135
skewness -0.238 0.340 0.039
Table 5.1: Description of the trials data from the online questionnaire.
5.3.2 Commands
Pointing
We found significant differences between gestures for intuitiveness (χ2 = 106.098,
p < .01), physical effort (χ2 = 61.827, p < .01) and whether the participant would
use this gesture (χ2 = 138.275, p < .01). Ray-casting scored significantly higher
on intuitiveness and on ‘would use’ than both Repetitive taps and Tap once. There
was no significant difference in scores on intuitiveness and on ‘would use’ between
Repetitive taps and Tap once. Repetitive taps scored significantly lower than Tap once
on ‘would use’. Regarding physical effort, we found that Ray-casting scored best,
significantly, followed by Tap once and then by Repetitive taps. Fourteen subjects
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commented that Ray-casting is highly intuitive but that it would be fatiguing in the
long run. Five subjects wondered how to stop pointing and proposed to stop when
pointing off-screen.
Comments that we gathered from our participants included, for Ray-casting,
“Very similar to Wiimote”, “Not clear how to stop”, “Seems the most intuitive me-
thod”, “Repetitive use could cause new types of injuries?”, “This makes perfect
sense”, “The Wim Kok mouse3”, “Reflects human pointing”. Also, some participants
indicated that they would rather use a less tensed hand (1 participant) and either
support the hand on a horizontal surface (2) or have more bent arms to reduce ten-
sion in the arms and shoulders (5). One participant mentioned the need of a jitter
reduction algorithm to overcome the hand trembling slightly while pointing. Two
participants argued that “it may be interesting to switch the pointer off” because in
some cases “you just want to point out something” and “it is impossible to remove
your hand [from the interface]”. Comments on Repetitive taps were “Woody Wood-
pecker”, “for fine-positioning perhaps [...] makes little sense for broad strokes” (2).
Two participants argued that this could work when “you move the cursor on a grid”
and “jumping between hyperlinks”. Participants commented on the Tap once gesture
that it would “require some physical effort” (1), “easy to learn”, “I would prefer an
open hand” (1), “speed should be adjusted by hardness of the hand” (1), “hard to
perform accurate movements” (3), “overshoot will be a problem” (4), but they ge-
nerally found it unintuitive (6). We did find that multiple participants (9) had some
trouble with the videotaped gesture that included the actor making a fist to stop
moving the cursor. These participants found the ‘stop’ command more problematic
than tap once.
Selecting
There was a significant difference between gestures for intuitiveness (χ2 = 98.816,
p < .01), physical effort (χ2 = 58.266, p < .01) and whether the participant would
use this gesture (χ2 = 80.725, p < .01). AirTap scored best, significantly, on intui-
tiveness, followed by ThumbTrigger. There was no significant difference between
Dwelling, Encircling and FistGrab concerning intuitiveness. AirTap also scored best,
significantly, on ‘would use’ followed by ThumbTrigger which only outranked Fist-
Grab, significantly. AirTap and Dwelling were ranked similarly for the amount of
physical effort required to gesture while AirTap scored significantly lower than Dwel-
ling, Encircling and FistGrab. Encircling scored significantly higher than the other
gestures regarding physical effort.
Several participants noted that AirTap was based on the mouse (6) while some of
them mentioned that they disliked that fact (2). Other participants commented that
they would rather tap forward instead of downward (2) while some participants
worried that using the index finger for clicking would hamper Ray-casting (2). On
ThumbTrigger our participants argued that it can cause “problems in keeping the
3Wim Kok was the Dutch prime minister from 1994 till 2002. He once, in a primary school
classroom, picked up a mouse and aimed it at a computer display where he wanted the mouse
cursor to be, like a TV remote control.
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index finger still while tapping” (4). Some participants commented that they “don’t
like the gun metaphor” (2) although others would have preferred to “pull the trig-
ger” in this gun analogy (2). Participants commented on Dwelling that it required
strain in holding position (5), that unwanted selections might occur (7) and that it
“slows down the work flow” (7). Others disliked performing an action by inaction
(2) and some commented that this was familiar on the iPhone (1). Encircling was
“too slow” (4), “hard to use with many targets close to each other” (4) and “suitable
for multiple targets but too much effort for just one” (4). Some participants worried
how to distinguish between moving and encircling (2). FistGrab was regarded as
natural and intuitive; “it seems like grabbing something” (4).
Deselecting
We found a significant difference between gestures for intuitiveness (χ2 = 47.743,
p < .01), physical effort (χ2 = 22.817, p < .01) and whether the participant would
use this gesture (χ2 = 51.914, p < .01). DropIt and Select other scored significantly
better on intuitiveness (higher), physical effort (lower) and ‘would use’ (higher)
than both Retract to rest and Jerky retract. There was no significant score difference
between DropIt and Select other apart from a significant higher score for Jerky re-
tract concerning physical effort. Twelve subjects indicated that they found selecting
another target very proficient with windows-based interfaces. One of these subjects
commented that although it is familiar, he would prefer ‘some’ other gesture.
DropIt was found (6) to complement FistGrab for selection. One participant (1)
wondered whether this gesture might be more intuitive if the target actually drop-
ped on the floor. Even though some participants (3) mentioned that they did not
like this gesture they added that this was easy to remember. For Retract to rest some
participants wondered when the arm is extended far enough (4). Others found this
gesture tiring (2). Several participants (4) worried that this would hamper the inter-
action by slowing it down with selection rapidly following deselection. Participants
commented on Jerky retract that “it isn’t burning” (1) and that it feels unnatural (2).
Several (12) participants commented that they were familiar with the Select other
gesture from WIMP interfaces. Others (2) remarked that this is too much effort.
Resizing: enlarging and shrinking
We found a significant difference between gestures for intuitiveness (χ2 = 74.200,
p < .01), physical effort (χ2 = 64.381, p < .01) and whether the participant would
use this gesture (χ2 = 64.117, p < .01). There was no significant score difference
between Fingers apart and Hands apart on intuitiveness and ‘would use’. However,
with respect to physical effort, Hands apart scored significantly higher than Fin-
gers apart. Referenced PullPush scored significantly poorer on intuitiveness, physical
effort and ‘would use’ with respect to the other three gestures apart from an insigni-
ficant difference with Hands apart regarding physical effort. Our participants scored
PullPush significantly higher on ‘would use’ compared to Fingers apart while scoring
it significantly lower than Hands apart.
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For Fingers apart our participants commented that it is suitable for small resizes
but not for larger resize commands (7). Most of these participants (4) added the
comment that the fingers limit the maximum scalability. Several participants menti-
oned the iPhone explicitly as the source for this gesture (3). Also, some participants
(5) argued that two hands make more sense when dealing with large displays. For
Hands apart some participants mentioned that they would rather use one hand (1)
or that this gesture is an extension of moving the fingers of one hand apart (3).
Again, the iPhone was mentioned explicitly (2). PullPush was considered to be a
large movement that “might be relieving [...] now and then” (1). Other comments
mentioned that the whole display should zoom and not just one window (1) while
the opposite was mentioned as well: “[this gesture] is most useful when there are a
large number of objects on the screen, and you want to enlarge one of them”. Refe-
renced PullPush was considered too complex (1) and requiring too much effort (2),
having a good “baseline reference for resize” (1). One participant found that, for
Hands apart, the movie clip did not present the gesture as expected: “the window
does not seem to be selected”.
Activate and deactivate
There was a significant difference between gestures for intuitiveness (χ2 = 140.976,
p < .01), physical effort (χ2 = 121.518, p < .01) and whether the participant would
use this gesture (χ2 = 154.250, p < .01). AirTap & exit cross scored best, significantly,
on intuitiveness and ‘would use’, followed by AirTap. AirTap & exit cross also scored
significantly lower on physical effort than the other gestures while AirTap was not
ranked significantly better than the remaining six gestures therein. Drawing ‘play’
and ‘stop’ shapes and using Activation and deactivation zones scored significantly
poorer on all accounts when compared to all other gestures with Activation and
deactivation zones as the worst alternative. ThumbTrigger, Dwell & exit cross, Jerky
PullPush and Open palm facing did not score significantly different concerning the
three ranked topics. Overall, we can distinguish three groups of gestures: the best
gestures are AirTap and AirTap & exit cross, the worst gestures are Drawing ‘play’ and
‘stop’ shapes and using Activation and deactivation zones. The other gestures score in
between with no significant differences.
Eight subjects commented that it was confusing to use the AirTap to both acti-
vate and select. With respect to AirTap, our participants commented “[do not] like
activating to be the same movement as selecting” (1) while others mentioned this
approach to be “ambiguous” (2). Extending AirTap to AirTap & exit cross gave these
comments: “might be difficult to aim at the small exit cross” (2), “selecting and
activating [should not] be the same action” (1), “[...] the cross is more like ‘closing
the window”’ (1), but mostly participants argued that deactivation would be less
handy (3). On ThumbTrigger our participants commented “again the cowboy ges-
ture, I would go for it” (2), others again mentioned trying to replace the mouse with
gestures (3) with terms such as “artificial”. As with AirTap & exit cross, for Dwell &
exit cross our participants found the exit cross too small (7) or that it resembled the
Windows close button too much which was “the wrong icon” (3). Jerky PullPush
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gave “I would mix up pull and push” (1) and “rotation of the wrist [...] causes
strain” or “might cause repetitive strain injury” (5). Other participants worried that
using depth as input will only work if depth is not used elsewhere. Comments on
Open palm facing included “rotation of the wrist probably causes physical strain”
(1), “my handicap [does not] allow me to make this particular gesture” (1) but
mostly participants commented that keeping the hand open would be unpleasant
(3). Drawing ‘play’ and ‘stop’ shapes comments were “costs more effort than classic
control devices” (4) or that this gesture “take[s] too long” (2). Others wondered
how more actions can be implemented in this manner, worrying that it might be-
come too complex to remember properly (4). Concluding, comments on Activation
and deactivation zones included “what does the red color mean?” (1), “euw” (1),
“not very intuitive, nor very convenient” (1) and again “too much effort” (4). Other
participants proposed to place objects along the perimeter with the (de)activation
zone in the middle.
Context menu
A significant difference was found between gestures for intuitiveness (χ2 = 1.993,
p = .16), physical effort (χ2 = 28.795, p < .01) and whether the participant would
use this gesture (χ2 = 7.098, p < .01). We found a significantly better score for
PinkieTrigger over Clapping for physical effort and ‘would use’. However, the two
gestures did not score significantly different on intuitiveness. Eleven subjects com-
mented that both gestures feel rather awkward. Especially clapping would not be
usable due to the noise it produces in public spaces. We found no significant influ-
ence on our two gestures for opening a context menu. For Clapping our participants
commented that “one hand is better” (1) yet most were concerned that this gesture
is “noisy” and dependent on the (public) space (8). Comments on PinkieTrigger in-
cluded “not very fond of these high precision movements” (1), while other praised
the low amount of effort required (2).
5.4 Summary of findings
We gathered subjective ratings on 26 gestures for six interface commands from a
large, international sample (99 participants) with a similar background in an online
questionnaire. For each of these six commands we found significant preferences for
a specific gesture. Users expect a gesture-based interface to allow them to point
directly at a target using pixel-precise ray-casting. For selecting, AirTap mimics
clicking a mouse button very precisely even though no actual button can be pressed
[215]. Some participants mentioned that they disliked the mouse metaphor but
no participants mentioned the lack of physical feedback. Dwelling on a target is
performing action through inaction which several participants explicitly disliked.
Another participant proposed to ‘throw away’ an object to deselect or deactivate
it. The gesture preferred for deselecting also leans heavily on existing interfaces
where another target is selected to deselect the current target. The gesture used for
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selecting (AirTap) was preferred to be used for activating and deactivating targets
as well. Although some subjects indicated that they found it confusing to have the
same gesture for two commands, we believe that this simplifies the interface which
is indicated by the strong preference for this gesture. This also follows from the
comments made by our subjects that they missed some way to ‘click’ for the resize
command. For resizing, our subjects found that moving their fingers or hands apart
was the most intuitive while some subjects wondered if moving two fingers apart
would scale sufficiently to large displays. The gestures we offered for opening a
menu were disliked, especially clapping the hands due to the noise it would make
in public spaces.
5.5 Conclusions
Based on these findings we can construct a gesture set for explicit command-giving
to a large display from beyond arm’s length. The gesture set that was found in the
experiment consists of: Ray-casting for pointing, AirTap and possibly ThumbTrigger
for select and activating, Fingers apart and Hands apart as different scales for resi-
zing. For opening a context menu, both gesture alternatives were disliked although
PinkieTrigger scored best because it mimics ThumbTrigger which was the second-
best gesture for select. The state-changing gestures that we have evaluated in this
investigation are based on rigid hand shapes rather than on more complex, motion-
dependent movements of the fingers, hands and arms. We have shown that in this
approach that focuses on rigid hand shapes to explicitly signal state-transitions, the
users of a gesture interface find the gestures intuitive and logical. Nielsen et al.
[146] found that these qualities make the gestures easy to learn, remember and use
in repeated use of the interface.
5.6 Discussion
The participants in this online questionnaire did not experience the gestures them-
selves in a working interface. This fact will most likely have influenced our findings
but the extent is unknown until we compare these results with those that come from
an actual working gesture interface. Chapter 6 describes our follow-up study that
aims to validate the results that we found here. Another influence from the online
questionnaire might be that we do not know if the videos worked correctly. It might
have been so that users were prohibited from seeing some videoclips so that they
could not fill out the questions based on that information. It might even have been
that our participants filled out the questionnaire as quickly as possible without ta-
king care to score meaningfully. The mean time that participants needed to fill out
the questionnaire was 25 minutes and only three participants completed the inves-
tigation in 9 minutes or less so we assume that the participants took part seriously.
We cannot be sure what the reasons are for sessions that lasted for more than 56
minutes (seven participants; equivalent to more than 2σ). However, we expect that
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this can be explained by users taking a break or doing another chore in between.
In the videoclips we depicted a mock-up interface that was controlled by an ope-
rator behind the screens. One participant mentioned that the timing between the
actor and the system’s response was not always correct, for example, in ray-casting
the cursor moved slightly ahead of the actor’s arm. However, we do not expect that
this will have influenced our results since our aim was not to depict a gesture inter-
face as well as possible but to get an insight into the gestures that can be used to
operate it. It is however, possible that the gestures that we recorded do not exactly
match the literature or interface from which they stem. In addition, it might be that
the clips did not show all details that define the gesture. For example, ThumbTrigger
tapped the thumb on the extended index finger but it was not very clear how Pinkie-
Trigger differed because the hand self-occluded the precise movements of the pinkie
finger and thumb. This might have affected our results due to misunderstanding by
our participants of the gesture that we proposed in the videoclip. However, we took
care that the gestures were depicted precisely as described in Section 5.2 and their
origins.
A common remark throughout the investigation was that the gestures should
require as little effort as possible. This can also be seen in the scores as well: physical
effort scored low when intuitiveness and ‘would use’ scored high consistently. This
finding makes an argument for reusing the gestures as much as possible since that
would make the interface more transparent, predictable and easy to use. Wexelblat
[226] and Wu et al. [237] argue for reusing gestures depending on the context in
which they are used for just these reasons. Our finding that AirTap is preferred
throughout the interface is therefore not surprising.
Some participants proposed the use of other gestures. For example, using thumb-
down for select, thumb-up for activate and closing the hand to deactivate. This
specific example does not provide an out-of-range state (#0, see Section 2.3) where
the hand is in rest. We argue that there should be some way for the user to rest his
arm in order to prevent getting too fatigued. Some common remarks from our users
focused on how to start and stop gesturing, for example, for pointing. This is rather
similar to what our users are probably used to from their work with PCs where
they position their hands from one device to the next when needed, for example,
keyboard and mouse. In that setting it is possible to explicitly start interacting by
touching the mouse or stop by letting it go [19]. This behaviour of positioning the
hand or finger over a device or button is known as ‘homing’ and has been described
in detail in the keystroke level model (KLM) by Card et al. [21]. As we found in our
Wizard of Oz experiment, it seems that a way should be found to explicitly mark
where a gesture begins and ends: when do we move to and from the out-of-range
state (#0, see Section 2.3)? In our online questionnaire, we depicted the out-of-
range state as pointing off-screen but we recognize that this topic might be more
delicate. Wu et al. [237] define a gesture registration phase that is entered by a
distinctive posture that, once recognized, sets the context for the dynamic and end
phases. Various hand-shapes are employed to register a gesture, for example, index
finger and thumb register writing while a fist registers the wipe gesture. This phase
delineates one context from another to enable gesture reuse in various phases of the
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entire compound gesture. This effectively starts and stops a gesture with explicit
boundaries.
It is surprising in some way to discover that the familiarity of the mouse has such
a strong impact on our findings. We readily accept that these results would be very
different when consulting a user group that does not have this type of experience,
from a different culture or even from another social group. However, the standard
Windows-Icons-Menus-Pointing paradigm has, over the past decades, indoctrinated
most users of the systems for which we are designing gesture-based interfaces. In
that respect, we might even argue that the author of this thesis was born after the
invention of the mouse and that he, like many other users of large display systems,
grew up with this input device. We feel that the mouse has become such a strong
metaphor that, even though a natural interface might be defined otherwise [158],
it has by now become an everyday metaphor that drives the formation of a gesture
set for explicit command-giving through hand gestures.
Chapter 6
Experiencing Gestures
“Good judgement comes from experience. Unfortunately, expe-
rience comes from bad judgement.”
Kenneth Boffard
[10, p.252] Core Topics in General and Emergency Surgery, vol. 1 of Companion to specialist surgical
practice series, chap. 13, pp. 239-260. Elsevier Health Sciences, 3 ed.: 2006.
So far, we have explored how users perform gesturing in the absence of any instruc-
tions. Chapter 4 described the results of that exploration and we found that there is
a great deal of similarity between users on the gestures that they spontaneously use
to issue a command to the interface. This led us to believe that it might be possible
to define a small set of gestures that can be used to issue commands in a HCI dialo-
gue. In Chapter 5 we continued this line of research by investigating how a larger
sample of similar background thinks about a large set of gestures that can be used
for issuing a limited set of elementary commands to the interface. We found that
there is a statistically significant consensus within a large user group on the gesture
representations that should be used to achieve various goals in HCI dialogues.
We now relate our findings so far with our description of the interaction between
human and computer in Section 2.1. First, we showed in Section 2.3 that there are
some elementary interface tasks that a user can perform. Given a goal, say, finding
a landmark on a map, the user then translates her goals to such elementary tasks.
Second, we focused on the lexical level of performing a task, or, as we called it,
issuing a command to the interface. We have shown that the fingers, hands and
arms can serve as effectors with which the human user can control the interface.
These effectors control the interface with movements that are idiosyncratic yet are
considered intuitive by many users. The reason why these gestures are considered
intuitive is that they minimize the mismatch between the psychological language
that describes the user’s goals on the one hand and, on the other hand, the action-
oriented language of the interface that the user is trying to control. The transparent
and easy to explain response of the interface is an integral part of it. We now
understand why the gestures that we evaluated in the previous two chapters are
considered intuitive and why others are not: intuitive gestures easily translate the
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user’s goals to tasks that can be issued through gesturing that, in turn, matches the
interface’s action-oriented language.
The results from the online questionnaire, see Chapter 5, that gave us access
to a large user group might have been influenced by participants not fully under-
standing, appreciating and imagining what it would be like to issue commands in
that way. It is hard to imagine and fully appreciate the workings of an interface
without having experienced it. For one thing, it is difficult to imagine the lack of
tactile feedback in an interaction with bare hands. This lack of feedback might even
hamper those tasks where precision and feedback are crucial, for which applications
that exploit multi-touch surfaces are prime examples [42]. In addition, any tactile
feedback that is offered should be matched to other feedback, for example, visual
feedback that the interface provides [156]. It is also hard to imagine what it would
be like to perform a certain gesture repeatedly in an interface. Gestures might be
strenuous for the hands and arms involved [215] or simply impossible to perform
for certain users [146]. In this chapter, we will require subjects to perform gestures
repeatedly, giving them the chance to experience rather than imagine the complete
interaction. In doing so, we gain more insight into our findings so far. The inter-
actions should last long enough for the user to fully appreciate the gesture and to
comment on it.
This chapter is structured as follows. First, we describe in Section 6.1 the method
used to validate the results from our online questionnaire. Second, Section 6.2
describes the results from this study and how they relate to the previous results. The
findings of this investigation are summarized in Section 5.4. We draw conclusions
in Section 6.4 and discuss these findings in Section 6.5.
6.1 Method of validating
To prevent biases from a different experiment set-up, we reused the set-up from the
online questionnaire with some additions that we will describe in this section. Note
that the commands and gestures that were described in Section 5.2 are integrally
reused in this validation. The questionnaire itself was also reused to randomly pre-
sent the gesture videoclips. The answers to questions on intuitiveness, the physical
effort required and whether the subject would use that gesture for the given task
on a seven-point Likert-style scale, see also Section 5.1, could be collected in this
manner. For intuitiveness and ‘would use’, higher ratings translate to a better score
while lower ratings for physical effort mean that the subject thinks that the gesture
would require less effort to perform. In addition to these questions, we asked our
participants to formulate a top-three of gestures for each task upon having perfor-
med all gestures. Participants were asked, after filling out all questions for a task, to
comment on their preferences. They were also asked to provide gestures that they
considered to be good alternative gestures.
For each gesture, after viewing its videoclip, we asked subjects to stand at a
marked distance of two meters in front of a large display (52 inch diameter). This
setting was the same as where we videotaped the video clips. There, they performed
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the gesture at least three times while the abstract application, see Section 5.1.1,
reacted to their hand(s) gesturing. Gesturing took place in a so-called gesture space
that was directly in front of the participant, reaching to arm’s-length [134, p.89].
The application was partially controlled by an operator who switched between the
three application’s states. The operator was introduced at the beginning of the
investigation, participants were allowed to talk out loud to the operator. In order
to get the participants to appreciate the gesture fully, the operator would ask them
questions that addressed comfort and ease of use while they were gesturing. These
questions aimed at engaging in a discussion on the gesture, not on judgement of it.
Participant
Wiimote
Large display
Operator
(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 6.1: Experiment set-up for validating the findings of our online questionnaire: (a) a schema-
tic overview with the position of operator, participant and the large display, (b) the ‘glove’ that our
participants wore with an infrared LED mounted on the tip of the index finger and (c) the large
display with a Wiimote mounted on top, facing the user.
Subjects wore a simple glove, see Figure 6.1b, that was made up from elastic
bands to which an IR LED and AA battery were sewn. The experiment’s set-up is
depicted in Figure 6.1c. A Nintendo Wiimote1 was mounted on top of the 52” large
display. Its camera was used to detect the IR LED on the subject’s index finger tip
so that the cursor could be controlled through ray casting with an extended index
finger [123]. The system was calibrated so that pointing, for example, to the top-left
corner of the display would place the cursor there as well.
We extended the abstract application with some target locations that could be
toggled on/off at various places on the display, an example of which is depicted
1http://www.nintendo.com/wii, September 26th, 2009.
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in Figure 6.1c for dragging the on-screen object. The participants were asked to
resize the application to the indicated target size or to point to the indicated target
location. Concluding each trial, we asked each participant to point, select, drag
and drop, resize, and activate the application given a series of target locations. We
asked the participants afterwards if they felt in actual control of the application, as
if the operator was not present. By doing so we wanted to get a feeling for how well
our set-up succeeded in immersing the user in the interaction which we consider a
measure for bias caused by the presence of the operator.
The validation that was described above was performed in two experiment con-
ditions. First, we randomly selected ten percent of the participants in our online
questionnaire based on availability. By comparing the ratings from this group with
the ratings from the remaining 99 participants in the online questionnaire, we can
assert whether the results from the questionnaire are a good representation. In
other words, we can assert whether our participants could understand, appreciate
and imagine how the gesture would work in an interface. Second, we asked a simi-
larly sized group of volunteers with similar experience and who had not filled out
the online questionnaire to participate in the same investigation. With this condi-
tion we investigate the potential bias that results from having filled out the online
questionnaire and thus having seen the gestures before in the online videoclips. Al-
though six months had passed between filling out the online questionnaire and the
validation condition, we could not be sure that this would not influence our fin-
dings. In the remainder of this chapter we will denote each of the three conditions
differently in order for the reader to recognize each condition with ease. The online
questionnaire will be denoted as condition Q1. The validation condition in which
users had already filled out the questionnaire entirely will be denoted condition Qx .
The validation condition with only novice participants will be denoted condition X p.
6.2 Results
In this section we report on the results of the validation conditions. First, we de-
scribe our samples in Section 6.2.1. Second, we provide the ratings of gestures for
each of the commands in Section 6.2.2. The results reported in this section are
achieved with a between-subjects design. A comparison between the three conditi-
ons is reported as well as an independent samples analysis of the trials data from
conditions Qx and X p. In addition, comments gathered from our subjects during
the two conditions are summarized.
6.2.1 Sample
The two validation conditions were executed in an identical manner. The first user
group, that of condition Qx , contained solely subjects who had already filled out
the online questionnaire on an earlier moment. To ensure an independent samples
analysis between these three experiment conditions we removed the participants
in condition Qx from condition Q1. Note that the results reported in Chapter 5
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only include participants from condition Q1: findings that were reported in Chapter
5 are thus independent from those reported in this chapter. For a description of
the sample in Q1, see Section 5.3.1. The second user group, from condition X p,
consisted of subjects who had not previously filled out the online questionnaire.
Condition Qx
A total of ten subjects participated in this investigation, each one had filled out the
online questionnaire at an earlier moment, roughly six months before. We selected
the participants randomly and on their availability. Participants were 28 years old on
average (ranging 24-36 years, σ = 3 years). The investigation took on average 53
minutes (σ = 11 minutes, ranging from 40 minutes to 70 minutes). All participants
completed the investigation. One participant was female, the others were male.
In our sample, one subject held a BSc’s degree, seven held a Master’s degree, one
held a PhD degree and one was an undergraduate student. All participants were
right-handed.
The participants were familiar with the Apple iPhone (µ = 4.0, σ = 1.6), with
PDAs and smartphones (µ = 5.3, σ = 1.7) and with online videoclips (µ = 5.3,
σ = 1.6). In addition, they rated their familiarity with other gesture interfaces
highly (µ= 4.9, σ = 2.1). Examples of gesture interfaces that they meant by this are
the Nintendo Wii and its Wiimote controller, prototypes developed at the university,
touch-sensitive tables and other surfaces, data gloves and public ticket machines. A
D’Agostino-Pearson K2 analysis showed that there are normal distributions for the
familiarity ratings with the iPhone, PDA and smart phones etcetera.
The trials data in condition Qx does not follow normal distributions: intuitive-
ness scored K2 = 17.545 (p < .01), physical effort K2 = 6.786 (p = .03) and ‘would
use’ scored K2 = 7.683 (p = .02). Our trials data is further described in Table 6.1
where skewness and kurtosis are reported; the trials data are mostly deformed as a
result of low values for kurtosis.
intuitiveness physical effort would use
N 260 260 260
mean 4.87 3.76 3.94
std. deviation 1.558 1.627 1.797
variance 2.426 2.648 3.228
kurtosis -0.453 -1.019 -1.113
skewness -0.633 0.077 -0.151
Table 6.1: Condition Qx: description of the trials data.
Condition X p
Ten subjects participated in this investigation: none of whom had previously fil-
led out the online questionnaire. The participants were 25 years old on average
(ranging 22-29 years, σ = 2 years) and they needed 61 minutes to complete the
investigation on average (σ = 9 minutes). All participants completed this condi-
tion of the experiment. Two participants were female, the others were male. In
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this group, three subjects held a BSc’s degree while the other seven held a Master’s
degree. One participant was left-handed, the other nine were right-handed. The
participants were familiar with the Apple iPhone (µ= 5.3, σ = 1.4) but not so much
with PDAs and smartphones (µ = 3.4, σ = 1.4). In addition, they were familiar
with online videoclips (µ = 5.0, σ = 1.8) and they rated their familiarity with other
gesture interfaces highly (µ = 4.5, σ = 1.8). The examples of such gesture interfa-
ces that were mentioned were the Nintendo Wii and mouse gestures in the Opera
browser. A D’Agostino-Pearson K2 analysis shows that there is a normal distribution
for participants personal answers regarding the familiarity with, for example, the
Apple iPhone.
The data collected in condition X p does not follow normal distributions: int-
uitiveness scored K2 = 18.600 (p < .01), physical effort K2 = 11.039 (p < .01)
and ‘would use’ scored K2 = 11.549 (p < .01). Our trials data is further described
in Table 6.2 where skewness and kurtosis are reported; the trials data are mainly
deformed as a result of low values for kurtosis and skewness.
intuitiveness physical effort would use
N 260 260 260
mean 4.88 3.15 4.30
std. deviation 1.592 1.439 1.814
variance 2.535 2.071 3.292
kurtosis -0.674 -0.439 -1.062
skewness -0.619 0.470 -0.329
Table 6.2: Condition X p: description of the trials data.
Sample summary
Comparing the three samples, we observed a significantly higher rating (p = .02)
for the subject’s familiarity with PDAs and smartphones in condition Qx compared
to conditions Q1 and X p. The other familiarity ratings did not differ between the
three conditions.
Due to the non-normal distributions of our count-based data from conditions Qx
and X p we again make use of Kruskal-Wallis H analysis to discover differences bet-
ween the ratings for the gestures per task. After finding significant differences we
then examine those findings in more detail with pair-wise Mann-Whitney U analy-
ses. We relate our findings to those reported in Chapter 5 that described the online
questionnaire condition (Q1).
6.2.2 Commands
Pointing
In a comparison between the three conditions we found no significant differences
between our three conditions on intuitiveness (χ2 = .845, p = .66), physical effort
(χ2 = 2.252, p = .32) and ‘would use’ (χ2 = 2.718, p = .26). The analysis per
gesture can be found in Table 6.3.
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condition Q1 Qx X p
N 99 10 10 χ2 p
Ray-casting Intuitiveness 59.13 78.35 56.40 3.454 .18
Physical effort 59.54 75.40 55.20 2.229 .33
Would use it 61.92 48.25 58.60 1.552 .46
Repetitive taps Intuitiveness 58.35 70.35 65.95 1.468 .48
Physical effort 60.23 62.85 54.85 .316 .85
Would use it 59.55 72.20 52.25 1.894 .39
Tap once Intuitiveness 61.74 53.75 49.00 1.659 .44
Physical effort 59.46 69.80 55.55 1.039 .60
Would use it 63.43 42.25 43.80 6.097 < .05
Table 6.3: Differences between the online (Q1) condition and validation (Qx and X p) conditions for
the point gestures. Kruskal-Wallis H analyses results with mean ranks are reported. Insignificant
results have been shaded.
In the trials data from condition Qx we found a significant difference between
gestures for intuitiveness and whether the participant would use this gesture but we
did not observe a significant difference for physical effort. Comparing the results
from condition Qx to those found in condition Q1 we found identical though not so
strongly pronounced ratings. A significant difference was found in the trials data
from condition X p for all three questions. Compared to the results in conditions Q1
and Qx these differences are similar. The top-three rankings for pointing gestures
showed a clear preference (9 subjects) for Ray-casting over its alternatives. Howe-
ver, in the online questionnaire (Q1) our participants rated Ray-casting significantly
lower on physical effort but that was not the case in conditions Qx and X p. Our
participants expected that a prolonged interaction causes fatigue in the arms for
holding them outstretched while pointing.
In conditions Qx and X p, our participants wondered whether fine movements for
Ray-casting would not suffer from jitter. For Repetitive taps our subjects argued that
it would be viable for small distances where precision is required but that it is very
unsuitable for long distances, mainly due to fatigue. The same comments were made
concerning the time spent in interaction: longer tasks would fatigue the user too
much. One participant mentioned his preference for pointing with the whole hand
instead of only the index finger. With respect to both tapping gestures, some subjects
argued that it would work better when using both hands: when moving the cursor
to the right the left hand would be better suited whereas the right hand is best for
moving the cursor left. For Tap once our users found it hard to time when to stop the
cursor movement. As an alternative pointing gesture, it was proposed to use some
gesture, for example, AirTap, to switch the cursor between objects on the screen. In
both conditions, participants mentioned their preference to combine these pointing
gestures. For example, Ray-casting provides an easy means to cross large distances
and fine-tuning can be accomplished with Repetitive taps. We observed in all three
gestures that most users will bend their preferred hand in awkward poses so that
they can keep pointing with their index finger.
Alternatively, Tap once could also be implemented with a deceleration measure so
that the cursor could be ‘thrown’ across the surface until it would stop automatically.
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The distance traveled is then based on the intensity of the gesture as has been
implemented by the BumpTop interface [1]. In BumpTop, icons are represented as
physical objects that behave in a believable manner due to a physics simulation.
Another alternative gesture that was mentioned was Ray-casting with just finger
movements while the hand and arm are left in rest, for example, alongside the body.
This gesture would depend to large extent on the visual feedback on the display.
Selecting
Comparing the ratings for the select gestures in the three conditions we found no
significant differences for intuitiveness (χ2 = 2.912, p = .23), physical effort (χ2 =
4.104, p = .13) and ‘would use’ (χ2 = 4.572, p = .10). However, when taking a
more detailed look at the ratings per task in Table 6.4, we see a significantly higher
rating in conditions Qx and X p for ThumbTrigger on intuitiveness and ‘would use’
compared to conditions Q1 while the rating for physical effort scored significantly
lower in conditions Qx and X p than it did in conditions Q1.
condition Q1 Qx X p
N 99 10 10 χ2 p
AirTap Intuitiveness 61.86 40.25 61.35 4.029 .13
Physical effort 60.83 62.25 49.55 1.093 .58
Would use it 61.49 37.80 67.45 5.280 .07
ThumbTrigger Intuitiveness 53.41 90.50 94.75 22.455 < .01
Physical effort 63.59 39.85 44.65 6.796 < .05
Would use it 54.37 83.75 92.00 16.417 < .01
Dwelling Intuitiveness 62.35 49.35 47.35 2.921 .23
Physical effort 58.36 81.60 54.65 4.569 .10
Would use it 61.19 54.25 53.95 .725 .70
Encircling Intuitiveness 59.51 68.35 56.55 .733 .69
Physical effort 60.55 66.70 47.90 1.691 .43
Would use it 60.22 56.55 61.30 .122 .94
FistGrab Intuitiveness 57.90 70.15 70.60 2.272 .32
Physical effort 59.84 68.90 52.70 1.178 .56
Would use it 58.74 59.75 72.75 1.552 .46
Table 6.4: Differences between the online (Q1) and validation (Qx and X p) conditions for the select
gestures. Kruskal-Wallis H analyses results with mean ranks are reported. Insignificant results have
been shaded.
The results from condition Qx show a significant difference between the gestures
for intuitiveness, physical effort and whether the participant would use this gesture.
The preference for a specific gesture is less pronounced due to the smaller user
group in condition Qx . The overwhelming preference for AirTap in condition Q1
is not present in condition Qx: participants rated AirTap, ThumbTrigger, Encircling
and FistGrab similarly with respect to intuitiveness. AirTap also scored similarly to
ThumbTrigger and FistGrab based on physical effort but both Dwelling and Encircling
scored significantly higher. ThumbTrigger did score higher in conditions Qx and X p
with respect to intuitiveness than Dwelling, Encircling and FistGrab. In addition,
ThumbTrigger scored significantly lower in conditions Qx and X p on physical effort
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except when compared to AirTap. Participants would use either AirTap, ThumbTrig-
ger or FistGrab to issue a select command where the difference between AirTap and
ThumbTrigger with the other three gestures was the most pronounced. For the select
gestures in condition X p, a difference was revealed for intuitiveness and for physi-
cal effort but not for whether the participant would use this gesture. Comparing
the findings from condition X p to condition Q1 we see the same differences as are
described above in the comparison between conditions Qx and Q1. However, the
differences between the gestures are more pronounced in condition X p than they
are in condition Qx . In total, six subjects from condition Qx rated ThumbTrigger as
the best gesture, closely followed by AirTap which was placed as second best by five
subjects. In condition X p, there was a draw of four subjects each preferring one of
the gestures and five subjects placing AirTap or ThumbTrigger as second best. Third
best in both conditions was FistGrab.
In comments in conditions Qx and X p our subjects felt that AirTap was very fami-
liar to the mouse-paradigm but that it would be preferred if you could tap towards
the screen (“as if pressing a button in a lift”) instead of having to press your finger
down. In doing so, the cursor would also remain more stationary. ThumbTrigger
also mimicked the mouse-paradigm while some participants compared it to a pistol-
shaped hand. Our subjects liked the fact that ThumbTrigger allows selecting while
pointing but they argued to relax the hand somewhat instead of keeping the middle,
ring and pinkie fingers bent. In addition, some subjects mentioned that it is nice to
separate the act of pointing from the act of selecting. Dwelling was considered to be
inaccurate with possibilities for accidental selection events in addition to taking too
long to select an object. Encircling took too much effort and time but was considered
to be suitable for multiple-object selection. FistGrab was familiar from everyday life
but was linked more to picking up and moving objects (dragging) than for selecting
them. Some participants commented that both FistGrab and ThumbTrigger would
move the index finger when changing the hand tension which reduced pointing ac-
curacy. Others mentioned that they preferred to use ThumbTrigger when pinching
the tips of the middle finger and the thumb together to relieve tension in the hand.
Deselecting
There were no significant differences between the three conditions for the ratings
of the deselect gestures intuitiveness (χ2 = 3.386, p = .18), physical effort (χ2 =
.862, p = .65) and ‘would use’ (χ2 = 2.942, p = .23). This is also illustrated in
Table 6.5 where the analysis results are given per gesture. In condition Qx , we did
not find a significant difference between gestures for intuitiveness and whether the
participant would use this gesture. The difference for physical effort was significant
however (χ2 = 6.092, p < .05). Our analysis results show that DropIt did not score
significantly higher on intuitiveness than Retract to rest and Jerky retract which it did
in condition Q1. With respect to physical effort and ‘would use’, we found the same
results as in condition Q1 although the differences were less significant. Contrary
to these findings for the trials data from condition Qx , the data from condition
X p revealed a difference on intuitiveness (χ2 = 13.850, p < .01) and whether the
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participant would use this gesture (χ2 = 14.995, p < .01) but not for physical effort.
The results from conditions Qx and X p are largely the same, however, there is a
significant difference between preference for Select other over DropIt with respect
to intuitiveness. That difference was not observed in condition Q1. Subjects in
conditions Qx and X p placed Select other on top in their rankings closely followed
by DropIt and Jerky retract.
condition Q1 Qx X p
N 99 10 10 χ2 p
DropIt Intuitiveness 58.84 69.00 62.50 .888 .64
Physical effort 60.96 55.20 55.25 .492 .78
Would use it 58.11 66.45 72.30 1.985 .37
Jerky retract Intuitiveness 59.00 66.90 63.00 .583 .75
Physical effort 59.82 69.75 52.00 1.390 .50
Would use it 59.95 52.30 68.20 1.098 .58
Retract to rest Intuitiveness 60.06 64.25 55.20 .359 .84
Physical effort 58.74 67.45 65.05 .834 .66
Would use it 59.49 67.95 57.10 .649 .72
Select other Intuitiveness 59.89 70.15 80.65 5.605 .06
Physical effort 61.53 54.55 50.30 1.314 .52
Would use it 57.11 78.00 70.60 4.606 .10
Table 6.5: Differences between the online (Q1) and validation (Qx and X p) conditions for the
deselect gestures. Kruskal-Wallis H analyses results with mean ranks are reported. Insignificant
results have been shaded.
Our subjects commented that Select other was very familiar from computer ope-
rating systems such as Windows and Mac OS X. They argued that deselect of indi-
vidual targets should be possible when having selected multiple objects in a row.
In addition, although we showed AirTap for selecting something other than the
on-screen object, most subjects spontaneously used their preferred select-gesture,
in most cases: ThumbTrigger. DropIt looked similar to the hand shape when Ray-
casting and our subjects wondered how this gesture is started when, for example,
AirTap was used to select an object. In addition, the difference between the relaxed
hand shape and DropIt was thought to be too subtle. On the other hand, some
participants did mention that DropIt is the opposite of FistGrab and that these two
gestures might be suitable for dragging an object instead of for (de)selecting. For Re-
tract to rest, our subjects commented that the arm movements were too large when
having to move back and forth between rest and the gesture space. In that respect,
Jerky retract was better because it leaves the arm in the gesture space. However, the
jerky movement strained the arm which was disliked. It was proposed by multiple
subjects in conditions Qx and X p that select and activate should be explictly split,
with distinct gestures for each task. One proposed gesture was to use a variant of
AirTap with the middle finger to activate while AirTap with the index finger would
select.
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Resizing: enlarging and shrinking
Comparing the three conditions on the gestures for resizing, we found no signifi-
cant differences in intuitiveness (χ2 = 3.936, p = .14), physical effort (χ2 = 2.726,
p = .26) and ‘would use’ (χ2 = .398, p = .82). We did find some differences when
analysing the ratings of the three conditions per gesture, see Table 6.6. Although
there was no difference in whether the participants would use it, Referenced PullPush
scored significantly higher on intuitiveness and lower on the physical effort requi-
red to perform the gesture in conditions Qx and X p. Similarly, participants scored
significantly higher on ‘would use’ for Hands apart than in condition Q1.
condition Q1 Qx X p
N 99 10 10 χ2 p
Fingers apart Intuitiveness 61.36 60.80 45.75 1.982 .37
Physical effort 58.78 59.80 72.30 1.522 .47
Would use it 63.67 43.20 40.45 6.951 < .05
Hands apart Intuitiveness 56.45 76.28 74.55 5.337 .07
Physical effort 62.93 44.67 38.85 6.573 < .05
Would use it 55.45 79.89 81.25 9.060 .01
PullPush Intuitiveness 59.49 65.30 59.75 .272 .87
Physical effort 58.91 63.50 67.30 .676 .71
Would use it 60.67 57.35 56.05 .236 .89
Referenced PullPush Intuitiveness 56.26 80.20 76.80 7.240 < .05
Physical effort 63.56 54.25 30.50 8.978 .01
Would use it 57.38 67.10 78.85 4.104 .13
Table 6.6: Differences between the online (Q1) and validation (Qx and X p) conditions for the resize
gestures. Kruskal-Wallis H analyses results with mean ranks are reported. Insignificant results have
been shaded.
Looking at the results from condition Qx , we found no significant differences
between the resize gestures for each of the three questions: intuitiveness, physical
effort and ‘would use’. We found that Hands apart scored better than the other three
gestures although the difference with Fingers apart was barely significant. Referen-
ced PullPush scored similarly to Fingers apart in condition Qx while in condition
Q1 the latter was found far more intuitive. The preference found in condition Q1
with respect to physical effort were absent in condition Qx except for Referenced
PullPush that had a significantly higher score compared to Fingers apart. Condition
X p did show a significant difference between the four resize gestures on intuitive-
ness (χ2 = 11.322, p = .01) and whether the participant would use this gesture
(χ2 = 11.801, p < .01). Comparing the findings of conditions Qx and X p we see
largely the same results although the physical effort required to perform Referenced
PullPush is not different from that of Fingers apart. In addition, Hands apart scored
significantly better than Fingers apart on both intuitiveness and whether the parti-
cipant would use the gesture. The subjects in both conditions ranked Hands apart
as the best gesture for resizing. In condition Qx , Fingers apart was ranked second
while PullPush was ranked second in condition X p. For both conditions, Referenced
PullPush was ranked third best.
For Fingers apart, our subjects argued that for minor changes in size, this gesture
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would work as adequately as it would for small displays. However, for larger chan-
ges, the fingers would have to repeatedly gesture from start to stop which made the
gesture physically taxing. Also, the starting-posture was a bit difficult to determine.
Some subjects mentioned that they felt that this gesture is only suited for smaller
displays due to the match in their physical sizes. Quek [172] described this repeated
form of gesturing as beats or strokes as we have described them in Section 3.2. The
Hands apart gesture was more precise in that respect although one subject would
have preferred it if the distance between the hands had matched the object’s size
from the user perspective. For PullPush, it was also hard to determine the starting-
posture and the limited arm-length introduced a problem for larger zoom-ranges.
Referenced PullPush was very novel and our subjects liked the reference to the star-
ting position although it could be more explicit, said one subject, by adding a ‘click’
sound when placing both hands together. However, having to use both hands was
more tiring. Three subjects, all from condition X p, tried to spontaneously move
both hands in Referenced PullPush while the others had to be told explicitly. By mo-
ving the reference-hand, the zoom-range could be extended. For Fingers apart, one
subject proposed the use of the hand’s distance to the body as a means to accelerate
or decelerate the resize speed. For both Fingers apart and PullPush, our subjects had
difficulty traversing larger resize-ranges. They mentioned to ‘have to pick up the
mouse’ and to ‘need to re-gesture’ with which they meant that the same gesture had
to performed repeatedly while moving the hand from and to the gesture space in
between repetitions.
Activate and deactivate
We found significant differences between the three conditions for the activate and
deactivate gestures on intuitiveness (χ2 = 22.832, p < .01), physical effort (χ2 =
15.373, p < .01) and ‘would use’ (χ2 = 7.409, p < .05). Similar to our findings for
the select task, ThumbTrigger scored significantly higher on intuitiveness and whe-
ther the participants would use that gesture in conditions Qx and X p compared to
condition Q1. In addition, it scored significantly lower on the amount of physical
effort required to gesture, see Table 6.7. The results for Dwell & exit cross were
diverse: from condition Qx we observe that a higher effort is required than in con-
dition Q1 while condition X p reveals the opposite. In both conditions Qx and X p,
the participants scored significantly lower on whether they would use this gesture.
For Jerky PullPush, we found that the subjects in condition X p scored intuitiveness
and ‘would use’ significantly higher while the required effort scored significantly lo-
wer. Open palm facing scored significantly higher on intuitiveness in conditions Qx
and X p and although our subjects did score higher in those conditions for ‘would
use’ than they did in condition Qx , the difference was not significant. In both con-
ditions, our subjects ranked ThumbTrigger as the best gesture. AirTap was ranked
second best in condition X p and third best in condition Qx . The subjects in condi-
tion Qx ranked Open palm facing as second best, while Jerky PullPush was ranked
third best in condition X p.
Our participants found both Dwell & exit cross and AirTap & exit cross familiar
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condition Q1 Qx X p
N 99 10 10 χ2 p
AirTap Intuitiveness 58.40 59.55 76.25 2.577 .28
Physical effort 60.19 67.40 50.75 1.287 .53
Would use it 59.64 54.45 69.15 1.021 .60
AirTap & exit cross Intuitiveness 58.87 54.30 76.85 2.897 .24
Physical effort 59.87 75.80 45.45 4.095 .13
Would use it 60.68 38.80 74.50 5.759 .06
ThumbTrigger Intuitiveness 53.53 90.65 93.45 21.468 < .01
Physical effort 64.06 44.75 35.10 8.942 .01
Would use it 53.23 88.45 98.60 23.788 < .01
Dwell & exit cross Intuitiveness 59.80 66.40 55.55 .532 .77
Physical effort 58.40 91.35 44.45 10.939 < .01
Would use it 64.16 40.85 38.00 8.922 .01
Jerky PullPush Intuitiveness 56.09 71.55 87.15 8.900 < .05
Physical effort 62.38 65.50 30.95 8.271 < .05
Would use it 57.22 60.10 87.40 7.177 < .05
Open palm facing Intuitiveness 56.25 84.85 72.30 7.884 < .05
Physical effort 60.41 70.30 45.60 2.775 .25
Would use it 56.63 78.85 74.55 5.907 .05
Drawing ‘play’ and ‘stop’ shapes Intuitiveness 57.35 78.00 68.20 4.093 .13
Physical effort 61.96 49.60 51.00 1.988 .37
Would use it 59.61 60.40 63.50 .127 .94
Activation and deactivation zones Intuitiveness 58.81 63.15 68.65 .866 .65
Physical effort 60.17 64.70 53.60 .550 .76
Would use it 59.87 59.75 61.50 .022 .99
Table 6.7: Differences between the online (Q1) and validation (Qx and X p) conditions for the
(de)activate gestures. Kruskal-Wallis H analyses results with mean ranks are reported. Insignificant
results have been shaded.
from Windows-based operating systems. One participant proposed the combination
of ThumbTrigger with such an exit cross. Others found it difficult to precisely point
at the exit cross due to jitter from Ray-casting and it was frequently mentioned
that this Windows-metaphor should be abolished in such novel interfaces: ‘better
solutions should be found’. AirTap and ThumbTrigger were preferred for their speed
in switching states although our subjects wondered how toggling between point,
select and activate would work in an actual system. Like selecting, Dwell & exit cross
required too much time to switch between states. Jerky PullPush was less stressful
for the hand compared to having to stretch it as in Open palm facing. However,
users felt that it was hard to determine for Jerky PullPush when the gesture was
‘good enough’ to be recognized. Our participants found Activation and deactivation
zones too bothersome as these required them to perform an additional dragging task
to (de)activate the object. It was proposed to move this zone closer to the object to
minimize this additional task, for example, attaching an activation zone to the left
and a deactivation zone to the right of the selected object. Similarly, the Drawing
‘play’ and ‘stop’ shapes gesture required the participants to draw error prone shapes.
One subject proposed the use of more simple shapes, for example, those that are
inherent in the browser Opera, see Figure 6.2. It was argued that a gesture that was
distinctly different from select and deselect would be a more explicit interaction
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signal for both user and system. In that respect, some subjects argued that double
clicking, for example, using AirTap or ThumbTrigger, would be a better gesture.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 6.2: Mouse gestures in the Opera browser2 (a) Open new document, (b) close document,
(c) previous page in history, (d) next page in history and (e) reload document.
Context menu
In a comparison between the three conditions for the context menu gestures, we
found a significant difference on whether the participants would use the gesture
(χ2 = 9.478, p < .01) but not for intuitiveness (χ2 = 5.414, p = .07) nor for physical
effort (χ2 = 3.636, p = .16). Table 6.8 contains the more detailed analysis results
for both of the gestures. We observe there that Clapping scored significantly lower
in condition Qx on intuitiveness when compared to conditions Q1 and X p. All three
conditions scored differently with respect to whether the subject would gesture in
this way.
condition Q1 Qx X p
N 99 10 10 χ2 p
Clapping Intuitiveness 61.42 41.25 64.65 3.446 .18
Physical effort 59.57 76.35 47.95 3.596 .17
Would use it 60.31 40.20 76.75 5.878 .05
PinkieTrigger Intuitiveness 55.23 78.30 88.90 12.157 < .01
Physical effort 61.37 59.25 47.20 1.644 .44
Would use it 55.15 78.00 90.00 12.619 < .01
Table 6.8: Differences between the online (Q1) and validation (Qx and X p) conditions for the con-
text menu gestures. Kruskal-Wallis H analyses results with mean ranks are reported. Insignificant
results have been shaded.
The results from condition Qx show significant differences between gestures for
the three questions. However, the results from condition X p show no such signifi-
cant differences apart from whether the participant would use this gesture. Similar
results follow from conditions Qx and X p although the results from condition X p
are not as significant. When comparing these findings to those in condition Q1, we
see that PinkieTrigger scored higher on intuitiveness in conditions Qx and X p but
that the physical effort that is required and whether the participants would use it do
not differ between these conditions. In both conditions PinkieTrigger was ranked as
the best gesture for opening a context menu. However, the difference with Clapping
was minimal.
For Clapping, our subjects found it hard to keep pointing accurately while clap-
ping to open the menu. PinkieTrigger proved strenuous on the subjects’ hands but
our participants liked the way it mimicked the right-button on a mouse. Some users
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proposed to pinch the tips of the thumb and the pinkie finger together to relieve
some of the stress due to the required hand shape. Numerous alternative gestures
were proposed. One subject proposed the use of other hand to perform actions that
resemble right-button events. Another subject expanded that idea by suggesting the
use of his preferred selection gesture, ThumbTrigger, with the non-preferred hand. It
was also proposed to point with the whole hand while tapping the tips of the thumb
and index finger for selecting and tapping thumb and middle finger for opening a
context menu. The argument there was that those three fingers can be bent more
comfortably. Another possibility is to rotate the wrist, either pronation or supina-
tion, to trigger the menu. It was also proposed to pinch the middle finger on two
different places to mimic the left- and right-mouse buttons.
6.3 Summary of findings
In Chapter 5 we described an online questionnaire in which 26 gestures for issuing
a total of six commands were evaluated by a large user group. The results from that
condition (Q1) were validated in this chapter with two conditions of smaller scale.
Validation was necessary because subjects who filled out the online questionnaire
could not experience and appreciate the gesture-based interface that was proposed
via videoclips. We wondered whether the subjects in condition Q1 could imagine
what it really would be like to interact using the proposed gestures. The two vali-
dation conditions Qx and X p were identical except for the users that took part in
them. The validation conditions used a working prototype interface in which the
gestures from condition Q1 were performed before assessing them. In condition Qx
we randomly selected users that first filled out the online questionnaire. Our aim
was to find out whether the ratings between conditions Q1 and Qx are consistent.
The third investigated condition X p encompassed subjects who had not filled out
the online questionnaire. Our aim there was to explore the consistency of the ra-
tings between users who had seen the gesture videoclips before and those who had
not. Apart from these differences, all three user groups had a similar background.
There were some differences between the gesture ratings in the three conditions.
However, we will show below that these differences are minimal and that they can
easily be explained and rationalized. Some preferences were less pronounced in
conditions Qx and X p than they were in the online questionnaire. In most of those
cases the preference did exist but it was not significant due to the limited number
of subjects that took part in conditions Qx and X p.
For pointing, we found no significant differences: in all three conditions the
Ray-casting gesture was preferred to point at locations on the screen. However, the
subjects from condition Qx did find Ray-casting more fatiguing than the participants
in condition Q1 and X p: having to keep one’s arm outstretched for pointing is fa-
tiguing for prolonged interactions. Fine tuning the act of pointing was demonstrated
by using Tap once after initial coarse pointing with Ray-casting.
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There was a difference between condition Q1 and conditions Qx and X p con-
cerning the selecting gestures. AirTap was liked overwhelmingly in the online ques-
tionnaire but in both validation conditions ThumbTrigger scored similarly. Our sub-
jects liked the physical feedback that ThumbTrigger offered upon ‘clicking’ although
they did not miss this form of feedback in AirTap. Although we found that DropIt
and Select other were both preferred for deselecting in condition Q1, conditions Qx
and X p showed a significant preference for only Select other. Especially the fact that
this gesture is familiar from existing WIMP interfaces led to this choice, hinting that
our subjects prefer predictable and recognizable interactions. In addition, the users
in conditions Qx and X p commented that when using DropIt, it requires them to
first make a fist before they can perform the deselect-gesture DropIt. This requires
an additional step that broadens the gap in the ‘gulf of execution’ [152].
To resize objects condition Q1 showed little difference between Fingers apart and
Hands apart. Subjects in conditions Qx and X p preferred the latter, significantly. The
difference in physical effort involved between the three conditions did not differ.
Our subjects mentioned that when they had to resize more, the amount that the
hands could indicate enabled much more precise resizing.
The most important difference between the three conditions with respect to the
activate and deactivate gestures was that ThumbTrigger, like with selecting, scored
higher on all accounts in Qx and X p than it did in Q1. Dwelling was liked less in con-
ditions Qx and X p than it was in condition Q1, mainly due to what our participants
called ‘action by inaction’: issuing an activation-command while holding the hand
still felt inappropriate somehow. Although it has been shown that for hand-held
devices dwelling is a suitable means of pointing [9], the lack of feedback during the
dwell-time and the inactivity while pointing can lead to confusing interactions with
the user: when will the system respond and why is it responding when I do not do
anything? With respect to opening an options menu, we found similar ratings in all
three conditions except for the intuitiveness concerning PinkieTrigger: significantly
higher ratings were found in conditions Qx and X p than in Q1. Subjects commented
that it was difficult to determine when to clap and how to combine it with pointing.
6.4 Conclusions
In general our subjects found it better to use just one hand for gesturing because
that was already fatiguing for prolonged interaction sessions. However, two hands
offer an explicit means to indicate distances. Resizing is a prime example but for
pointing with Repetitive taps it was proposed to indicate the start of the movement
with one hand and to use the other to stop. We found that subjects found it hard to
imagine why we included the activate and deactivate task: it was unclear what this
task was supposed to do in existing interfaces they are familiar with. We consider it
important that all subjects felt that they were in actual control during both condition
Qx and X p. This ensures that our findings are based on experience with a working
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interface. A main contributor was the fact that pointing through Ray-casting actually
worked and that the gesture could be detected robustly by the operator. Although
some participants mentioned that they did hear the operator pressing buttons du-
ring the investigation, they did not feel hindered or influenced by it. We conclude
that the results from both conditions Qx and X p are comparable to those found in
condition Q1. This entails that the findings from the online questionnaire, which
are based on a large user group, can be used to define a gesture set for issuing com-
mands to a large display with just the hands. In addition, this means that an online
investigation can be used to get representative feedback for, in our case, finding
out which gestures are suited for explicit command-giving to a large display from
beyond arm’s length.
6.5 Discussion
The prototype implementation that we used in the validation conditions was me-
ant to offer our participants a feeling of what it would be like to issue commands
through various gestures. We do not have an explanation why the subject prefe-
rences differed between conditions X p and Qx , for example, in fatigue while ray-
casting: we expected these conditions to score similarly due to experiencing the
gestures while, in contrast, subjects in condition Q1 had to imagine the interaction.
It is not expected that increasing the number of participants makes a significant
influence. Subjects in Qx scored higher for their knowledge of smartphones and
the iPhone but that too is something we do not expect influences these findings. It
would seem that there are other factors, that we have no information about, that
influence the preference for gestures in each of the conditions.
Although all participants felt in actual control of the interface, we observed that
the glove with the IR LED for pointing did not always operate as intended. Although
the set-up was calibrated for each participant, some users tried to point mostly
by turning their index finger instead of keeping their hand perpendicular to the
display so that the IR LED could be adequately observed. Although none of the users
felt restricted by this shortcoming of the prototype, it might have influenced their
experience. To increase pointing accuracy, jitter reduction is a requirement. König
et al. [113] showed that an infrared laser pointer can be successfully employed to
create a virtual cursor that can be stabilized using prediction filtering algorithms.
An operator was switching between the application-states in our prototype. His
responses might have also influenced the user experience when he did not time
state-switches precisely or correctly. Although the number of interpretation-errors
was not registered, our users did not mention to be influenced by those mishaps.
The execution of intended gestures by the subjects varied to some extent. Al-
though all users were shown the intended gesture by both the videoclips and by
the operator, in most cases they quickly started to improve the gestures for better
comfort and, in most cases, minimal movements. We repeatedly mentioned to as-
sess the gestures based on the intended gesture and not based on their variations.
However, it might be that the findings in validation conditions have been influenced
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by subjects not comparing the intended gestures but rather scoring based on their
own improvements on the evaluated gestures. The reason for trying to minimize the
gesture movement might be explained by increased comfort but also by the speed
of gesturing. The keystroke level model, described by Card et al. [21], includes the
time for homing the finger over a button to press. For ThumbTrigger, as an example,
this can describe why small variations on the spot where the user tapped with the
thumb were observed. Perhaps these users were trying to gesture as quickly as pos-
sible, even though we did not instruct them to do so. It might be possible that in
doing so, the users tried to minimize the homing time.
Our findings in the three conditions have shown that AirTap and ThumbTrigger
do not differ much as far as the user is concerned. Both gestures resemble the act
of pressing a button, only the form in which the button is pressed differs. The phy-
sical feedback that ThumbTrigger provides combined with the minor improvement
to pinch the tips of the thumb and index or middle finger together for clicking pro-
vide an even more pleasant, less strenuous and less invasive way to issue commands
through gesturing. We expect that AirTap scored relatively higher in the online ques-
tionnaire (condition Q1) because there our participants did not experience what it
is like to gesture in this way. The appeal of pressing a button is undeniably strong
[76], mainly because buttons are pressed on a daily basis, even insofar that people
press a button to see what it does: “oeh, what does this button do?” [36; 152].
Another contributor to a successful gesture-based interface is an easy and fast
way to switch between interacting and resting. For example, our users mentioned
for one of the deselect gestures, Retract to rest, that it took too much time to restart
gesturing. Similarly, Baudel and Beaudouin-Lafon [5] showed in their early Cha-
rade system that fatigue, the non-self revealing nature of gesture-based interfaces
and the lack of comfort of such systems inhibit the development of robust and wi-
despread gesture interfaces. By facilitating an easy way to rest the arms, prolonged
interactions might also be a possibility. One possibility is to introduce a tilted sket-
ching table on which the user can rest his hands. The rest-stand might also contain
some interaction functionality in the form of buttons [8], an manipulatable over-
view [32] and explanations on the workings of the system [215]. Another solution
to facilitate rest to the arms while gesturing is to introduce ‘de-stressing movements’
that deviate from, for example, a constant pointing posture [146].
Chapter 7
Gestures in the Interface
“The major difference between a thing that might go wrong and
a thing that cannot possibly go wrong is that when a thing that
cannot possibly go wrong goes wrong it usually turns out to be
impossible to get at or repair.”
Douglas Adams
British writer, 1952–2001 – Mostly Harmless, Picador, 2002, pp.114–115
A gesture set can be defined for explicitly issuing commands to an interface that ob-
serves and transparently reacts to a user’s gesturing. The experiments that are de-
scribed in the previous chapters have shown that users prefer to explicitly start and
end their gesturing when they are giving commands to an interface. For example,
the ThumbTrigger gesture, by Grossman et al. [64], allows the user to start gestu-
ring by pressing his thumb on the base of his middle finger and end it by lifting
the thumb again. Positioning the thumb over the correct finger for tapping it can
be described with the keystroke level model and is known as ‘homing’ [21]. While
gesturing, we found that by mapping the hand’s movements directly to the inter-
face, the interaction becomes transparent to the user. Elaborate hand shapes and
movements can similarly be matched to an interface but recognition can then occur
only after the gesture is (partially) completed [161; 171].
The main thing that was lacking from the previous experiments is an interface
that is fully controlled by the user. The last experiment in Chapter 6 did enable
the user to control the interface partially but there we observed that, at times, the
interaction, which was partially induced by the operator, did not match the user’s
intentions. In this chapter we aim to correct this shortcoming by evaluating an in-
terface that the user can fully control. As a starting point we use the gestures we
evaluated in our previous chapters, among others, ThumbTrigger and Hands apart.
The work in this thesis does not include building a system for unobtrusive gesture
recognition, see also Section 1.4. We rather employ existing technologies and tech-
niques for looking at users gesturing as much as possible in our evaluation of a
gesture interface for command-giving to large displays beyond arm’s length.
This chapter is structured as follows. We describe the method of our evaluation
in Section 7.1: the tasks that we asked our subjects to perform, the commands that
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they could issue, the devices that they used to interact with the large display and the
software implementation of the prototype that we built. Results of our experiment
are reported in Section 7.2: we report on data collected through observations, ques-
tionnaires and informal interviews. Our findings are summarized in Section 7.3.
Conclusions and a discussion end this chapter in Sections 7.4 and 7.5, respectively.
7.1 Method
The user is interacting at a distance to the screen in this experiment. Gill and
Borchers [60] describe three zones in front of the display that influence interaction:
the action, negotiation and reflection zones. The action zone requires direct contact,
touch, with the interactive surface. A user in the reflection zone is passive towards
the display with no intent to act. We focus on the negotiation zone where the user
is engaged with the display insofar that there are actions or indications of actions.
For this experiment we asked the participants to perform selected gestures re-
peatedly. In this way, they could experience what it will be like to interact with
a gesture-based interface for a limited period, roughly 20 minutes, and imagine
what it would be like to do so for a prolonged period. This gives us qualitative
insight into gesture-based interaction and, more precisely, the users’ perception of
employing gestures in this interaction. In this section we will first describe the tasks
that participants in this experiment completed, see Section 7.1.1. Second, we de-
scribe in Section 7.1.2 the time-schedule that we used to carry out the experiment.
Third, Section 7.1.3 describes the gestures/commands that were available to com-
plete these tasks. Fourth, the implementation details of the hardware that underpin
the evaluated interactions are described in Section 7.1.4. Fifth, we describe the
software details in Section 7.1.5. The first and third sections are plagued to some
degree by the paradox of the chicken and the egg because we design the GUI based
on the gesture-commands: the available commands form and limit the tasks that
can be completed and vice versa.
We use questionnaires to evaluate the user experience while operating the inter-
face. One questionnaire was filled out before starting each trial, see Appendix B.1,
two were filled out after, see Appendices B.2 and B.3. The first questionnaire con-
tains questions dealing with the experience that our participants already had with
with gesture interfaces. The other two contain questions that address the overall
interaction and the interaction for each command, see Section 7.1.3, respectively.
Just as we did in the previous chapters, we first checked whether our data followed
a normal distribution with a D’Agostino-Pearson K2 analysis [33]. If the distribution
was not normal, we looked at the cause for it in the kurtosis or skewness of our data
that can indicate a ceiling or floor effect. Section 7.2 will show that a normal distri-
bution was not found for all questions. We evaluated the ratings for the commands
with a Kruskal-Wallis H analysis to find out if there were significant differences bet-
ween commands. We then used a pair-wise independent samples Mann-Whitney U
analysis to investigate what these differences are.
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7.1.1 Semantics
We asked our participants to perform four randomized pattern-matching tasks on a
large display. Each task consisted of finding a goal-state that was a certain orienta-
tion and zoom-level of a 3D mesh. We provided an image of the desired goal-state to
the participant. This image could be referred to at any moment. As a starting point
we offered the participant four different 3D meshes to choose from, see Figure 7.1.
These meshes are biochemical structures that are used by, for example, biochemists,
to discover function from the form of the structure. The participants were not re-
quired to have any knowledge of the biochemical structures nor of its visualization
standards. In this way, we reduced the task to a more simple pattern-matching task
[211]. The setup that was used in this experiment, and the graphical user interface
that is part of it, will now be described. We describe the possible interactions in
Section 7.1.3.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 7.1: The four structures1 that participants could open, participants did not require any
knowledge on the structure.
Setup
The large display, sized 400× 125 cm, used in this experiment is depicted in Figure
7.2. The display was created with two projectors that displayed a total resolution of
3840× 1200 pixels; 1920× 1200 pixels per projector. The projectors were mounted
on the ceiling in such a way that the user did not cast shadows on the projection
screen. Both projectors were set to the same color tone and they were calibrated to
generate a single uninterrupted projection. The user was allowed to walk in front
of the screen but was not allowed to come closer than 1.5 meters to the screen. This
limitation, enforced with a line on the floor, meant that the user could not be at
arm’s length, or closer, of the screen. The way in which users interact with a display
is influenced by the interaction zone in which they are located: action, negotiation
and reflection [60; 169]. In this setup, the users were interacting in the negotiation
zone.
1Four chemical structures are presented to the participants. Ice is a crystalline phase of water
molecules, see Figure 7.1a. The 1a3n structure is better known as human hemoglobin and it can
transport oxygen in humans [201]: we selected the structure without oxygen, see Figure 7.1b. The
1u04 is the structure of an Argonaute protein from Pyrococcus furiosus and it is thought to be
implicated in mRNA cleavage during cell division [193], see Figure 7.1c. The 2f8s structure is an
Argonaute protein from Aquifex aeolicus [240], see Figure 7.1d.
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An infrared camera was used to look at the user’s pointing behavior. The ca-
mera can detect the upper range of the visual spectrum, starting from 600 nm. We
darkened the room in which the experiment took place to remove the presence of
sunlight that might hinder the computer-vision recognition process [6; 93], see also
Section 7.1.4. The room was uniformly lit with fluorescent lights. The examiner
was sitting at the back of the room. He observed the user in his interactions and he
made sure that the questionnaires were filled out completely.
Camera
Projection
Participant
1.5m line
Figure 7.2: The setup used in this prototype. The camera stood at the back of the room, to the right
of the participant; it could see the whole display. The participant could walk around but not stand
closer than 1.5 meters to the display.
Graphical user interface
The graphical user interface that we used in this experiment is depicted in Figure
7.3. It consists of three borderless panels which are, from left to right, a context
menu, a 3D mesh and a collection of 2D screenshots. Although we have called it
a ‘context menu’ in the earlier chapters, in this prototype the menu is not context-
dependent: it is just a menu from which the participant can select options. This
menu contains six options. The first four options load a specific structure. The
fifth toggles a bounding box around the structure so that its orientation becomes
more apparent. The sixth option creates a screenshot of the current visualization
in the central 3D panel on the right-most screenshot panel. The menu was visible
continuously.
By selecting a biochemical structure from the menu, the 3D representation of
that structure would be loaded in the middle panel with a set starting orientation
and zoom-level. These settings were identical for all four structures. The structure
could be rotated and zoomed in and out. We used Jmol to visualize the structures
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Options Jmol (3D) Screenshots (3D)
(a)
(b)
Figure 7.3: The Graphical User Interface used in this experiment, (a) an overview of the three
panels in the GUI and (b) the start screen at the beginning of the trials.
in 3D. Jmol is an open-source viewer2 for chemical structures in 3D. Jmol is mostly
used for teaching and research in chemistry and biochemistry. Another 3D mesh
would also have sufficed for the purposes of this experiment, for example, simple
Tetris-blocks. However, we chose to use these biochemical structures because they
are complex enough so that our participants would first spend some time searching
for the correct structure and then some more time searching for the correct orienta-
tion and scale.
To enable the user to switch easily between previously visited locations we faci-
litated the use of screenshots that could be ordered as the participant saw fit. To en-
sure that all available commands were indeed repeatedly given by each participant,
we requested the creation of at least two and deletion of at least one screenshot per
goal that was offered. These screenshots were presented in the right-most panel.
Each screenshot could also be loaded so that the 3D mesh that was its origin was
again displayed. When a screenshot was created it would be sized roughly 10% of
the total height of the display (125 pixels). However, to help recall the details of
each screenshot, it could be resized as the participant saw fit. Screenshots could
also be removed. The goal-state was represented as a screenshot that could neither
be loaded nor removed.
2http://jmol.sourceforge.net/, 4 November 2009
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7.1.2 Time schedule
We intentionally included multiple, similar looking structures so that the participant
would have some trouble, firstly, finding the correct 3D mesh of the goal and, se-
condly, rotating and zooming it to match the required goal state. Our reasoning
behind this was that the tasks are not time-crucial: we wanted the participants
to perform all commands available to them repeatedly. The experiment required
roughly 45 minutes to complete fully. We did not time each part of the experiment
but we estimate that the practice session to get used to the interface took about 5
minutes while completing the tasks took a total of 20 minutes.
7.1.3 Commands
The best-scoring gestures from our previous experiments are the basis for this ex-
periment. Each of the following commands was evaluated with a questionnaire in
which we asked how easy it is to learn and remember the gesture (‘1: easy to learn’
- ‘7: difficult to learn’), comfort for the hands while gesturing (‘1: cramped’ - ‘7:
comfortable’) and we asked for additional comments, see Appendix B.3. In addition
to these detailed questions, we asked the participants questions on the design of the
devices that they used, see appendix B.2. We also closely observed the interactions.
Out-of-range and tracking
Ray-casting is used to detect whether a participant was in the out-of-range or in
the tracking state. When participants pointed at the display with one or both of
their hands, they were in the tracking state for that/those hand(s). Each hand
could be tracked separately. We distinguished the participant pointing at each of
the three panels with one or two hands. It was possible to simultaneously point at
two different panels.
Select and deselect
We had to omit AirTap from our evaluation due to the technical inability to robustly
detect this gesture, even though it scored as well as ThumbTrigger in the evaluations
reported in Chapters 5 and 6. Instead, we included both ThumbTrigger and Pinch
in our evaluation. Pinch is a variation on ThumbTrigger that was not present in our
previous evaluations. We chose to include Pinch in our design because it was found
there that slight user-dependent variations existed in the execution of ThumbTrigger
to increase comfort levels while gesturing. The device we used to detect gesturing,
see Section 7.1.4, was fitted on the index and middle fingers at the beginning of
each trial. We then allowed each participant to decide the most comfortable gesture
in a brief practice session. The position on the hands where the participants tapped
with their thumb was marked for further analysis, see Appendix B.2. Despite the
expected small variations that each user may decide upon, we use ThumbTrigger in
the remainder of this chapter as the name for the preferred gesture made by each
participant to increase readability.
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It was possible to select and deselect in the menu and screenshot panels; howe-
ver, the meaning of this was different for each panel. In the menu panel, each of
the six options could only be selected. In the screenshot panel, the user could select
a screenshot to restore it to the 3D panel. Selecting screenshots or menu options
could be undone by selecting another option or screenshot. However, if no screen-
shot was made of a particular 3D orientation and zoom level, the participant had
to start anew. For deselecting, Select other was opted given the positive feedback
that we had received on it. Note that deselect could only be performed on screen-
shots. The bounding box option could be toggled which meant that by performing
ThumbTrigger on it a second time would deselect the bounding box.
Rotate
A special selection case is rotating in a 3D visualization. The participant performed
ThumbTrigger with one hand on the 3D panel to rotate the biochemical structure to
the desired orientation. It was possible to rotate around the x and y axes. It was
possible to rotate around the viewing axis (the z axis) using PinkieTrigger with one
hand. We added this gesture based on user comments in a couple of exploratory
trials. This approach to rotating, which is known as ArcBall [83], is typical for
the rotation schemes that are used in 3D design and drawing applications such
as Autodesk AutoCAD R© and Adobe Photoshop R©. This action can be undone by
rotating in the opposite direction(s). Arcball does not allow for rotating around the
z axis. We allowed an ArcBall rotation around the z axis by performing PinkieTrigger
while moving the laser dot horizontally.
Resizing: shrinking and enlarging
The prevailing gestures for the resize command were Hands apart and Fingers apart.
Given the scale of the large display and the comments we noted in the previous
evaluations, we chose to focus on Hands apart. However, like AirTap, there was
no means to detect the start and end of this gesture robustly, see Section 7.1.4.
Participants performed ThumbTrigger with both hands to signal the beginning and
ending of their resize gesture. The users pressed both of their thumbs down for the
duration of this gesture.
Resizing was possible on both the 3D panel and on the screenshot panel. For both
panels, the participants moved both hands on the target, structure or screenshot,
that they wished to resize. By performing ThumbTrigger and moving the hands apart
for enlarging and towards each other for shrinking, the participant could resize the
target to the desired size. Clearly, to undo a resize command, the participant needed
to perform the opposite command, thus resizing the structure or screenshot to its
previous size.
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Restore and Remove
Restoring a screenshot could be done with PinkieTrigger. By performing this gesture,
the structure with the orientation and size depicted in the screenshot would be
restored in the 3D panel so that the participant could continue manipulating it from
there. Lastly, screenshots could be removed by performing a PinkieTrigger gesture
with both hands on them. The participant pointed at the target that they wished to
be removed. After performing PinkieTrigger, the screenshot was removed from the
screenshot panel. It was not possible to undo this action.
7.1.4 Devices
The state-of-the-art for detecting, recognizing, interpreting and, equally important,
reacting to the participants’ gesturing in an unobtrusive way, mostly using camera-
based solutions, is far too immature for our purposes [168]. After all, the gestures
that we evaluate in this experiment are fine-grained gestures in which minor chan-
ges in hand shape and bending of the fingers convey the gesture’s meaning. In
addition, such approaches are ill suited for the type of fast-prototyping evaluations
that we wish to perform to evaluate the user experience in interactions by means of
gesturing. We therefore designed and built a pair of wearable, wireless devices that
allowed us to evaluate the gestural interactions described in Section 7.1.3.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 7.4: The glove device: we used two of these. The view (a) of the top of the hand, (b) of the
front of the hand and (c) of the hand palm, note the buttons on the fingers.
Figure 7.4 depicts the devices that we used in this experiment. In the remainder
of this chapter we will refer to these devices as gloves. The first thing that catches
the eye is the laser that is attached to each glove. We used these lasers for pointing
towards the display. Myers et al. [141] investigated how users could comfortably
hold a laser pointer in their hand but here we attached the laser pointer to the back
of the hand so that the whole hand can be used for pointing [28]. In this prototype
we used red lasers (650 nm, 1mW, laser class 2) so that the user was directly aware
of where he was pointing. König et al. [113] used infrared lasers for this task so
that the users could not see where they were actually pointing. That fact is used to
display a purely digital ‘laser’ dot that can be stabilized by means of jitter reduction.
At the time of the construction of this prototype we did not have such infrared
lasers available. Both hands had a laser with which the participant could point at
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the display. We calibrated the location of the display by marking its corners in a
separate calibration-phase that was performed before the participants were invited
to start their trial.
It is apparent from Figure 7.4c that each glove is equipped with two buttons that
the participant can use to perform a ThumbTrigger gesture. The buttons are sewn
on elastic rings that could be placed on any finger at any position or orientation
on that finger. By allowing the positioning of these rings we wished to evaluate
the most comfortable spots on the left and right hands where the user would use
ThumbTrigger or Pinch. Another reason for allowing the user to place the buttons
as he saw fit is found in the keystroke level model [21]. The time it takes to per-
form a ThumbTrigger or PinkieTrigger is partially described by the time needed for
homing the thumb to the correct starting place for that gesture. We wondered in the
previous experiment if slight nuances in the ThumbTrigger gesture might be caused
by this model. By allowing the user to place the buttons as he saw fit, we tried
to prevent the user from performing as quickly as possible; he performed rather at
his own pace. We could detect a user pressing, holding and releasing each button
separately and for both gloves simultaneously. Note that the A button corresponds
to the ThumbTrigger gesture while the B button corresponds to PinkieTrigger.
The buttons are connected to a chip with a Bluetooth connection so that we
could read button presses wirelessly. This was a design requirement because in
preliminary tests with a magnetic flock of birds sensor we noticed that the users felt
hindered in their interaction by the wires that connected them to the interface. In
addition, this made them more aware of the limitations of the interaction which,
in turn, restricted their immersion in the interface [219]. Both the laser and the
Bluetooth-enabled chip were strapped to an elastic band that the participants wore
around the palms of their hands. Powering the lasers and Bluetooth chips was done
with two alkaline batteries sewn to an elastic wristband, see Figure 7.4.
7.1.5 Software
Our software implementation consists of rather elaborate collection of components,
see Figure 7.5. It can be broken down into three main components. First, the
computer-vision analysis of the laser dots. Second, the button presses on both glo-
ves. Third, the graphical user interface itself that has already been described in
Section 7.1.1. Figure 7.5 depicts these components.
Camera
TCP server
TCP
Computer Core Vision
2 laser dots
TUIO server
TUIO
Gloves
Virtual COMBluetooth
RS232
2 buttons
2
TCP client
TUIO client
OptionsPrototype
1
1
Jmol
Screenshots
1
1
GUI componentbutton component
Computer vision component
Figure 7.5: The software components of our prototype. Dashed lines separate components that run
autonomously and on different computer systems.
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The lasers were detected using the Computer Core Vision (CCV) open-source
package that, with minor tweaks to the camera settings, allowed us to detect and
track multiple laser dots. We marked the corners of the large display explicitly in a
calibration process [53]. This allowed us to translate the coordinate system of the
camera images (352×248 pixels) to that of our Jmol interface ([0.0 - 1.0] for width
and height of the display). The location of these laser dots was translated to the
TUIO protocol for multi-touch interactions [97]. Although we did not use this pro-
tocol for what its design intended—multi-touch—we did find it to be an adequate
means to communicate the laser dot locations to the rest of the application.
Both gloves communicated button presses through the Bluetooth protocol. Re-
peatedly starting and stopping the Bluetooth connection strained the programming
on the Aircable chip so that the connection became instable. Therefore, we crea-
ted a virtual serial port on the computer so that the Bluetooth packages could be
read when received. We used a TCP socket connection to establish and maintain
the Bluetooth that our interface application could listen to and process the button
presses on both gloves.
The prototype interface continuously received signals of buttons being pressed
and released on the gloves in addition to the laser dot positions. However, it only
responded when a button was pressed or released. Depending on the location of
the laser dots, and the button(s) that was/were pressed, the interface would, for
example, start resizing a screenshot or it would toggle the bounding box.
7.2 Results
Here we report the results of our experiment with this prototype. First, our sample
is described in Section 7.2.1. Second, Section 7.2.2 describes the experiences that
we obtained, both through our questionnaire and through observation.
7.2.1 Sample
A total of twenty-three subjects participated in this within-subjects design. All par-
ticipants studied at or worked for our university. Participants were 29 years old on
average (ranging 24-47 years, σ = 5 years). All participants completed the expe-
riment. Five participants were female, eighteen were male. Eight subjects held a
Bachelor’s degree, thirteen subjects held a Master’s degree and two a PhD degree.
All participants were right-handed. Two participants had taken part in our Wizard
of Oz experiment (Chapter 4), eighteen in the online condition (Q1) and nine in the
two validation conditions (Qx and X p) of our large-scale experiment (Chapters 5
and Chapter 6). One subject was familiar with the structure of ice, but had not seen
the other three structures before taking part. All other participants were unfamiliar
with the four structures that were used in the prototype.
Figure 7.6 shows the results of the ratings of our participants’ knowledge related
to gesture interfaces. Participants were moderately familiar with pen-based devices
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Figure 7.6: Experience of our subjects before taking part in the experiment.
such as a PDA and tablet PC and they also mentioned the Nintendo DS, cellpho-
nes and the Apple iPhone in this category. The participants were not familiar with
the Apple iPhone but more so with other multi-touch systems. They mentioned the
touch tables at our research group [44], the Apple iPhone itself, the Apple Touchpad
and the trackpad on their notebook. Our participants were moderately familiar with
the Nintendo Wii and its Wiimote controllers but less so with other gesture inter-
faces for which they mentioned the Playstation EyeToy, data gloves, photoplay, the
Personal Space Station [140] and Firefox mouse gestures. Our participants were
not so familiar with video clips of gesture interfaces. ‘Minority Report’ was men-
tioned explicitly nine times while other sources were ‘The Island’ (2), ‘Paycheck’,
‘Star Trek’ (2), ‘Iron Man’ but also Oblong’s G-Stalt3 and Microsoft’s Surface multi-
touch table. Other gesture interfaces that were named included: ‘camera-based
interfaces’, ‘gesture detection in large rooms such as waving and pointing’, ‘endo-
scopic operation robot in surgery’, ‘EMG-based guitars’, ‘Microsoft Natal’ and, again,
‘Firefox mouse gestures’. A D’Agostino-Pearson K2 analysis showed that there are
normal distributions for these ratings except for experience with other gesture in-
terfaces (K2 = 9.860, p < .01) than Nintendo’s Wii, see Table B.1. This deformation
is a result of a high values for skewness and for kurtosis.
7.2.2 Experiences during the experiment
Here we describe the experiences of our participants during the experiment. First,
we describe the results that we obtained from our questionnaires. Second, we de-
scribe our observations during the twenty-three trials.
Questionnaire overall
A D’Agostino-Pearson K2 analysis showed that the ratings for the whole interaction
do not follow a normal distribution, see Table B.2. Figure 7.7 depicts the results.
3http://oblong.com, June 16th, 2009.
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We can see that the overall experience was positive. Our participants understood
how the lasers were used for pointing, the pointing accuracy, operation speed and
comfort while interacting were high, and there was limited fatigue in the hands and
arms while interacting. The rating for the ‘fun-factor’ was high as well. The smoot-
hness of the interaction scored somewhat lower. There was only one participant
who explicitly commented that the interaction could have been smoother. Three
participants mentioned that ‘Getting used to [it] is difficult because the lasers have
the same color’ by which they meant that they at times had difficulties in determi-
ning which laser dot originated from where. On that respect, it was also mentioned
that ‘Inaccuracy was not so much a bother because you get visual feedback from the
interface and the lasers’.
Figure 7.7: Overall interaction ratings.
Figure 7.8 shows where the buttons were placed on the participants’ hands. Al-
though we placed the buttons in the middle of the index and middle fingers at the
beginning of each trial, after the practice session, we asked each participant if the
buttons were placed comfortably and, if not, how they would prefer to place them.
Only three participants decided to change the buttons when so asked. Others did so
of their own accord, mostly because the rings were either too wide or too narrow.
This was especially true for the five female participants, due to their slender fingers:
they slid the rings down as far as needed to keep them from falling off entirely.
The buttons could not always be placed at the place on the fingers where the
users first intended to place them. Because of their slender fingers, this mostly oc-
curred with our female participants. The rings on which the buttons were sewn are
made of elastic band. The rings were designed to not be too tight but the difference
between the thickness of the fingers was not anticipated. Our participants did not
mention that this caused the gesture to be uncomfortable. We found no significant
difference for the comfort between men and women. Our female participants did
rate the perceived operation speed significantly higher as the male participants did
(p = .02), see Figure 7.9.
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Figure 7.8: Button placement on the hands. The black dots represent the A button while the white
dots represent the B buttons. The more intense the dot, the more participants placed a button
there.
Figure 7.9: Overall interaction ratings per gender.
Questionnaire per command
Figure 7.10 depicts the ratings for each of the seven commands that we evaluated
with a questionnaire. This figure shows that the ratings to learn and remember a
gesture and for the comfort in gesturing scored similarly for all seven commands. A
D’Agostino-Pearson K2 analysis shows that the ratings per command do not follow
a normal distribution: for learning and remembering a gesture we found K2 = 41.9
(p < .01) and for the gesture comfort we found K2 = 42.5 (p < .01). This defor-
mation is caused by high values for kurtosis (1.7 and 1.4 respectively) and high
negative values for skewness (-1.4 and -1.3 respectively). Table B.3 shows the ra-
tings for each command separately. A Kruskal-Wallis H analysis shows that there
is a significant difference between ratings for the seven commands with respect to
how easy they were to learn and remember (χ2 = 36.466, p < .01) but not for the
comfort of performing the gesture (χ2 = 8.125, p = .23). We performed an inde-
pendent samples analysis on the seven commands using a Mann-Whitney U analysis
for the question how easy it was to learn and remember the gesture. Rotating and
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resizing the structure (3D) both scored significantly higher than moving a screen-
shot (2D) and than selecting options. Moving and resizing a screenshot (2D) scored
significantly lower than restoring a screenshot and than deleting a screenshot. Re-
sizing, restoring and deleting a screenshot scored significantly higher than selecting
options.
Figure 7.10: Detailed interaction ratings.
Two participants commented that, for rotating the structure in 3D, there was an
irritant jitter when rotating which they attributed to low resolution of the pointing
device. In addition, the reaction time of the devices was deemed ‘too slow for my
actions’. Another participant found this approach intuitive because it is based on the
traditional mouse-based control of 3D space. For resizing the structure in 3D one
participant wondered if the method for resizing was absolute or relative. He could
not figure this out which was confusing for him. Three participants mentioned
that small changes in pointing could lead to big changes in resizing the structure.
One participant mentioned the Apple iPhone as the source of this gesture. Four
participants mentioned that the response time was too high.
For moving screenshots in 2D, four participants mentioned that the calibration
is very important and that it should be better calibrated because ‘coupling [the laser
dot to the screenshot] was clumsy’. Another participant mentioned that this method
was very easy to understand: ‘point and click, how much easier can it get?’. Resizing
screenshots received the criticism that it should have worked the same way as in 3D
(1 participant). Three participants found it hard to find the correct spot for both
laser dots to start resizing. One participant mentioned that the response time was
too high and another participant wondered which button to press.
Restoring a screenshot to 3D with PinkieTrigger was deemed unintuitive by one
participant who preferred to just drag the screenshot to the 3D panel. Seven partici-
pants mentioned that they did not use this gesture much. For selecting options from
the menu, one participant mentioned that they had accidentally selected options
while performing resizing in 3D because she came too close to the menu with a
laser dot. Another participant mentioned that additional feedback mechanisms, for
example, an audible click, would be nice although the highlighted box in the options
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menu also helped him considerately. With respect to the two-handed PinkieTrigger
gesture for deleting, three participants mentioned they felt that they had not used
it much. Another participant mentioned that it would be more fun to throw it away
into a trash bin but that PinkieTrigger was easier. One participant mentioned that,
for all comfort questions, he would have scored higher if our gloves would have
been smaller ‘like a [..] ring’.
Observations
The most prevalent posture for our participants to stand in was with their upper
arms along their body and both their lower arms pointing towards the screen, even
when they were only actively using one or even neither of the hands. When asked
why they did not stretch their arms for pointing they commented that it was the
most comfortable way for them to stand. It was rare for participants to walk around
in front of the display although we did explicitly explain to them that it was allowed
as long as they did not cross the 1.5 meter line. We did notice that all participants
were switching the leg on which they were standing to stand more comfortably.
When performing the pattern matching tasks, most participants first loaded each
of the four molecules to discover what they were looking at. After this exploration
stage, they started manipulating the structure to fit the requested goal. We noticed
that the subjects frequently mixed up the structures 1a3n, see Figure 7.1b, and
1u04, see Figure 7.1c. The target state for 1a3n (Figure 7.1b) was the hole in its
center and the starting location of 1u04 seemed to have a hole in it.
Almost none of the participants noticed that they switched hands for pointing,
between their left and right hand. When asked why they did so, they were at first
surprised to find out that this was the case after which they mentioned that it was
the most comfortable way for them to point. One participant commented that she
was ‘very right-handed’ when performing the tasks although we observed that she
too was switching her left and right hands for pointing. We did not observe any
participant always using the left hand to point to the left side of the display, or vice
versa. All participants mentioned, when asked, that they liked the visual feedback
that the laser dots provided to them. They also argued that it was clear that when
they did not press a button, the interface would not respond. One participant pre-
ferred to have the laser attached to his fingertip but the other participants frequently
mentioned that they liked pointing with their whole hand: they argued that it was
more comfortable to keep their fingers relaxed.
One participant had significant difficulties in perceiving depth in the Jmol panel
while two other participants suggested that perception of the 3D structure could
be improved by using 3D goggles [211]. One participant mentioned that she felt
that the response time of the interface was high but that she accepted it because
it was a new type of interface. Were this to happen on her PC, it would be totally
unacceptable.
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7.3 Summary
The gestures that were preferred in our earlier experiments, see Chapters 4, 5 and
6, were evaluated in this chapter. We built a working prototype with two wireless,
glove-like devices that enabled our participants to interact beyond arm’s length with
a large display through gestures such as ThumbTrigger, PinkieTrigger and Hands
apart. Our subjects experienced this interaction for twenty minutes after a practice
session of five minutes. By giving our subjects a chance to interact for this amount
of time we obtained qualitative feedback on the interactions. A set of four pattern
matching tasks was given to our subjects. These tasks were designed in such a
way that they required the subjects to repeatedly give commands to the interface to
achieve the required goal. An image of a complex 3D mesh (a biochemical structure)
was presented that the subjects had to reproduce by rotating and resizing a 3D mesh.
In addition, the user could manipulate that image, and other images that could be
made in the process of finding the requested target state, by moving and resizing
them.
7.4 Conclusions
We found that all participants enjoyed giving commands through gesturing in our
interface. They experienced gesturing as accurate, fast and comfortable. There was
no fatigue in the hands and arms to speak of even though our participants tended
to keep their arms tensed for the entire duration of the trial. The smoothness of
the interaction could have been better which manifested itself mainly in rotating
and zooming the 3D mesh. This was caused by the 3D rendering software that we
used which was not fully customizable to our needs. Our participants preferred to
shape the ThumbTrigger and PinkieTrigger gestures to fit their own comfort, placing
the buttons that we used to detect the thumb pressing against another finger so
that it was most comfortable for them. This mostly meant that the subject had to
minimally bend his finger so that he could give a command with minimal effort.
Women could not always place the buttons as they desired because the rings did not
fit tightly enough on their more slender fingers. However, this was of no influence
on our findings for comfort, accuracy, smoothness and fatigue. The combinations
of gesture for giving a specific command were easy to learn and remember for the
duration of our trials.
We can conclude that the gestures that we evaluated in our earlier experiments
are fun (see Figure 7.11), comfortable and efficient for giving commands to a large
display beyond arm’s length. A wearable device was used in this experiment to
robustly detect the gestures. None of our participants mentioned they felt uncom-
fortable to wear such a device even though it had to be tightly strapped to the
subject’s hands and arms. We suspect that a smaller device, which would still be at-
tached to the back of the hand, might be more comfortable still. It has been argued
in HCI literature [93; 168] that unobtrusive gesture recognition is a desirable way
to interact through gesturing with an intelligent environment. However, we argue
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Figure 7.11: One user out of 23 who is having fun during the experiment.
that by giving the user an explicit means to interact, for example, through buttons
on a small wearable device, the interface will be more transparent for the user. In
addition, holding or wearing a control device is an explicit signal to each user as to
who is in control of the display [138]. This is, however, a topic for further research.
7.5 Discussion
Some participants struggled somewhat to distinguish between the two laser dots. It
was not clear to them from which hand the laser dot originated. When giving a com-
mand this would on occasion give unintended and unexpected results. Apparently,
our users mainly focused on the laser dot for feedback rather than on the spatial
orientation of their hands pointing. König et al. [114] used an infrared laser pointer
for pointing. By removing the laser dot entirely, however, the user is unaware of
where he is pointing, let alone with which hand. König et al. therefore displayed a
digital laser dot on which they could perform jitter reduction. This helped to stabi-
lize the jitter effect caused by the hands trembling slightly in the interaction. Our
participants commented that this effect was irritating at times. By replacing both
our red lasers with infrared lasers, we can also represent each laser with unique co-
lor or shape. In the same way, multiple users can also be simultaneously supported
without confusing as to who is doing what [99]. Note that in order for this to work,
a robust tracking algorithm must be employed for detecting and tracking the laser
dots on the screen, for example, by using a Kalman filter [224].
We evaluated how well our participants learned and remembered each gesture
in only one trial per participant. However, it would be interesting to find out how
well these gestures are remembered over the course of several days and weeks. Bieg
[9] investigated earlier whether a better understanding can be gained of how easy
it truly is to remember the gestures in the interface by intermitted learning by re-
peatedly revisiting the interface. A significant, albeit small, increase in performance
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was found. However, the investigated task set, as defined by [91, Appendix A], re-
quires sessions of at least two hours to complete. To prevent users getting ‘gorilla
arms’, see Section 3.4.2, we would rather argue to investigate how well the gesture
is remembered through qualitative analysis, such as performed in this experiment.
Part III
Conclusions

Chapter 8
Conclusions
“Out with friends and last orders have been called in the pub. The
alpha male of our group pulls out a stack of taxi numbers scrawled
on old business cards. None of the firms is close enough. ‘Richard
has a new iPhone - let’s try that,’ my wife suggests. I pull up an app
called AroundMe, which tells me where the nearest cab company
is. Thirty seconds later and the taxi is on its way. My friends look
on in envy and admiration. Alpha male looks despondent. ‘I am
part man, part computer’, I tell myself.”
Richard Fisher
New Scientist news editor – NewScientist issue 2272 “Appland: How smartphones are transforming
our lives”
John Anderton, the lead character in the science fiction movie Minority Report, is
used to interacting with wall-sized interactive surfaces by gesturing with his hands.
The gestures that he uses to command the display look easy to understand, learn
and remember. In Minority Report, we see John gesturing to point out, pick up and
throw away items projected on the display. All this is happening because John is
trying to solve a crime with this gesture interface. As far as the audience is con-
cerned, John’s interaction looks believable; mainly because the interface responds
in a predictable way to each gesture-command. Gesture interfaces and, more speci-
fically, the gestures that are used to give commands to them are what this thesis is
all about. We studied gesture interactions at a distance, beyond arm’s length, from
the user: it is either not allowed or not possible to touch the display itself. Our ex-
periments focused on gesturing with the hands, excluding speech as the prevalent
additional input modality in multi-modal interfaces [119; 194]. We looked at these
interfaces from a human point of view so that the interaction best suits the user’s
intentions of what she is trying to achieve with the interface [152].
Gesture interfaces that are operated at a distance can be applied in display-
rich environments. We mention just some examples of these environments that are
packed with displays that are on the walls, floor and embedded in the furniture.
In smart meeting rooms, scientists analyze and interpret complex data structures
such as they occur in life science research projects [178]. In shopping areas, display
windows try to catch the eye of passers-by through interactive product information
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[139; 215]. The surgeon’s hands must remain sterile for the duration of the surgery
in operating rooms of the future that facilitate easy access to a patient’s information
[216; 217].
The aim of this work is to explore, from a perspective of human behavior, which
gestures are suited to control large display surfaces at a distance; why that is so;
and, equally important, how such an interface can be made a reality. In an effort
to understand gesture interactions with large displays at a distance, we performed
four investigations (Chapters 4–7) that explore this type of interaction.
The rest of the conclusions chapter is structured as follows. First, we will report
the findings of our four investigations in Section 8.1. Each reported investigation
provides the basis for the one that follows. The understanding of which gestures
are suited to be applied in gesture interfaces, and why, grows with the sequential
progress in these investigations. In addition, gesture interfaces were built that allow
us to formulate requirements for building gesture interfaces. Second, we reflect on
the reasons for our findings with a discussion in Section 8.2 in which we introduce
high-tech citizens as the main potential user group of the gesture interfaces that we
built. This thesis is concluded in Section 8.3 with a brief outlook on the possibilities
for continuing this line of research. We describe how speech might be added as an
additional input modality and we introduce the design of a new device that is worn
like a ring. This design builds upon the findings from this thesis. With it, we aim
to investigate whether users prefer such a small wearable object to gesture with or
whether they prefer to gesture without it; the latter will require a camera-based
solution to detect gesturing.
8.1 Findings
Gesture interactions at a distance, as they are interpreted by the user, have been
described in a four-state model before we started to study these interactions. The
model describes when the user is out-of-range: when he is not interacting. It de-
scribes the state in an interaction where the hands are being tracked in addition to
states where the user is selecting or manipulating the contents of the interface. State
transitions occur when the user gives an explicit command: each command is given
with a gesture. This model provides us with a basis to describe our gesture interac-
tions. With this model, we have found in our investigations that these gestures are
preferably used for issuing more than just one command, for example, using AirTap
to both select and activate, depending on the current state of the interaction. Users
like to reuse gestures in this way to keep things simple while interacting [237].
We have, as a first experiment, explored gesturing by users that received in-
structions on the command that they should give with a gesture while not receiving
instructions on how to gesture. We did so to learn which gestures users make of
their own accord and, equally important, why that is so. We found that gestures are
started and stopped explicitly by changing the hand shape from rest to tensed and
back, respectively. In addition, there was great uniformity between the gestures that
different users made. The main difference between the gestures that we observed
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was the tensed hand shape, in the gesture stroke phase [38], that was used while
gesturing. We also learned from our users that a large influence on the choice for
certain gestures was caused by their knowledge of technological developments and
indoctrination. More explicitly, the Apple iPhone and the Windows-Icons-Menus-
Pointing (WIMP) metaphor were mentioned repeatedly as such. Users felt as if they
were in actual control of the display; immersed in the interaction that they found
believable.
For our second experiment, we made an inventory of gestures for issuing com-
mands to an interface from HCI literature, science fiction movies, existing (gesture)
interfaces and everyday life. A command is given by making the gesture for it: we
selected some gestures to issue more than one command. A large user group then
evaluated, with an online questionnaire, the suitability of each gesture for issuing
that command. Participants evaluated each gesture based on a videotaped example
of the gesture with an interface that responded transparently. The preferred ges-
tures are characterized by familiar actions that require as little effort as possible,
for example, mimicking pressing a (mouse) button to select or moving the fingers
apart to resize. The indoctrination by both traditional WIMP-style interfaces and re-
cent mainstream multi-touch interfaces swayed our participants’ preference towards
these gestures.
The third investigation was a validation of our earlier findings because the users
had previously merely imagined what it would be like to gesture as proposed. The
gestures selected through the online questionnaire were validated with a prototype
interface in which the user could point through ray-casting but where the start and
end of a gesture were detected by an operator. Users with a similar background
evaluated the suitability of each gesture to give a specific command by experien-
cing it. We found only minimal differences between the evaluations of the gesture
from the online setting and after repeatedly experiencing it. These differences were
mostly caused by users preferring to rest their hands as much as possible to increase
the comfort while interacting. The users found it, above all, fun to interact through
gestures in a seemingly working gesture interface. We also learned that partici-
pants consider it important that switching between resting and interacting is both
easy and fast to do. The preferred gestures again show that there is a strong prefe-
rence for gestures that mimic the pressing of a button. This evidence also supports
evaluating gesture interactions through video prototypes as has been argued for by
Tognazzini [203] and Bardram et al. [4]. Video prototypes offer a relatively fast
means to evaluate the workings of a mature interface without having to build it.
To consolidate our previous findings we designed, built and evaluated a gesture
interface with which the user can interact with 3D and 2D visualizations on a wall-
sized display. This fourth experiment also provided us with experience in building
and working with an operational gesture interface. Interactions consisted of the
gestures for issuing commands that were preferred in our previous experiments.
Again, we found that our participants preferred to interact with the least amount
of effort and with the highest comfort possible. There was little variation between
users in the shape of the gestures that they preferred: tapping the thumb on one of
the other fingers, known as ThumbTrigger [64], was the prevalent gesture. Figure
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8.1 depicts the prevalent gestures that we found in our studies: Ray-casting for
pointing, ThumbTrigger was preferred for selecting objects and menu items, Fingers
apart combined with ThumbTrigger for resizing, dragging with the thumb pressed
down in ThumbTrigger for rotating in 3D and dragging in 2D, and PinkieTrigger for
alternate selection commands.
Based on these findings, we conclude that it is possible to design and imple-
ment a set of gestures for giving commands explicitly to large display interfaces
at a distance. These gestures are easy to learn and remember, they are comfor-
table to perform and they are fun to use. The design of this gesture set is based
on actions that are familiar from everyday life as well as on actions that are found
in both prevalent and emerging computer interfaces, for example, the Windows-
Icons-Menus-Pointing metaphor and the iPhone. We argue that the main guideline
in designing a gesture set for a gesture interface is that the gestures, as far as the
user is concerned, should: be easy to learn and remember, be comfortable, require
minimal movements and allow fast switching to and from a resting state. The as-
pects of this guideline also encompass the reuse of gestures in a different context,
the familiarity of gestures from everyday life and the self-explaining nature of the
gestures.
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 8.1: The most prevalent gestures in our studies are easy to learn and remember: ThumbTrig-
ger scored best in our last experiment and it is based on a similar act compared to AirTap: pressing
a button. Bpth (a) AirTap and (b) ThumbTrigger were preferred for selecting objects while (c) Fingers
apart combined with ThumbTrigger to start and stop resizing in 2D and 3D.
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8.2 Reflection
Social communities are formed, partially, by the gestures and actions that the people
belonging to these communities make and are familiar with. These actions and ges-
tures are the basis for what members consider natural. People can be part of more
than one social community in their everyday lives. Examples are home and work,
but also real-world and virtual communities such as online role playing games. At
home we might act and gesture differently than when at work or when amongst
friends. Social communities can be large, for example, vividly gesturing Italians
who gesture that they do not like you so much, or they may be small, for example,
underwater hockey referees who gesture that they have seen a player obstructing
an opponent. Physical locations do not limit social communities, especially with the
growing global village in mind [55]. You belong to a social community when, as far
as the argument here is concerned, you are familiar with those actions and gestures
that define that community. It is possible to become part of a social community by
learning its defining actions and gestures. Examples are learning aircraft marshaling
to guide aircraft or by learning the distinctive gestures of Italians [37].
Figure 8.2: The Fingers apart gesture as it is used on the Apple iPhone for resizing images.
Becoming part of a social community, learning its gestures, is what can explain
why we found such a strong influence on our gesture set from WIMP interfaces
and the iPhone interface. Our users were already part of the social community that
is defined by the (inter)actions with high-tech and/or digital artifacts such as the
PC. We call the members of this community ‘high-tech citizens’. High-tech citizens
are members of a global social community of high-tech artifact literates and users.
The participants in our experiments, all of them high-tech citizens, were already
familiar with WIMP actions before taking part in these experiments. An example of
the actions that they were familiar with is how to delete digital objects by putting
them in the virtual trash bin on the digital desktop. With the emergence of new
technologies, new social communities are formed or old ones adopt these technolo-
gies. This adjusts the notion of what community members find intuitive [48]. The
gesture implemented in the Apple iPhone for resizing digital objects, Fingers apart,
based perhaps on elastic bands, is a good example of such a recent technological
development. It quickly became the iPhone’s most established feature since its re-
lease, racing across the planet seemingly overnight. This affected the emergence of
other multi-touch technologies that were beginning to become commonplace [73].
High-tech citizens who had used an iPhone expect these multi-touch interfaces to
have the iPhone resize gesture [44].
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The iPhone’s Fingers apart gesture has become an idea, action and perhaps even
a meme [34], that is rapidly transferred from one person to the next. The people
who absorb this idea and others like it then become high-tech citizens. This and
other similar gestures add to the everyday manipulative actions that are the basis
for the gestures that we evaluated in this thesis. In that respect, the standard WIMP
paradigm has, over the past decades, indoctrinated high-tech citizens who form the
potential users of the systems for which we are designing gesture-based interfaces.
The WIMP paradigm is intensely familiar for these users. We demonstrate with our
findings that the appeal of these existing and new interfaces provides undeniably
strong reasons for preferring gestures that mimic already existing interactions. In-
teractions such as pressing mouse buttons and the drag-and-drop paradigm are the
cause for this appeal.
It was surprising, in some way, to discover that these technological develop-
ments, some familiar such as the mouse and others more modern such as the iP-
hone, have such a strong impact on our findings. After all, mainstream HCI, in
its everlasting search for finding the natural interface [158], focuses mainly on the
influence of cultural and social settings on the interaction [159]. The purpose in
this type of HCI research is to have the interaction mimic human communication
or at least be based upon it for the most part [16]. The main reason for this is to
make the interface as easy to use as is possible [160]. The target audience herein
is as wide as possible: including the elderly, youngsters, middle-aged and teenagers
alike. We believe that it merits further study to consider the extent to which there
is a real need, as far as high-tech citizens are concerned, for the natural interfa-
ces that HCI research strives after. By merit of the indoctrination by the myriad of
high-tech artifacts, most potential users of the interfaces for which HCI designs in-
terfaces might prefer direct manipulation interfaces over interface agents [191]. We
readily agree that an experiment similar to ours would yield very different results in
another social community whose members are high-tech illiterates. After all, they
are unfamiliar with the actions and gestures that define high-tech citizens. Having
realized this, HCI research is already shifting its focus on users who are not (yet)
high-tech citizens. A prime example of these users might be the elderly of today that
may, by introducing HCI novelties, live independently for as long as possible [95].
8.3 Future research
We first describe two practical realizations of future work that continues the line of
research that has been described in this thesis. Secondly, we describe where we are
now in creating an easy to use and comfortable gesture interface.
8.3.1 Practical realizations
Speech and gestures can be combined in large display interactions. In addition, our
last experiment can be continued with a new wearable device, called LaserRing,
with which we can compare wearable objects and bare hands for gesturing.
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Deixis
One shortcoming of the gesture interfaces that we have described in this thesis
is that it is not practical to input data. The traditional keyboard is much better
suited for that task. However, we should prevent cases in which the user has to
stop interacting and move to some input console so that some requested data input
can take place. One well-studied solution for this is to combine speech and gestu-
ring. Speech is the prevalent modality that is used in conjunction with gesturing
for building multi-modal large display interfaces [174]. It is hard to build these
multi-modal interfaces [197]: due to the nature of spontaneous, unplanned and
unconsciously made gestures, it is hard to recognize and interpret their meaning
without the speech that they enrich [133; 195]. As a result, gestures have been
included in human-computer interfaces mainly to serve as a means to disambigu-
ate other input modalities, for example, speech [222]. Our findings have shown
that users explicitly mark the beginning and ending of their gestures by tensing and
relaxing their hands. This cue can be used to detect gesture segmentation from
continuous gesturing [75].
Huijbregts [86] describes a large vocabulary continuous speech recognition sys-
tem called SHoUT that was developed at our research group. This system can be
used to robustly detect, in real-time, speech from non-speech, how many speakers
are speaking and what they are saying with good accuracy. Matching these two mo-
dalities, gesture and speech, is hard to do because co-verbal gesturing is very user-
dependent [118]. Van der Sluis [208] and Oviatt [157] describe pattern matching
techniques that can detect a user’s prevalent input pattern of speech and gesturing
so that this pattern can describe matches between gesture and speech. Both gestu-
ring and speech can be used to detect the beginning and ending of the interaction
with the display. It is often not possible to detect these events, making it difficult to
reach Buxton’s null-state in which the user is out-of-range of the interaction [19].
LaserRing
The gloves that we used in our last experiment, see Chapter 7, were a first pro-
totype. Since then, we have experimented with smaller batteries, buttons directly
attached to the laser and the whole device sewn onto a cotton glove. Our users
strongly indicated, in the evaluation of the prototype glove, that they prefer mini-
mal gestures to issue commands. No users mentioned that they disliked wearing
the glove to interact with the display. In fact, they found it comfortable to interact
in that manner. This leads us to believe that our prototype gloves might be minia-
turized to be less invasive and still provide an explicit means to interact with large
displays at a distance. We have already put forth the idea of using infrared lasers
so that the smoothness and accuracy of the device can be increased because we
suspect that it will benefit the interaction, as was also argued by König et al. [114].
The miniaturized version of our prototype will be called ‘LaserRing’. The device will
still be mounted on the back of the hand so that the laser can be pointed accurately
without being affected by the user moving his fingers [12]. Buttons will still be used
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to issue commands and they will be placed on the prevalent spots on the fingers that
we observed in our last experiment.
We propose to use the LaserRings to investigate to what extent there is a prefe-
rence for using a wearable device to interact with a large display at a distance or to
not use a device at all. Tangible objects provide the user with an explicit means to
interact. In addition, objects that a user picks up signal to other users whose turn it
is. Wearable devices might not have quite the same result but we can find out what
the difference is by comparing a handheld device, for example, a Wiimote [46], the
LaserRing and bare hands [132]. Without a wearable device to gesture with, the
interaction is based on unobtrusive means to look at the user, for example, through
cameras. The immature techniques for hand shape recognition possibly hamper this
comparison [187]. To overcome this issue, we might focus on detecting the hole
formed by performing ThumbTrigger rather than detecting the hand shape [229] or
we might turn to the use of colored gloves to assist the computer vision recognition
process [100].
Another aspect that we propose to use LaserRings for is to investigate the user
experience during prolonged interactions [199, Ch.2]. Physical fatigue during these
prolonged interactions is often mentioned as a possible downside in human-computer
interactions [94] and it can degrade performance [5]. Cerney and Vance [25] pro-
pose the use of quick and easy gestures, as we used in this thesis, to reduce fatigue
and favor the ease of learning. We suspect that adding another, increasingly popular
and widespread technology in the mix will reduce the users perception of fatigue
even more. The most fatiguing aspect in gesture interfaces is the lack of a means
to rest the arms and hands. We propose to use multi-touch sensitive surfaces, in-
troduced by Han [73], as a physical surface on which the hands can be rested.
This surface might be horizontal, titled or perhaps even vertical. By combining
the LaserRings for gesturing at a distance and multi-touch surfaces for interacting
for prolonged durations with ease, comfort, without causing (physical) fatigue and
preventing ‘gorilla-arms’.
8.3.2 Where are we now?
The focus of this thesis has been on gesture interactions at a distance. The guideline
for designing gesture sets for these interfaces, see Section 8.1, is that the gestures
should be movements that are, above all, simple and minimal. This is, as far was
we are concerned, what makes the gestures that John Anderton makes in Minority
Report so believable. So, how far are we from building the gesture interface that
John uses, or others like it? As we have shown in this thesis, there have already been
numerous attempts to build easy to learn gesture interfaces: not in the last place
the ongoing attempt by the people involved with creating Minority Report in the
first place1 to commercialize a similar gesture interface. The most immature piece
of easy to use and comfortable gesture interfaces is no longer the understanding of
the gesture interaction itself. It is the availability and accessibility of the sensors
1MIT spin-off company Oblong Industries, http://oblong.com, June 16th, 2009.
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that look at the user that limit the widespread construction of gesture interfaces.
We predict that when sensors become available and accessible on a large scale
for low costs, the speed of developments and the number of developers increase
exponentially. The Nintendo Wiimote game controller is one recent example. Its
hardware has been taken apart by hundreds and hundreds of enthusiasts while nu-
merous open source reverse engineering initiatives developed the software needed
to gain access to the Wiimote’s sensors. Based on those developments, these enthu-
siasts have been using the cheap sensors in the Wiimote for all kinds of things: from
head tracking to creating affordable digital white boards for schools [123]. Another
example is found in the emergence of multi-touch technology over the past couple
of years. Existing multi-touch technologies, for example, the DiamondTouch [35],
were expensive and prevented fast growth of both the understanding and use of
multi-touch interfaces [44]. Han [73] showed how easy and cheap it is to create
your own multi-touch interface and promptly most computer science departments
across the globe had at least one student who was building his own multi-touch ta-
ble. Various open source software initiatives, for example, the NUI group2, have de-
veloped means to easily gain access to the user’s touches that have resulted in music
tables [45; 98], games [44; 204] and collaborative design applications [206; 236].
A recently announced, cheap sensor solution is Microsoft’s Project Natal3 that will
be equipped with a multi-array microphone, RGB camera and a depth sensor. We
strongly believe that just as with the Wiimote, this sensor will be embraced by simi-
lar developers so that entirely new applications will be made possible.
The fun of exploring the workings and capabilities of easily accessible, cheap
sensors is what seemingly triggers such responses. It will be worthwhile to find
means to make sensors more available and accessible for exploratory research in
addition to hardware and software developers. We believe that then a revolution
can take place that can make gesture interfaces even more common place as the
multi-touch revolution has achieved so far.
2http://www.nuigroup.com/, November 17th, 2009.
3http://www.xbox.com/en-US/live/projectnatal/, November 17th, 2009.
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Appendices

Appendix A
Gestures Descriptions
This appendix contains the descriptions that explained the gestures to the partici-
pants in our large-scale online investigation and its two validation conditions.
Pointing
Ray-casting: The cursor is precisely at the point where you are pointing at with
your index finger.
Repetitive taps: You make repetitive pointing taps with your index finger to move
the cursor in the direction where your hand is oriented. It is similar to using a
keyboard’s arrow keys repetitively.
Tap once: You point upwards with your index finger to let the cursor move upwards
on the screen. Moving in other directions is identical. The technique is just like
holding a keyboard arrow key.
Selecting
AirTap: Tapping with the index finger just like clicking the left mouse button.
ThumbTrigger: While pointing at a target with the index finger, using the thumb to
tap against the middle finger.
Dwelling: Keeping the index finger pointing still on a target of your choice for some
time, for example, 300 milliseconds.
Encircling: Using the index finger to point you make a circular shape around the
target that you wish to select.
FistGrab: While pointing at a target with the index finger you close your hand to
select.
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Deselecting
DropIt: While having a target selection you open your hand with the palm down as
if dropping the target on the floor.
Retract to rest: While having a target selected you retract your hand to rest besides
your body.
Jerky retract: While having a target selected, you briefly jerk your hand backwards.
Select other: You deselect by selecting another target, for example, by tapping on
it, or by selecting no target at all (an empty area on the display).
Resizing: enlarging and shrinking
Fingers apart: You enlarge a target window/picture by moving two fingers of one
hand apart. To shrink a target you perform the opposite: moving two fingers of one
hand toward each other.
Hands apart: You enlarge a target window/picture by moving your two hands
apart. To shrink a target you perform the opposite: moving your two hands toward
each other.
PullPush: You close your hand to grab the display and by pulling it closer you
enlarge it, pushing it away will shrink it.
Referenced PullPush: You ’grab’ the display with the palm towards yourself. By
moving your second hand relative to the first one, you resize the target.
Activate and Deactivate
AirTap & exit cross: You select a target by tapping on it with your index finger, just
as with the left mouse button. A second tap activates the target. A tap on the cross
in the top of the window deactivates it.
AirTap: You select a target by tapping on it with your index finger, just as with the
left mouse button. A second tap activates the target, a third deactivates it.
ThumbTrigger: You select a target by tapping your thumb on your middle finger
while pointing with the index finger. A second tap activates the target, a third
deactivates it.
Dwell & exit cross: You activate a target by pointing at it for a short amount of time.
When activated, you deactivate the target by briefly pointing at the cross in the top
of the window.
Jerky PullPush: You activate the target by pulling it towards yourself in a short jerky
fashion. Deactivation is the opposite: you push it away in a short jerky fashion.
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Open palm facing: You activate the target by showing a flat hand with the palm
towards face. To deactivate, you turn the flat hand with the palm towards to display.
Activation and deactivation zones: You activate a target by dragging it to an ac-
tivation zone on the display. To deactivate the target you drag it to a deactivation
zone on the display in much the same manner.
Drawing ‘play’ and ‘stop’ shapes: You activate the target that you are pointing at
by drawing a triangle shape, similar in shape to the play button on a DVD player.
To deactivate the target, you draw a rectangle shape, similar to the stop button on
a DVD player.
Context Menu
Clapping: By clapping your hands you activate a option menu within the current
context. Clapping a second time will close this menu again.
PinkieTrigger: You open an options menu. Tap your thumb on your pinky finger.
This is comparable to pressing the right mouse button. When you tap your thumb
on your pinky finger a second time the menu closes again.
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(a)
(b)
Figure A.1: Screenshots of the online questionnaire at http://fikkert.net: (a) the personal
data that we gathered from our participants. (b) the illustrated gestures.
Appendix B
Prototype
This appendix contains the questionnaire that was filled out by the participants of
the prototype evaluation that was described in Chapter 7. In addition, it displays
the electrical schema that was implemented in the two gloves.
B.1 Questionnaire - part 1
These forms were filled out before beginning the experiment.
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Figure B.1: The questionnaire (page 1) used to evaluate the prototype.
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Figure B.2: The questionnaire (page 2) used to evaluate the prototype.
B.2 Questionnaire - part 2
These forms were filled out after completing the whole experiment. They address
the gesture interaction as a whole.
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Figure B.3: The questionnaire (page 3) used to evaluate the prototype.
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B.3 Questionnaire - part 3
These forms were filled out after completing the whole experiment. They address
the commands that could be issued separately.
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Figure B.5: The questionnaire (page 5) used to evaluate the prototype.
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Figure B.6: The questionnaire (page 6) used to evaluate the prototype.
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Figure B.7: The questionnaire (page 7) used to evaluate the prototype.
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B.4 Questionnaire results
mean std. dev. variance kurtosis skewness K2 p
avg. hours at PC 7.9 2.3 5.2 -0.4 -0.7 2.3 .31
pen-based devices 4.3 2.2 4.9 -1.8 0.2 3.0 .22
iPhone 2.9 2.3 5.5 -0.4 1.1 5.6 .06
other multi-touch 3.4 1.8 3.1 -0.4 0.7 2.6 .27
Wii(mote) 3.8 1.6 2.6 -0.8 0.3 1.4 .49
other gesture int. 2.5 1.7 2.9 1.4 1.5 9.9 < .01
video clips 3.5 1.5 2.3 -1.1 0.3 1.9 .39
Table B.1: Experience of our subjects before taking part in the investigation (N = 23).
mean std. dev. variance kurtosis skewness K2 p
how lasers worked 6.4 0.8 0.6 2.9 -1.6 13.7 < .01
pointing accuracy 5.0 1.1 1.1 1.9 -1.3 9.6 < .01
interaction smoothness 3.9 1.2 1.5 -0.3 0.1 0.4 .82
operation speed 4.6 1.2 1.4 -0.1 -0.2 0.3 .86
interaction comfort 5.1 1.1 1.1 3.0 -1.3 11.3 < .01
fatigue in hands 6.0 1.3 1.7 2.7 -1.6 12.9 < .01
fatigue in arms 5.6 1.2 1.5 2.6 -1.4 11.5 < .01
fun or boring? 6.1 1.0 1.1 1.9 -1.3 9.0 .01
Table B.2: Overall interaction ratings of the experience during the experiment: see Appendix B.2
for the complete questions. Scoring was adjusted so that 1: negative score (worst), 7: positive
score (best) (N = 23).
command question mean std. dev. variance kurtosis skewness K2 p
rotate 3D learn gestures 5.9 1.4 1.8 2.2 -1.6 11.8 < .01
gesture comfort 5.7 1.2 1.4 3.8 -1.9 17.9 < .01
zoom 3D learn gestures 6.0 0.8 0.7 0.2 -0.6 1.9 .38
gesture comfort 5.7 1.0 1.1 1.0 -1.1 6.4 .04
move 2D learn gestures 6.7 0.5 0.2 -1.29 -0.9 5.4 0.1
gesture comfort 6.0 0.8 0.6 2.2 -1.2 8.9 0.7
zoom 2D learn gestures 6.4 0.6 0.3 -0.7 -0.3 1.2 .55
gesture comfort 5.9 1.0 1.0 2.4 -1.3 10.5 < .01
restore learn gestures 5.4 1.3 1.6 -0.7 -0.5 2.1 .35
gesture comfort 5.7 1.1 1.2 0.6 -1.0 4.9 .09
options learn gestures 6.8 0.4 0.2 0.2 -1.5 7.9 .01
gesture comfort 6.3 0.9 0.7 2.5 -1.5 12.0 < .01
delete learn gestures 5.5 1.2 1.4 -0.8 -0.3 1.5 .46
gesture comfort 5.9 0.9 0.8 0.9 -1.1 5.7 .06
Table B.3: Detailed interaction ratings, per command that could be given. The commands are
described in Section 7.1.3. Scoring was adjusted so that 1: negative score (worst), 7: positive
score (best). (N = 23).
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